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INTRODUCTION

Damage from earthquakes is generally manifest in four separate

forms: (1) damage due to fault displacement; (2) damage due to

shaking; (3) damage due to ground failure; and (4) damage due

to tsunamis (seismic sea waves).

Damage resulting from surface fault displacement occurs whenever

works of man are located astride a fault trace that experiences
surface offset. In Utah the potential for damage is high and

the consequences of surface faulting are severe due to the juxta

position of major population centers and the active Wasatch fault.

It is evident that most urban development along the Wasatch fault

has been proceeding without regard to the consequences of future

fault displacement and many structures straddle active fault

traces. If another fault displacement and attendant strong earth

quake should occur along the Wasatch fault, structures would be

torn apart by the fault offset. To compound this situation, no

detailed maps presently exist to aid planners and developers in

avoiding active fault hazards. This has resulted in continued

development along potentially unsafe areas.

The purpose of this report is to identify areas of high risk along

the Wasatch fault and to recommend positive steps to be taken to

reduce future fault-induced damage. This report serves as a first

step to minimize the consequences of future strong earthquakes

along the Wasatch fault by: (1) insuring a better understanding of

the fault and earthquake risk problem; and by (2) informing govern

mental agencies and urban planners of potential fault hazards.

Urban development should be allowed to proceed along the Wasatch

fault; however there should be definite restrictions based on

knowledge gained by thorough engineering geologic investigations.

These restrictions should be implemented during the early planning

stages of development and incorporated into long-range regional

plans. Only in this way can development proceed safely along the

Wasatch fault zone.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1. The Wasatch fault is an active fault.

2. The Wasatch fault is part of a zone of active faults extend

ing from Southern Utah into Idaho and Montana. Significant

fault displacements are anticipated along active faults
within this zone.

3. Generally the risk from surface faults actually passing through

a structure is low, however approximately 90% of Utah's popula

tion is located along the Wasatch fault zone. This significant

ly increases the risk from surface faulting and other related

earthquake hazards.

4. The Wasatch fault will generate large earthquakes in the future;

many of these earthquakes may be accompanied by surface faulting.

Structures located astride fault traces that exhibit surface

displacement will be torn apart.

5. It is probable that future fault displacements will follow the

most recently developed planes of weakness. The most likely

locations for future fault displacements are indicated by Class

I and II lines on the accompanying maps.

6. Vertical deformation and tilting over a wide area may occur as

a result of future surface fault offsets and earthquakes. This

should be considered by local governments in planning and zoning,

especially where multi-story buildings are planned.

7. The proximity of a particular site to an active fault is not
as important as the ground conditions beneath the site, provided

that the site is not astride an active fault.

8. Numerous landslides coincident with the Wasatch fault zone,

exist along the Wasatch Range front. These areas are potentially

hazardous to future development.
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9. Faulting has been found extending into areas not covered
by our photography, and there is a possibility that active
fault traces exist outside the area of this investigation.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Before private or public development is allowed to continue

along the Wasatch fault, comprehensive geologic and engineer

ing investigations and evaluations should be required in order

to define the exact locations of surface fault ruptures and

related geologic hazards.

2. The rapid urbanization along the fault zone in the Utah County

area of this report should be given immediate consideration

for detailed mapping and land-use zoning.

3. Attention should be given to the evaluation of overall site

stability to assure that a site can be expected to remain sub

stantially intact during an earthquake.

4. Detailed studies should be carried out for all existing or

potential landslide areas before development is allowed in

their vicinity.

5. Schools, hospitals, emergency services, and other buildings of

high socio-economic importance should not be built astride the

traces of active faults.

6. High pressure transmission lines, such as water, gas, petroleum,

chemical and other volatile products should avoid crossing the

Wasatch fault. Where these transmission lines must cross the

fault, they should do so at or near the ground surface and at

right angles to the strike of the fault. Where these transmis

sion lines cross the fault they should incorporate appropriate

safety features, such as flexible joints and emergency shut-

off valves.

7. Contingency plans to be followed in the event of a large earth

quake should be drawn up.
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8. A Review Board should be implemented to:

(1) establish and revise safety criteria for the Wasatch

fault and structures therein with respect to risk

zoning.

(2) review all proposed development projects for the adequacy

of their specific safety criteria and to make recommenda

tions concerning these criteria;
(3) gather and make available data developed from specific

projects under their jurisdiction; and

(4) to complement the functions of local building depart

ments and local city and county planning departments.

9. Adequate legislation pertaining to fault zone hazards, parti

cularly relating to schools, hospitals, emergency services,

high occupancy structures, and subdivisions should be intro

duced on a statewide and local level.

10. Building code standards should be related to fault zone

problems.

11. Similar investigations should be completed for critical areas

not covered by this or our previous investigation.
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ACTIVE FAULTS AND ASSOCIATED RISKS IN UTAH

Utah is traversed by several active faults, as shown on Figure 1.

Past seismic activity in Utah has been high as evidenced by

geologically young offsets along these faults as well as his

toric accounts of strong earthquake activity. This high degree

of earthquake activity is expected to continue in the future.

Utah has not had a severe earthquake in recent years and there is

a tendency for a rather complacent "it can't happen here" attitude

to develop during such periods of earthquake quiescence. However,

the potential for a large earthquake is high in Utah and even a

moderate earthquake (such as Caracas 1967 and Managua 1972) could

cause extensive damage due to the unique location of Utah's popu
lation, near the Wasatch fault.

The Wasatch fault is a major active fault that extends from near

Gunnison on the south, northward into southern Idaho traversing

through the most densely populated areas of Utah as shown on

Figure 1. The Wasatch fault will generate large earthquakes in

the future; many may be accompanied by surface faulting.

The present risk from surface faulting is high in areas where

development has taken place astride the Wasatch fault. Risk can

be minimized during future development by increased awareness of

the fault, knowledge of the precise location of the fault, and

knowledge of current methods used in dealing with faulting and
earthquake problems.

This report presents locations of active traces of the Wasatch

fault from Corner Canyon to Gunnison, along with current methods

used in dealing with fault and earthquake problems in urban areas.

Information regarding locations of the active traces of the

Wasatch fault from Corner Canyon to Brigham City is available in

our previous report (Cluff, et al., 1970).

WOODWARD-LUNDGREN & ASSOCIATES
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Generally, the risk from surface faults actually passing through
structures is low, seldom being more than a few percent for

most western states. However, Utah is in a unique position in

that approximately 90% of the population is located within or

along the active Wasatch fault zone. This juxtaposition of popu

lation density and active fault hazard significantly increases

the risk of damage due to surface faulting and other related earth

quake hazards.

Many variables influence the degree of risk that may be associated

with urban development along or near an active fault zone. These

variables include geologic factors such as: exact location of

the fault, type of fault (direction of potential displacement,

e.g. horizontal, vertical, or oblique), amount of potential dis

placement, Richter magnitude of the earthquake, size of the zone

of earthquake energy release, and near surface geologic and soil

conditions. Land-use factors (which are those that can be control

led presently by man) also influence the degree of the risk. These

land-use factors include building occupancy, building height, struc

tural system and quality of construction.

As Utah's population increases and urban areas expand, there is a

tendency to build on marginal land or to use potentially more

hazardous sites along the Wasatch fault zone. These land-use

problems are becoming increasingly serious. However, it is not

clear at this time precisely how they should be treated. It is

neither feasible nor necessary to prohibit the use of all land with

in and immediately adjacent to the fault zone; on the other hand,

building structures on sites that will almost certainly be destroy

ed during the next major fault movement is certainly unacceptable.

Since future fault displacements will occur along the Wasatch

fault, precautions should be taken to minimize the loss of property

and life from the effects of surface displacement. Conscientious

planning, utilizing geologic information, can avoid or reduce the

risk associated with future fault displacements. Public welfare
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along the Wasatch fault depends upon such conscientious planning

and the ability to assess the following factors:

1. Accurate location of the Wasatch fault;

2. Expected location and extent of future ground rupture;

3. Maximum credible earthquake expected along the Wasatch

fault.

4. The amount of displacement which can be expected during
a single fault movement.

Once these factors are evaluated, and assuming that planning,

zoning, development and construction can be responsibly guided,

rational decisions can be made to reduce the risk from surface

faulting to an acceptable level.

WOODWARD-LUNDGREN & ASSOCIATES
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THE PURPOSE OF STUDY AND ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

The purpose of this study is two-fold: first, to delineate the

location of active traces of the southern Wasatch fault zone,

and to indicate the potential hazards that exist along it; and

second, to recommend specific steps that can minimize the risk

from fault and earthquake hazards.

To accomplish the first aim, a series of maps has been prepared,

of the southern Wasatch fault zone from near Gunnison to south

of Draper, accompanied by a descriptive text, and background

information in a general discussion of faulting and earthquakes

in Appendix A. We suggest that persons not familiar with active

faults, earthquake problems, and related land-use planning pro

blems read Appendix A in order to obtain a common understanding.

To accomplish the second purpose, we provide a discussion en

titled, "Methods of evaluating fault-risk problems," which is a

discussion of the types and sequence of investigations that should

be used to minimize risk from active fault hazards. Appendix B

provides examples of recent legislation introduced in California

between 1970 and 1973 that deal with minimizing risk from active

faults and earthquakes. The recommendations of this report

bring into focus the action necessary to reduce risk from fault

and earthquake hazards along the Wasatch fault.
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SCOPE OF STUDY

The present investigation encompasses a regional geologic study

to identify, delineate, and evaluate the active and potentially

active traces of the Wasatch fault extending on the north from

near Draper, to Gunnison on the south, as shown on Figure 1.

The area investigated corresponds only to those areas covered by

our special low-sun-angle aerial photography (locations are shown

on the accompanying maps), which is a strip along the main Wasatch

-fault zone. We feel that this strip is the most critical zone for

land-use considerations related.to risk from surface fault rup

ture; however, surface faulting may extend beyond the limits of

the area covered by this special photography and additional studies

may be needed to evaluate these areas.

WOODWARD-LUNDGREN & ASSOCIATES
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METHOD OF STUDY

The present investigation is a preliminary regional geologic

investigation and evaluation of the Wasatch fault as outlined

below.

REVIEW OF EXISTING KNOWLEDGE

All existing available published and unpublished information per

taining to the southern portion of the Wasatch fault has been

reviewed. The main purpose of this review was to aid in esta

blishing the location and width of the area considered for low-sun

angle photography. Information pertaining to the location of the

Wasatch fault within the' area of our photo coverage shown by pre

vious workers was not utilized in the final preparation of the maps

accompanying this report. The main sources of information included

published and unpublished work by Dr. Ray Marsell, previously unpub

lished mapping by L.. S. Cluff for Woodward-Clyde &Associates,

Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey published and unpublished

work, publications by Brigham Young University, students and faculty,

and published information by the U. S. Geological Survey.

AERIAL FIELD ORIENTATION

Aerial reconnaissance of the southern portion was conducted to

further establish critical areas for photography, and to estimate

the best time to take low-sun-angle aerial photography.

SPECIAL LOW-SUN-ANGLE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Over the past few years we have developed a technique of aerial

photography that enables one to see fault features and patterns of

faulting often unrecognizable on conventional aerial photographs.

This technique was developed in 1967-1968 by Cluff and Slemmons

(see Slemmons, 1969; Cluff &Slemmons, 1971; and Slemmons, 1972).

and uses low-angle sun illumination to accentuate surface fault

features by shadows and high-lighted areas. The object is to use

shadowing and lighting effects produced by optimal sun illumina

tion conditions. By photographing at the ideal time of day and
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year, characteristic features, which are difficult or impos

sible to see on conventional aerial photos, are enhanced.

The results of this new photography along the Wasatch fault

are illustrated in Figures 2 through 19. Figure 2 is a repro

duction of a conventional vertical aerial photograph taken of

the Wasatch fault just south of Bells Canyon; for comparison,

Figure 3 is a low-sun-angle vertical aerial photograph of the

same area.

Photographs were flown for the present projec~ at an approxi

mate scale of 1: 12,000, both in 'winter and in summer, and in

the morning and evening, to assure maximum coverage.

The aerial photographs were interpreted stereoscopically and

faults and related features were mapped on clear acetate over

lays. The most significant of these fault-related features

were then plotted on 7-1/2 minute topographic maps.

FIELD STUDY

A brief reconnaissance was conducted to field check the features

interpreted on aerial photographs. Because of time limitations,

the scope of this investigation did not permit comprehensive

field verification of all features. We have plotted all those

features that we feel are fault-related in context with the map

symbols as they are defined below in "Explanation of Maps."

The investigation outlined above is a preliminary regional in

vestigation, and as such corresponds to step A of our "method

of evaluating the fault risk problem"; this general method is

outlined later in this report.
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EXPLANATION OF MAPS

Upon completion of all aerial photo interpretation and

checking, this series of maps and report was prepared.

discussion below is also presented on the map legend.

field

The

-----_ ..
MAP SYMBOLS

CLASS I - Prominent or obvious fault, or

very fresh fault related feature

CLASS II - Probable fault or rupture, or

fault showing a lack of recent

activity

CLASS III - Possible fault or rupturec~ I I ~ LANDSLIDE - Arrow shows direction of movement

~ Limits of present investigation

NOTE: DASHED LINES are approximate.
DOTTED LINES are concealed or inferred.

All lineaments have been mapped using special low sun-angle

aerial photography taken especially for this project. The basic

scale of the photographs is 1:12,000 ar 1 inch represents 1,000

feet. Fault related features have been transferred from photo

graphs to topographic base maps using a vertical sketchmaster

and were checked by inspection and scale dividers.

We are confident that the features plotted as Class I faults

are the locations of the most recent surface fault ruptures or

fault-related ruptures. The Class I features commonly have

significant vertical relief. For the present study, very fresh

fissures related to earthquake shaking are also mapped as Class

1.
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It is our belief that all the Class I lineaments are well defined

topographic features that mark the most recent surface fault

ruptures. They are believed to have been mostly produced by,

or related to, rapid fault displacements associated with strong

earthquakes. Most Class I ruptures are undoubtedly the result

of repeated fault displacements that are concentrated along pre

viously established planes of weakness. Therefore, the Class I

faults are the most likely candidates for significant future dis

placement. Some surface fault offset along the Wasatch fault may

be due to slow tectonic creep, as has been documented along other

faults. This problem should be considered in further evaluations.

The Class II features are probable surface faults or obvious sur-

face faults showing much older activity. Most of the Class II

features show little vertical relief and may be secondary fau1t

related features associated with ground failure or graben development.

The Class III features are possible surface faults. They have

little or no vertical relief. Most of them appear to be related

to the Class I and II fault features; however, some Class III

features may represent erosional fault-line features or shoreline

features; this should be taken into consideration during more detail

ed investigations. The Class III features are shown because we

feel they are possibly fault-related and are important enough to be

considered for further investigation and evaluation. Our confidence

level decreases from Class I to III.

It is important to understand that some minor fault breaks may not

have been identified or recognized as they may be easily confused

with other topographic features, such as shorelines. Again, this

emphasizes the need for more detailed surface mapping and sub

surface investigations.

ACCURACY

Fault-related features plotted on the map generally have a lateral
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accuracy of ± 100 feet. In areas of high relief or where

cultural development such as roads, fence lines, and other

similar features are lacking, the accuracy may be no better than

± 200 feet. In urbanized areas, the fault features have been

modified and obscured by urban development, and only the most

obvious scarps are plotted; more detailed studies are needed to

locate the less prominent secondary faults.

PURPOSE OF MAPS
The purpose of these maps is to aid general regional land-use

planning. The information presented is intended to provide a

framework for more detailed investigations and evaluations.

WOODWARD-LUNDGREN & ASSOCIATES
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THE SOUTHERN WASATCH FAULT

The most recent displacements along the Wasatach fault are

predominantly vertical, with the mountain block being displaced

relatively upward with respect to the valley block. Because

of the vertical displacements and the geometry of the fault

plane, past movements along the Wasatch fault have produced

topographic displacements called graben and tilted blocks

adjacent to the main fault break. Future displacements are also

expected to produce graben and tilting of adjacent blocks. This

tilting should be given serious consideration in locating high

rise buildings or other structures that cannot tolerate tilting

or changes in lines of level.

Landslides are common along portions of the Wasatch fault. Sev

eral of the largest are noted on the maps. Some landslides are

presently active, while others appear to be older and presently

in a state of equilibrium. Landslide deposits are important

because, even though some do not appear to be moving presently,

they are potentially unstable, especially if they are altered

or disturbed. Disturbances by earthquakes, fault movements,

man-made cuts, or heavy rainfall could re-activate a slide mass.

For the purpose of the present investigation, the southern por

tion of the Wasatch fault has been subdivided into 13 zones.

This zoning does not represent areas of higher or lesser risk,

but has been done in order to simplify the following description

of surface faulting, which is generally of the same character

within each zone but may vary in character for different zones.

FAYETTE TO SEVIER BRIDGE RESERVOIR

Surface faulting between Fayette and Sevier Bridge Reservoir is

located along the base of the San Pitch Mountains. The faulting

south of Mellor Canyon forms a zone of subdued, roughly parallel
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scarps 2,000 feet wide at the widest point "near Fayette

Springs. Surface faulting north of Mellor Canyon to Sevier

Bridge Reservoir appears to be very fresh, indicating very recent

surface-fault activity. The zone of faulting north of Mellor

Canyon is narrow, consisting of a single scarp in the area

near Rough Canyon.

It is very likely that the fault extends south of Fayette

toward Rocky Point, west of Gunnison, but surface faulting in

this area is very subdued, indicating much older activity than
adjacent areas to the north.

SEVIER BRIDGE RESERVOIR AREA

Surface rupturing in the Sevier Bridge Reservoir area is very

fresh, complex, and consists of unique features absent from the

rest of the Wasatch fault zone.

Surface Fault Scarps

Surface faulting is located on both sides of Flat Canyon. At

the base of the San Pitch Mountains, south of Hells Kitchen Canyon,

the surface faulting is extremely fresh and appears to cut all but

the most recent alluvial deposits. These very fresh scarp1ets

extend south across Highway 28 and then along the Gunnison-
Fayette Canal.

On the east side of Flat Canyon, faulting appears less fresh and

can be seen in the area where Timber Canyon wash intersects

Highway 28. In this area, a large fault scarp within the bedrock

of Cedar Ridge extends southward into the wash of Timber Canyon.

Other possible fault scarps trend approximately north-south,

parallel to the Cedar Ridge scarp but in nearby bedrock.

Surface Ruptures Associated with Ground Failure

The ground surface east of Sevier Bridge Reservoir, in Hells
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Canyon and Timber Canyon washes, is shattered by very fresh

surface fissures. These surface fissures are marked by vege

tation lineaments and by elongated, enclosed depressions. Some

of the depressions are as deep as 4 to 5 feet, but generally

they are on the order of 1 to 2 feet deep.

The material composing the washes is a poorly consolidated silt

which is easily eroded. We feel that these fissures could not

be preserved in this type of material for very long, as erosion

would obliterate them. This observation, along with the fresh

nature of the fault scarps in the area, suggests very recent

earthquake activity and surface faulting. The fissures in the

vicinity of Cedar Ridge are larger and deeper than those in Hells

Kitchen Canyon wash.

These fissures are most likely caused by ground failure phenomena

associated with ground shaking and not faulting. Their appearance

is strikingly similar to shallow-liquefaction features commonly

seen following large earthquakes in other areas. It is very

likely that the recent faulting and ground failure were concurrent.

SEVIER BRIDGE RESERVOIR TO NEPHI

Faulting north of Sevier Bridge Reservoir to Nephi is marked by

a series of relatively young surface breaks separated by zones

that exhibit little or no evidence of past surface fault

movements.

Faulting appears fresh from the mouth of Chriss Canyon south to

the area of Cedar Ridge, where evidence of surface faulting dies

out, only to be found again l-~ miles east near Timber Canyon.

In the area south and west of Skinner Peaks, the most recent

faulting is within bedrock, approximately 1/2 mile east of High

way 28. Surface faulting dies out at the mouth of Chriss Canyon,

but is found again one mile north at the mouth of Little Salt
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Creek, and also 1-1/2 miles north of the mouth of Little Salt

Creek, older fault scarps are found intermittently. North of

Levan, fault scarps are generally located at the base of the

mountains, with most faulting in the bedrock and little fault

ing observed in the alluvial valley.

The interval

lets, mostly

Cedar Point.

between Cedar

from Levan to Nephi contains only a few older scarp

in the area between the mouth of Four Mile Creek and

No positive evidence of fault scarps was observed

Point and Nephi.

NEPHI TO SANTAQUIN

Faulting appears very fresh between Nephi and the north end of

Juab Valley. In Nephi, relatively fresh surface faulting is

marked by vegetation lineaments and a graben on the north side of

town. Scarp height generally increases northward to Gardner Creek,

where the fault joins the base of the Wasatch Mountains and extends

northward to the north end of Juab Valley. The fault zone in this

area is typical of Basin-and-Range faulting, hugging the base of

the mountains in a narrow zone only a few tens of feet wide. Only

on the Mendenhall Creek fan can fresh evidence of faulting be

found extending into the valley.

At least five large landslides are found along the base of the

mountains in this portion of the fault zone. Four of the land

slides are offset by the fault; with the remaining landslides at

the north of Juab Valley occurring where the fault dies out. Two

of the landslides are associated with failures of the Manning

Canyon Shale; another is associated with the North Horn Formation.

The landslide at Birch Creek, approximately 4 miles north of

Nephi, appears to have flowed out from the mountain range into the

valley more than one mile. Large landslides of this type can
represent serious hazards to urban development as evidenced by the

disasterous debris avalanche which occurred in Peru during the

Peru earthquake in 1970 (Cluff, 1971).
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SANTAQUIN TO SALEM

The faulting in the bedrock areas of Pole Canyon, Santaquin

Canyon, and Payson Canyon is a complex combination of normal

faulting and thrusting, mapping in this area is complicated

by poor rock exposures and densely forested land.

In general, the fault trends mapped are roughly north-south

in bedrock west of Pole Canyon and on the east side of Santaquin

Canyon, northeast trends are found between Santaquin and Payson

along the southeast margin of Payson Canyon and Loafer Canyon

also at the base of the range. Rocky Ridge, immediately south

east of Payson, appears to be fault-controlled, although Lake

Bonneville shorelines appear to cross the lineaments undisturbed.

Spring Lake, south of Payson, appears to represent a ponded

graben, with a gentle scarplet facing southeast along the north

west margin of the lake; this graben is nearly one mile wide.

The possibility of broad tilting within this graben during the

next earthquake is an important factor to consider in developing

this area.

SALEM TO SPANISH FORK CANYON

In this area, surface faulting is found along the base of the

range between Salem and Spanish Fork Canyon. Fault scarps in

alluvium generally are large, west-facing slopes along the base

of the range, and are generally parallel to Lake Bonneville

shorelines. It is likely that the positions of several of the

prominent shorelines are controlled by faulting.

SPANISH FORK CANYON TO HOBBLE CREEK

Surface faulting between Spanish Fork Canyon and Hobble Creek is

characterized by high, steep scarps, complex graben development,

and blocks which have been tilted backward against the main scarps.

One such tilted block is located at the mouth of Spanish Fork

Canyon.
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A large complex graben exists just south of Maple Canyon.

This graben is in the process of being converted to a reservoir.

The total zone of faulting in this area is wider than 1,000

feet.

At the mouth of Hobble Creek, there exists another large graben

which is partly occupied by Burt Spring Pond.

HOBBLE CREEK TO SPRINGVILLE
Surface faulting between Hobble Creek and Springville is marked

by large fault scarplets facing southwest, along the base of the

range. A series of springs on the eastern side of Springville

(Fullmer Spring, Clyde Spring, Wheeler Springs, and other springs

to the north) may mark the locations of other fault traces away

from the base of the range.

A prominent fault, herein termed the Springville fault, leaves

the rangefront east of the State Fish Hatchery and strikes south

westward through the west side of Springville at least to the

corner of 300S 400 W; it is very likely that the fault continues

farther south, but it has not been traced farther because of lim

ited coverage of special low sun-angle aerial photography. The

possibility that other faults extend into the valley in the same

manner as the Springville fault should certainly be considered

further. Our limited photography precluded such a consideration

for this study.

SPRINGVILLE TO IRONTON

The zone of geologically recent surface fault ruptures from

Springville to Ironton is relatively broad, possibly being 1/2
mile or more in width. Fault scarps are prominent upon the

relatively steep slopes between the base of bedrock exposures and

the level valley floor.
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Ground ruptures associated with soil failure are also found

ln this section. A fresh graben reaching a maximum depth of

11 feet is located near the Ironton slag dump and intersects a

second graben of similar age. These graben may be a result of

soil failure.

IRONTON TO ROCK CANYON

The fault segment between Ironton and Rock Canyon exhibits

large, west-facing scarplets along the base of the range, and

small scarplets along alluvial fans near the range front. Sever

al active fault traces and graben are located in the residential

area immediately south of Rock Canyon, but only one trace is prom

inent within the alluvium of Rock Canyon. Active fault traces

pass under numerous residential dwellings near Rock Creek and

under the Provo City water tank north of Slate Canyon. Extensive

faulting passes behind the State Mental Hospital which appears

to be situated on a large block which has been tilted as a result

of past earthquakes. A future large earthquake with surface fault

ing may have extremely severe consequences in this section of the

fault zone.

ROCK CANYON TO PROVO CANYON

Recent~appearing fault scarplets die out approximately two miles

north of Rock Canyon, and the zone of surface ruptures broadens

into a zone as wide as one mile, extending from the base of the

range eastward into the mountains. Several fault segments with

in the mountains represent intact blocks of rock bounded by

faults; these blocks are termed "horses."

PROVO CANYON TO ALPINE

The fault segment from Provo Canyon to Alpine consists of a series

of "horses" in the bedrock, with relatively few recent fault

scarps developed between Provo Canyon and the area around

American Fork Canyon. However, a segment of recent fault scarps
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does extend along the base of the range from approximately two

miles south of American Fork Canyon to Chipman Canyon, north

east of Alpine. The fault is marked in this zone by springs,

well-developed scarplets, and graben. The fault zone turns from

nearly north-south at Box Elder Canyon to nearly south-west to

Chipman Canyon, where the fault zone forms the boundary of the

Wasatch Range with the Traverse Mountains.

ALPINE TO CORNER CANYON
The zone of recent surface fault ruptures in this segment is not

as well defined as it is on either end, at Corner Canyon to the

west and Chipman Canyon to the east. In general, the zone of

surface faulting coincides with the base of the steep front of

the Wasatch Range. Slope stability may be poor in the Traverse

Mountains, and, thus, fault scarps may be masked by more recent

landslides and slope movements.
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METHODS OF EVALUATING FAULT-RISK PROBLEMS

The fault-risk problem is not a simple question of either

designing for complete protection or ignoring the risk alto

gether. From the point of view of society, neither of these

alternatives is acceptable. To establish an acceptable,

efficient and practical solution requires a significant amount

of knowledge about the Wasatch fault and the potential effects

of the fault on works of man.

The most recently active portion of the Southern Wasatch fault

has never before been sufficiently mapped nor its exact location

and extent known. Accurate determination of the Wasatch fault

and full evaluation of its significance can only be accomplished

by extensive geologic studies, geodetic studies, seismic studies

and other special studies such as drilling and trenching. The

geologic investigations should be followed by interdisciplinary

evaluations involving geology, engineering and planning.

A comprehensive investigation for siting a structure to fully

determine the exact location and significance of all active fault

features and related hazards should entail the following steps:

Step A: Preliminary Regional Geologic Investigation and

Evaluation - (this is the scope of this report).

(1) Review of Existing Knowledge, including review of

existing literature, maps, aerial photographs,

and consultation with experts.

(2) Aerial Field Orientation, including aerial recon

naissance at both high and low altitude to reveal

both synoptic and detailed features.
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(3) Special Low Sun-Angle Aerial Photography at

various scales (1: 6000-1: 24000) .

(4) Field Study following preceding steps.

(5) Synthesis of Results.

(6) Preliminary Report should include results of above

steps and recommend any additional necessary

studies.

Upon completion of the above, sufficient preliminary informa

tion exists to establish regional land-use planning guides. This

method allows urban development to proceed on a regional basis,

while indicating the locations of potential hazards so that more

detailed investigations can be undertaken to more fully evaluate

their magnitude, extent and significance.

Step B: Detailed Investigations and Evaluation

(1) Detailed aerial photo interpretation.

(2) Detailed field mapping.

(3) Preliminary subsurface investigations, including

geophysical methods (seismic refraction, magnetic,

gravity and resistivity); and selected trenching

and drilling.

(4) Evaluation of fault-related features in con

junction with structural engineering considerations.
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(5) Preparation of fault risk-zone and a corresponding

guide to land-use planning, taking into

consideration (a) type of occupancy or land-use,

(b) type of construction, (c) structural systems

and height which will house the occupancy.

Upon completion of Step B, sufficient information will exist

to determine the feasibility of certain types of land-use and

building occupancy. The next step may warrant even more detail

ed investigations and evaluations of sites for specific land-use

of building occupancy, such as hospitals, emergency services,

and high occupancy structures.

Step C: Detailed Site Investigation and Evaluation

(1) Detailed extensive subsurface investigations

utilizing ~ainJY trenching and drilling.

(2) Detailed structural engineering evaluation.

Upon completion of Step C a specific site or proposed land-use

could be fully evaluated from all aspects of active faulting and

fault-related seismic hazards.

Ideally, the above investigations and evaluations (Steps A through

C) should be completed along the entire Wasatch fault if high

density urban development is desired; however, at the present,

this study is limited to Step A, "Preliminary Regional Investiga

tion and Evaluation" of the southern portion of the Wasatch

fault.

Before any development proceeds complete investigations as out

lined above should be undertaken.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The Wasatch fault is part of a zone of active faults extend

ing from southern Utah into Idaho and Montana. This zone

has been associated with strong earthquake activity in the

past and major earthquakes are expected in the future.

Significant fault displacements are anticipated along the

presently known active faults.

2. Generally the risk from surface faults actually passing

through a structure is low, however approximately 90% of

Utah's population is located within or along the active

Wasatch fault zone, significantly increasing the risk from

surface faulting and other related earthquake hazards.

3. The Wasatch fault is considered active on the basis of

geologic and seismologic evidence. The landforms along the

Wasatch fault exhibit features typical of recently active
faults.

4. The Wasatch fault will generate large earthquakes in the

future, many of these earthquakes may be accompanied by

surface faulting. Structures located astride the faults will

be torn apart in the event of future fault displacement.

5. It is probable that future fault displacements will follow

the most recently developed planes of weakness. The most

likely locations for future major surface fault ruptures are

along lines marked on the accompanying maps as Class I.

Minor displacements due to branch or splinter faulting, or

ground failure, will most likely occur along Class II and

Class III lines.

6. Vertical deformation may take place as a result of fault

displacement. Such deformation may uplift, depress, or

tilt the land surface for considerable distances, as much
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as several hundred feet on either side of the causative

fault. This tilting should be considered by local govern

ments in planning and zoning stages as a definite hazard,

especially to multi-story or high-rise construction.

7. Aside from surface fault rupture, the area may be subjected

to other earthquake effects such as strong shaking and

ground failure. These effects are directly related to the
intensity of shaking and the response of the foundation

soils to the earthquake vibrations. In this regard, the

proximity of a particular site to an active fault is not

as important as the ground conditions beneath the site,

provided the site is not astride an active fault trace.

Therefore, it is possible to have a site located near an

active fault that may be safer than a site having poor soil

conditions located several miles from the fault.

8. Numerous landslides exist along the Wasatch Range Front

coincident with the Wasatach fault zone. An earthquake

of the size which is capable of occurring could cause land

slides and rock falls of large proportions, primarily

affecting the areas adjacent to the Range Front. Where

these hazards exist, land development should be controlled

by governmental zoning agencies.

9. Faulting has been found extending into areas not covered

by our photography, and there is a possibility that other

active fault traces exist outside the area of this investi

gation.

The 0plnlons and conclusions set forth in this report and the

resulting recommendations attempt to set guidelines for general

regional land-use planning near the Wasatch fault in order to

avoid the most dangerous areas and to minimize potential damage

during a major earthquake.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Before private or public development is allowed to continue

along the Wasatch fault, comprehensive geological and engineer

ing investigations and evaluations should be required. These

investigations should define the exact locations of surface

fault ruptures and other geologic hazards on or near the proposed

development. Once these features have been defined accurately,

an estimate should be made, with appropriate supporting data,

as to the extent and magnitude of displacement that should be

anticipated for design purposes. The rapid urbanization along

the fault zone on the foothills in the Utah County area of this

study should be given immediate consideration for detailed field

mapping and land-use zoning.

Attention should be given to evaluate overall site stability

to assure that a site can be expected to remain substantially

intact during and subsequent to the design earthquake or fault

displacement. Although some cracking of the ground and crack

ing of pavements might occur, it should be expected that there

would be no large fissures, offsets, or lateral movements or

vertical slide movements of more than a few inches.

In evaluating the landslide potential, as well as locations of

soil strata which might be subject to reduction of strength or

liquefaction, it is recognized that complete certainty in the

locations of such strata and in the evaluation of behavior during

an earthquake is not practically feasible. Therefore, the studies

should be carried to a degree of thoroughness which would indi

cate a high order of dependability of the overall conclusions.

The recommendations reached should include an appropriate evalua

tion of the limits of confidence which might be expected, based

on the extent of the studies made.

Schools, hospitals, emergency services, and other buildings of

high socia-economical importance should not be built astride earth

quake faults. High-pressure transmission lines such as water,
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gas, petroleum, chemical, and other volatile products should

avoid crossing the Wasatch fault if possible. Where these

transmission lines must cross the fault, they should do so at

or near the ground surface and at right angles to the strike

of the fault. They should incorporate such safety features

as flexible joints and automatic shutoff valves to be acti

vated immediately if the lines are damaged by fault movement

or earthquakes.

Contingency plans to be followed in the event of a large earth

quake should be drawn up. It is important that recovery and

reconstruction operations do not duplicate or create new dis

aster situations. Examples from other states would be useful

in this regard.

A highly competent Review Board should be implemented and

charged with the responsibility of evaluating the appropriate

ness of specific investigations and analyses which may be

required for any particular land use or project. The appro

priate scope and extent of such investigations and studies

should be sufficient to enable the knowledgeable professional

geologists, engineers, and other specialists on the Board of

Review to ascertain that the severity of each particular type

of problem has been reasonably evaluated, and the margins of

safety provided are appropriate in relation to the particular

problem under consideration. It is expected that, as work is

carried on under this program, there will develop a sound body

of information concerning investigative and design and con

struction procedures which will enable desirable projects to

be carried out with an optimum balance between the factors of

cost, risk, and function, and that this can be accomplished

while encouraging a continued improvement in the "state of the

art" regarding application of technical knowledge to advan

tageous use of the properties concerned.
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The responsibility of the Board should be as follows: 1) to

establish and revise safety criteria for the Wasatch fault

and structures therein with respect to risk zoning; 2) to

review all proposed development projects for the adequacy of

their specific safety criteria and to make recommendations con

cerning these criteria; 3) to gather and make available data

developed from specific projects under their jurisidiction;

and 4) to complement the functions of local building depart

ments and local city and county planning departments.

The organization of the Interdisciplinary Consulting Review

Board should consist of an equal number of geologists, soil

engineers, and structural engineers. An architect and a

planner should also be on the Board. Of the total membership,

no more than half of the members should have principal employ

ment in one of the following fields: 1) private employment,

2) academic employment, and 3) governmental employment. The

Review Board should have adequate authority from either state

code or local ordinances to give meaning to their actions.

Adequate legislation pertaining to fault zone hazards, particu

larly relating to schools, hospitals, emergency services, high

occupancy structures, and subdivisions should be introduced on

a statewide and local level. Examples of such earthquake legis

lation from California is presented in Appendix B.

Building code standards should be related to fault zone prob

lems established or recognized in this report.

In view of the many different uses which may be planned for land

areas along the Wasatch fault and the variations in the geologic,

soil, and foundation problems which require consideration, it

is not feasible at this time to prescribe specific investigations,
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tests, or analyses which would be appropriate for all of
these varied requirements. The object of the foregoing dis
cussion, therefore, has been directed toward outlining the

nature of the problems which might require consideration in
any specific land use.

It is recommended that similar investigations and evaluations
be completed for critical areas not covered by this or our
previous investigation.
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Figure 2 Conventional vertical aerial photograph of the Wasatch fault south of
Bells Canyon. Approximate scale 1110,000.
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Figure 3 Low sun-angle vertical aerial photograph of the same area as figure 2.
Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 4 Vertical aerial photograph looking eastward, showing faulting near
American Fork Canyon, north of Provo. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 5 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting and landslides south
of Provo Canyon. Approximate scale 1112,000.
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Figure 6 - Vertical aerial photograph of faulting through subdivision south of
Rock Canyon. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 7 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting in back of State Mental
Hospital, and Provo City drinking water pressure tank.
Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 8 Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting in Springville.
Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 9 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting between Springville and
Hobble Creek Canyon. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 10 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting through new reservoir
construction south of Maple Canyon. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 11 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting between Spanish Fork
Canyon and Maple Canyon. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 12 - Oblique aerial photograph showing faulting between Spanish Fork
Canyon and Hobble Creek Canyon looking northeast.
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Figure 14 Vertical aerial photograph showing
Creek Canyon, south of Santaquin.

faulted landslide
Approximate scale

at Mendenhall
1:12~OOO
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Figure 15 - Vertical aerial photograph showing faulted landslide at Willow Creek
Canyon near Mona. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 16 - Oblique aerial photograph looking east at faulting north of Nephi.
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Figure 17 - Vertical aerial photograph of faulting shown in figure 16.
Fault traces trend into Nephi. Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 18 Vertical aerial photograph showing faulting south of Skinner Peaks.
Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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Figure 19 Vertical aerial photograph showing
at mouth of Hells Kitchen Canyon.

fresh faulting and fissuring
Approximate scale 1:12,000.
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APPENDIX A

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EARTHQUAKES AND FAULTING

GENERAL STATEMENT

The following discussion is given primarily for persons not
familiar with active faults and earthquake related problems.
We encourage such individuals to read and study this discus
sion to ensure a common understanding.

WORLD-WIDE SEISMICITY AND CAUSES OF EARTHQUAKES

While small earthquakes occur widely over the surface of the
Earth there are certain regions where large to moderate earth
quakes occur frequently. The greater part of the ocean basins
are devoid of earthquakes as are Antarctica and the relatively
stable Pre-Cambrian shields of Africa, India, Siberia, Australia,
Canada, and Brazil. Earthquakes marginal to these shield areas
do occur however; for example, the 1663 St. Lawrence Valley
earthquake and the 1968 Western Australia earthquake (magnitude
6,9) which partly wrecked the town of Mekering.

The most dense occurrence of earthquakes is found in the Circum
Pacific belt around the margins of the Pacific Ocean, and the
Alpide belt, that traverses a comparatively broad area includ-
ing the East Indies, the Himalayas, Iran, Turkev, ~nd the Balkans.
Highly localized concentrations of earthquake foci as shown in
Figure A-I also occur along the world-encircling system of mid
oceanic rises such as the Mid-Atlantic ridge and the East Pacific
ridge, Whenever there are ocean trenches such as off the Aleu
tians, Japan, Chile, and Tonga-Kermadecs, and the eastern
Carribean, there are earthquakes. The location of these zones
of high seismic activity is shown in Figure A-I. This seismic
map indicates those places where tectonic forces are now activply
deforming the crust of the Earth. It should be noted that, on
a global scale, California seismicity along the San Andreas fault
system is an extension of the activity on the East Pacific Ri~e

extending northward from the Gulf of California. The strong
concentration of seismic activity trending from Southern Utah,
bisecting Utah, and into Idaho and Montana is known as the
Western Rocky Mountain Seismic Belt. This belt of seismic
activity trends along the north-south boundary between the
Rocky Mountain-Great Basin-Colorado Plateau physiographic
provinces.

When the mechanical properties of the sources of world-wide
earthquakes are studied in detail a great deal of variation is
found, Not only does the size of earthquakes (in terms of energy
released into seismic waves) vary enormously as shown in Figure
A-2, but also the depth of the source of the waves ranges from
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near the Earth's surface (less than 10 miles) to depths of
450 miles or so. Earthquakes are often classified as shaUow"
intermediate" and deep. From the standpoint of earthquake
risk, shallow earthquakes can be taken as those originating
at a depth of less than about 40 miles. Deep shocks are those
below about 200 miles. Deep-focus shocks are almost entirely
restricted to a few regions such as Indonesia, Tonga, Japan
Sea, and South America. Frequency of occurrence, as a world
average, decreases rapidly with depth; over three-quarters of
the average seismic energy released is due to ~hallow-focus

earthquakes. Even when geographically near to developed areas,
deep shocks are rarely destructive, one reason being that the
source of the seismic waves is over 40 miles from the ground
surface so that the wave amplitude is greatly attenuated.
Another reason is that deep sources are not efficient genera
tors of the seismic waves which travel only through the upper
most rocks of the Earth ("surface waves") and cause most of
the sustained ground motion; nor do they generate tsunamis
("seismic sea waves").

Recent precise work in California and other parts of the
western United States has indicated that earthquake foci along
the coastal regions are not generally deeper than 9 miles in
the crust and most are no more than 5 miles deep. The 1906
California earthquake was probably associated with a rupture
no deeper than 10 miles over most of the ruptured-fault length.
The 1811-1812 New Madrid, Missouri earthquakes also probably
originated in the crust and there is no evidence that the
great 1964 Alaskan earthquake was associated with a rupture
deeper than 40 miles. It should be noted, however, that even
in the class of shallow-focus earthquakes, variations in focal
depth are often sufficient to produce rather different surface
effects. For example, the focus of the 1965 Seattle earth-
quake of April 29 (Richter magnitude 6-3/4), like many earth
quakes in the region of the Puget Sound, had a depth of about
30 to 40 miles. As a consequence of the depth, the earthquake
was felt widely but damage was only moderate with only a few
deaths and about $12,000,000 damages estimated by the Washington
State Civil Defense Department. This magnitude exceeds that of
the 1933 Long Beach earthquake (magnitude 6.3) whose focus was
probably at less than 10 miles in depth; it caused 120 deaths
and over $40,000,000 damage. Because damaging earthquakes Rre
shallow, the remainder of this paper will be restricted primarily
to discussion of shallow-focus earthquakes.

It cannot yet be claimed that there is only one cause of all
earthquakes. A minor cause of earthquakes is volcanic activity.
Some deeper earthquakes may perhaps be related to sudden changes
in rock properties due to motion deep within the Earth's mantle.
However, most destructive, shallow-focus earthquakes appear to
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be associated with a sudden'rupturing (faulting) of the Earth's
crust. (The crust is a rock layer of varying thickness, rang
ing from 30 miles under continents to 3 miles under oceans,
which is found world-wide and is composed of mainly basaltic
and granitic rocks.) The resulting earthquakes are caused by
the sudden release of accumulative strain energy. The rupture,
or break, is called a fault and is generally accompanied by
displacement of blocks either vertically or horizontally or
both, on opposite sides of the fracture.

This mechanical explanation of the creation of strong ground
shaking, or an earthquake, only became widely accepted after
the 1906 California earthquake. It is based on the "elastic
rebound. theory" of Professor H. F. Reid. Before Reid's time
a common explanation was in terms of explosion-like phenomena
at depth, often associated with the movement of hot magma
(molten rock). In the 1906 earthquake, large-scale and con
tinuous fault rupture was evident in the field. Of great
importance, geodetic surveys.of the region existed before and
after the earthquake. The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey had
made triangulation measurements across the San Francisco Bay
region in 1851-65, 1874-92, and 1906-07. Reid interpreted
these surveys as showing between the first and third surveys
(a) little change in elevation, (b) significant horizontal
right-lateral displacements of the crust parallel to the San
Andreas fault, and (c) relative displacement of distant points
on opposite sides of the fault of about i1 feet.

Reid stated, "It is impossible for rock to rupture without
first being subjected to elastic strains greater than it can
endure. We conclude that the crust in many parts of the Earth
is being sZowZy displaced and the. difference between displace·
ments in neighboring regions sets up elastic strains. which
ma.y become larger than the rock can endure. A rupture then takes
place and the then strained rock rebounds under its own elastic
stresses, until the strain is largely or wholly relieved. In
the majority of cases, the elastic rebounds on opposite sides
of the fault are in opposite directions."

The seismic waves which are generated when the fault ruptures
arise from the movement of the rocks in the vicinity of the
fault.

At any point on the Earth's surface near to the fault, the
wave motion will be complex. The du~ation of shaking at the
point will depend roughly on the amount of displacement and
largest linear extent of fault rupture. The variation of
intensity of shaking with time will depend on the smoothness
or otherwise, of the rupture and also on the position of the
observer or building on the surface relative to the fault break;
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if the fault ruptures toward the point the intensity may grow
and then decline in some uneven way as the rupture moves away
from the point. The ground motion will contain waves of many
periods (or wave lengths). The higher frequency waves will be
damped out by the rocks more quickly than the longer-period as
the distance increases from the rupturing fault. In the epi
central area, the energy present in waves shorter than one
second period may be quite high; at considerable distance from
the epicenter, seismographs may detect mainly only waves with
period of over 5 seconds. The energy in such long waves is an
indication of the extent of the source, but, of course, does
not lead to response by either humans 'or most structures.

SIZE OF EARTHQUAKES

Two measures of earthquake size have been found to be useful,
intensity and magnitude. Unfortunately, these terms are often
confused and sometimes even used synonymously. Magnitude
attaches a single number to an earthquake which is independent
of the distance from the earthquake center and independent of
geological and soil condi tions. For a measure of the variation
of ground motion from point to point, an intens i ty scale is used.
The intensity value is assigned by an experienced observer using
a descriptive scale. Both measurements are too simple to describe
the full complexity of an earthquake and should be used
judiciously. Numerical relations between the two measures have
been considered but, as the seismological literature shows,
these must be taken only to establish an order of magnitude.

In discussions of earthquake hazard, the term seismia risk has
been introduced. In its correct usage, seismia risk is the
likelihood of damage from an earthquake. Quantitative studies
of seismic risk are few and, like the other two measures of
earthquake size, the word risk is often used loosely in this
context.

Intensity Scales

Intensity is a rating of the severity of the ground motion at
a specific location. The scale of measurement is based upon
the sensations of persons, the behavior of natural objects,
and upon physical damage to natural and man-made objects.
Intensity scales came into being long before magnitude scales
because intensity does not require instrumental observation.
Over the years, different intensity scales have been devised.
The scale must reflect the type of structure which is common
to a particular region. The most widely accepted intensity
scale in the United States is the Modified Mercalli Intensity
Scale, This scale is given on the following page. It goes
from I to XII on a twelve-point scale, usually denoted by
Roman numerals.
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MOLIFIED - MERCAlLl INTENSITY SCALE OF 1931

Not felt by people. except under especially favorable circumstances. However. dizziness or nausea may be experienced.
Sometimes birds and animals arc uneasy or disturbe.d. Trees, structures. liquids, bodies of water may sway gently. and
doors may swing very slowly.

II felt indoors by a few people. especially on upper floors of multi·story buildings. and by sensitive or nervous persons.
As in Grade I. birds and anllnals are disturbed, and trees. structures, liquids and bodies of water may sway. Hanging
objects swing. especially if they are delicately suspe.nded.

III Felt indoors by several people. usually as a rapid vibration that may not be recognized as an earthquake at first. Vibration is similu
te that of a light, or lightly loaded trucks, or heavy trucks some distance away. Duration may be estimated in some cases.

Movemcnts may be appreciable on upper levels of tall shuctures. Standing motor cars may rock slightly.
IV Felt indoors by many. outdoors by few. Awakens a few individuals, particularly light sleepers, but frightens no one except thOle

~pprehensive from previous experience. Vibration like that due to passing of heavy, or heavily loaded trucks. Sensation like I heavy
body striking building, or the falling of heavy objects inside.

Dishes. windows and doors rattle; glassware and crockery dink and clash. Walls and house frames creak, especially if
intensity is in the upper range of this grade. Hanging objects often swing. Liquids in open vessels are disturbed slightly.
Stationary automobiles rock nOllceable.

V Felt indoors by practically e\'eryone. outdoors by most people. Direction can often be estimated by those outdoors. Awakens
many, or most sleepers. Frightens a few people, with slight excitement; some persons run outdoors.

Buildings tremble throughout, Dishes and gla 'ware br'~ak to some extent. Windows crack in some cases, but not gener
ally. Va t:S and small r un,table objects overturn in many instances. and a few fall. Hanging objects and doors swing
generally or considerable. Pictur"s knock agalllst walls. or wing out of place. Doors and shutters open or close abruptly.
Pendulum do.:ks t p, or run r:iSl or slow. Small objects move, and rurnish'ings may shift to a slight extent. Small
amounts of liquids spill frol1l well·filled open containers. Trees and bushes shake slightly.

VI Felt by everyone. indoors and outdoors. Awakens all sleepers. Frightens many people; general excitement, and some persons
run outdoors.

Persons move unsteadily frees and bushes shake slightly to moderately. Liquids are set in strong motion. Small beUs
in churches and schools ring. Poorly built buildings may be damaged. Plaster falls in small amounts. Other plaster
nacks somewhat. Many dishes and glasses. and a few windows. break. Knick-knacks, books and pictures fall. Furniture
overturns in many instances. Heavy furnishings move.

VII Frightens everyone. General alarm, and everyone runs outdoors.
People find It difficult to stand. Persons dllving cars notice shaking. Trees and bushes shake moderately to strongly.
Waves rorm on ponds. lakes and streams. Willer is muddied. Gravel or sand stream banks cave in. Large church bells
ring. SU'pcnded objects c;uiv~ . Damage IS negligIble in buildings l){ good design and constrDction; slight to moderate
in well-buill ordinary buildings; considerable in poorly bUIlt or badly designed buildings adobe houses. old walls (especi
ally where laid up without mortar). spires. etc. Plaster and some stucco fall. Many windows and some furniture break.
Loosened brickwork and tiles shake down. Weak chimneys break at the roonine. Cornices fall from towers and high
buildings. Bricks and stones at di lodged. Heavy furniture overturn. Concrete irrigation ditches are considerably
damaged.

VIII General Crigh t, and alarm approaches panic.
Persons driving cars are disturbed. Trees shake strongly, and bralll.;he~ and trunks break off (especially palm trees). Sand
and mud erupts in small amounts. Flow of spnngs and wells is temporarily and sometimes permanently changed. Dry
wells renew flow. Temperatures of spring and well waters varies. Damage slight in brick structures built especially to
withstand earthquakes; considerable in ordinary substantial building. wilh some partial collapse; heavy in some wooden
houses, with some tumbling down. Panel walls break away in frame structures. Decayed pilings break off. Walls fall.
Solid stone walls crack and break seriously. Wet grounds and steep slopes crack to some extent. Qlimneys,columns,
monuments and factory stacks and towers twist and fall. Very heavy furniture moves conspicuously or overtums.

IX Panic ia general.
Ground cracks conspicuously. Damage is considerable in masonry structures built especially to withstand earthquakes;
gJeat in other masonry buildings· . some collapse in large part. Some wood frame houses built especially to withstand
earthquakes are thrown out of plumb, others are shifted wholly off foundations. Reservoirs are seriously damaged and
underground pipes sometimes break.

X Panic Is general.
Ground, especially when loose and wet. cracks up to widths of several inches; fissures up to a yard in width run parallel
to canal and stream banks. Landsliding is considerable from river banks and steep coasts. Sand and mud shifts horizon
tally on beaches and flat land. Water level changes in wells. Water is thrown on banks of canals, lakes, rivers, etc. Dams,
dikes. embankments are seriously damaged. Well·built wooden structures and bridges are severely damaged, and some
collapse. Dangerous cracks develop in excellent brick walls. Most masonry and frame structures, and their foundations,
are destroyed. Railroad rails bend slightly. Pipe lines buried In earth tear apart or are crushed endwise. Open cracks and
broad wavy folds open in cement pavements and asphalt road surfaces.

XI Panic ia geneJai.
DistUIbanc~, in ground are many and widespread, var:ying with the ground material. Broad fissures, earth slumps, and
land slips develop in soft, wet ground. Water charged with sand and mud is ejected in large amounts. Sea waves o( signi
ficant magnitude may develop. Damage is severe to wood frame structures. especially near shock centers, great to dams,
dikes and embankments, even at long distances. Few if any masonry structures remain standing. Supporting piers or
pillars of large, well-built bridges are wrecked. Woode:n bridges that "give" are less affected. Railroad rails bend greatly
and some thrust endwise. Pipe lines buried in earth are put completely out of service.

XII Panic is general.
Damage is total, and practically all works of construction are damaged greatly or destroyed. Disturbances in the ground
are grea t and varied. and numerous shearing cracks develop. Landslides, rock falls, and slumps in river banks are numer
ous and extensive. Large rock masses are wrenched loose and torn off. Fault slips develop in fum rock, and horizontal
and vertical offset displacements arc notable. Water channels, both surface and underground. are disturbed and modified
greatly. Lakes are dammed, new water(aUs are produced. rivers:ue denected, etc. Surface waves are seen on ground sur
faces. lines of sight and level are dIstorted. Objects are thrown upward into the air.
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Intensity ratings are bound to be subjective, as reported in
tensities may take on several meanings, depending on who re
ports them and the type of construction in an area. The
reported intensity may be the maximum intensity at the built
up area nearest the epicenter, or it may be what the intensity
should have been, at the epicenter based on observations at a
center of population some distance away. Many circumstances
arise making it difficult to assign intensities. The lack of
precision in the intensity index should be recognized. Basi
cally, intensity refers to the measure of earthquake effects
of all types at a specified place. It is not based on the
true measurement, but is a rating assigned by an experienced
observer using a descriptive scale, with grades indicated by
Roman numerals.

Because intensity is defined by the observed effects on the
Earth's surface, such as landslides or underground pipes broken,
the intensity of an earthquake on a mid-oceanic ridge might be
taken as zero. On the other hand, a smaller shock centered
near weak man-made structures on poor ground might yield a
high intensity. For a given earthquake, intensity differs
between localities depending upon the distance from the source,
the duration of shaking, the geologic foundation and the quality
of design and construction.

The subjective nature of intensity ratings makes it important
that the observer report in detail the evidence upon which
the rating was estimated. Engineers and others can then draw
their own conclusions at a later time. In the United States,
ratings are routinely gathered by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey and the data are reported in "United States Earthquakes"
which began in 1928.

In order to. remove some of the subjectivity in assigning in
tensity, a dense network of strong-motion seismoscopes and
seismographs.would give quantitatively the distribution of
ground motion. Only in the Los Angeles area is this now partly
feasible. There are more than 130 strong motion seismographs
and 75 seismoscopes located in the Los Angeles area. In the
entire San Francisco Bay Area, there are only 34 strong motion
seismographs and 48 seismoscopes.

Magnitude Scales

Magnitude is based.on ground motion as recorded by distant
seismographs. The most commonly used method of calculating
magnitude in the United States for large earthquakes is that
of C. F. Richter .. (Other magnitude scales are, however, widely
used by seismologists, both in the United States and in other
countries, sometimes leading to what appears to be conflicting
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magnitudes.) In order to use this scale, suppose that there
is a particular kind of seismograph (called a Wood-Anderson
instrument) at a distance of 60 miles from the epicenter. The
instrument will produce a seismogram. A ruler with a centimeter
scale is taken and the half-width ("amplitude~O of the largest
wave is measured and converted to microns (10 microns = 1 em.).
The logarithm (to base 10) of this number is the Richter magni-
tude of the earthquake. For example, if the maximum amplitude
measured is 1 em., the Richter magnitude is 4.0. Numerical tables
provide the necessary adjustment when the seismograph is not at
60 milesepicentral distance or when other types of seismographs
are used.

From the definition, the magnitude scale (unlike the intensity
scale) has no greatest and smallest limit. Currently, more sen
sitive seismographs are available than when Richter defined
magnitude in 1935; such instruments can record tiny earthquakes
with minus or negative magnitudes, say -1.0. Large magnitudes
have been recorded from the greatest earthquakes of the century.
The 1964 Alaskan earthquake had a magnitude of about 8.6. Some
of the early seismographs in Europe recorded the 1906 California
earthquake and gave its magnitude to be near 8-1/4.

There is reason to believe that the largest earthquake which
is mechanically possible under present geological conditions
would have a magnitude less than about 9.0. The largest earth
quakes recorded since the scale was devised are the Sauriku
earthquake in Japan on March 2, 1933 with an estimated magni
tude of about 8.9, and the earthquake centered off the west
coast of South America, near Colombia in 1906, with perhaps a
magnitude of 8.9.

Because the earthquake energy comes from elastic strain energy
stored in the rocks, the total seismic energy released will
be proportional in some way to the area of fault which ruptures.
For great shallow-focus earthquakes, the depth of dislocation
(say less than 30 miles) is small compared with the observed
rupt~re length (of the order of hundreds of miles). Since the
finite strength of crustal rocks limits the strain energy
which they can store, the total energy release would thus
appear to be bounded by the length of fault available to rupture.
The geography of seismically active regions ruptures ever
observed or estimated was 270 miles (California, 1906) and
perhaps over 500 miles for the 1960 Chilean and 1964 Alaskan
earthquakes.

While magnitude is a simple measure for ordering of earthquakes
roughly according to size or total energy released, there is
evidence that magnitude alone is often given too much weight in
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urban planning and engineering design. This misuse comes from
a failure to take into account the way that the partition of
wave energy into various frequencies changes with the earthquake
size and the great variation in rock and soil properties from
place to place.

As an example, in Anchorage, after the 1964 earthquake, it has
been pointed out that vibrational damage alone mainly affected
only the tall high-rise buildings that respond to the longer
frequency waves. An even more striking example is the Caracas,
Venezuela earthquake, of 1967, where more than 200 lives were
lost because of the collapse of five high-rise apartment build
ings that were designed to be earthquake resistant. The
Caracas earthquake was only a moderate-magnitude shock (Richter
magnitude 6.5) and located approximately 30 miles from Caracas.

Consider, for example, structures which respond mainly to vibra
tions with periods of about 1/2 to 3/4 of a second; they will
be most affected by that part of the earthquake which has simi
lar periods. Due to relative attenuation in the rocks, however,
the proportion of energy in waves with such periods falls with
increased length of path so that waves coming from distant parts
of the rupture will be mainly rich in longer periods. In simple
terms, damage to small structures in a city from a large
magnitude earthquake nearby (long fault rupture) might be ex
pected in general to be mainly a result of waves generated by
the closest segment of the rupturing fault. Much the same
wave energy might in the high frequency waves arise locally
if onZy this local section of the faul t ruptured (i. e., a
smaller-magnitude earthquake occurred).

A number of empirical formulae linking magnitude and energy
release have been worked out. For practical purposes, and
particularly for the shallow earthquakes in California, the
formula 10g10 E = 11.4 + 1.5 M is recommended, where E is the
energy in ergs, and M is the Richter magnitude.

Because of the factor 1.5, the increase of a unit in magnitude
indicates an increase in energy of 32 times so that there is
an enormous range of energy between the smallest and largest
size earthquake. An attempt to indicate the great spread is
shown in Figure A-2 where the energy in an earthquake is plotted
as a mUltiple of that in the 1933 Long Beach earthquake.

Seismic Risk Scales

Risk may be thought of in context with its everyday meaning
which is similar to hazard. Unlike hazard, however, risk has
the connotation of probability or chance of loss (e.g., as
used in the insurance industry). This meaning is valuable for
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setting a degree of likelihood of future earthquake damage
and should be most carefully preserved.

Seismia (0Y' EaY'thquakeJ Risk (SR) may be defined as the likeli
hood of damage or injury from an earthquake within a given
time interval (design period). SR is normally given as a state
ment of probability. Like magnitude, there are different seismic
risk scales, For example, statistical work on risk has been
done in Mexico by Esteva and Rosenblueth and in Chile by C.
Lomnitz and his co-workers. In a study for Santiago, Chile by
F, Guzman, it was estimated that, in any 10-year period, the
probability that the design acceleration of 10 percent of
gravity will be reached or exceeded is about 60 percent.

A related measure of earthquake susceptibility is Relative
Seismia Risk (RSR). The RSR scale replaces the probabilities
of the SR scale by relative weighting factors. The scale
usually ranges from 0 (no probability of damage) through 1,
2, 3, etc., with the highest number designating the region
where risk is greatest. RSR weights or "seismic zone numbers"
have been much used to modify requirements for lateral earth
quake forces on structures as established by the California
Earthquake Building Code. Relative seismic risk does not,
however, show the statistical nature of risk as a function of
time,

EARTHQUAKE ASSOCIATED DAMAGE

It is a commonly held misconception that distance from the sur
face trace of an active fault is the best assurance against
earthquake damage, Experience has shown that the intensity of
an earthquake is not necessarily highest at the surface trace
of the earthquake-generating fault, If the structure is not
astride an active fault, it matters little whether it is along
side the fault trace or several miles away, because energy
reaching the surface will be almost the same at the two points,
everything else being equal,

Earthquake damage depends on many variables: earthquake magni
tude, epicentral location, depth of focus, duration of shaking,
intensity of shaking, near-surface soil and geologic conditions,
structural type, and design. Damage related to foundation con
ditions depends upon material density, shear strength, thick
ness, and water level, Thus, proximity to an active fault should
not be given undue weight when deciding where to build; more
consideration should be given to ground conditions and struc
tural design,

Earthquake associated damage is usually manifest in four separate
forms: (1) fault displacement; (2) strong ground motion (shaking);
(3) ground failure; and (4) tsunamis (seismic sea waves).
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Faulting

Faulting, as the movement or fracturing along faults is called,
may have horizontal and.verticalcomponents of displacement
and may vary from a fraction of an inch to many feet. In the
California earthquake of April 18, 1906, horizontal offsets
along the San Andreas fault averaged from 8 to 15 feet and
occurred just north of San Juan Batista to north of Point
Arena, a distance of more than 200 miles.

Fracturing and shearing associated with faulting is often ob
served in the field to be of a multiple and en echelon character,
with several planes of displacement being formed through geo
logic time (millions of years); thus the term fault zone is a
more realistic designation. The exact location and character
istics of a fault zone are of vital concern in estimating the
hazard from faulting. Once a fault is formed, it constitutes
a plane of weakness that localizes further adjustments. Active
faults usually are associated with one OT more of the follow-
ing: an historic record of faulting, the occurrence of earth
quakes along their courses, evidence of geologically recent
movement (the last few thousand years), and slow fault slippage.
A fault should be considered active if it has displaced recent
alluvium or other recently formed deposits, whose surface effects
have not been modified to an appreciable extent by erosion, which
has earthquakes located in the near vicinity, and whose recurrence
of movement is expected.

Some fault zones, such as the San Andreas, are more than a mile
wide in places, containing many "fault traces" within the broad
zone. One might ask, "What is the relative risk of developing
or locating structures within such wide active fault zones?"
Assigned risk (SR or RSR) need not always be extreme. It de
pends upon factors such as type of development, intended land
use, type of structure, and site location with respect to the
aative fault traces. The broad fault zones have been formed
over long periods of geologic time and in some future geologic
time (millions of years) not only may the present fault traces
be reactivated, but new traces may be formed. However, if we
consider this problem from the standpoint of "engineering design
time," (of the order of 100 years say) the probability of fault
movement is much higher along the most recent fault traces that
lie within the broad fault z9ne. In such risk assessments per
haps weak soil conditions which may arise from crushed rock or
gouge in a fault zone would turn out to be more crucial factors
than concern over the exact positions of future faulting.

It is often believed that assurance against earthquake damage
is directly proportional to the distance from the surface trace
of a known active fault or fault zone. There is much evidence
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that the intensity of an earthquake is not necessarily highest
at the surface trace of the earthquake-generating fault. If
the ~tructure is not astride an active fault trace, so that
displacement may shear it in two, it may not be decisive as a
damage factor whether it is alongside the fault trace or
several miles away; wave energy reaching the two sites may be
comparable. Damage resulting from faulting occurs only where
works of man are located astride the fault traces that move.
Figure A-3 shows damage to a fence that was across the 1906
fault trace. Note the undamaged buildings of wood-frame, low
story construction located near the fault. They are also
located on stable ground. By contrast, buildings located 10
to 20 miles from the fault, such as in Santa Rosa and San Jose,
on relatively less stable ground were almost completely des
troyed in the 1906 shock.

FIGURE A~3. Fence separated by displacement along
the San Andreas Fault, April 18, 1906.
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Avoidance of damage from fault dislocation can be achieved by
recognizing the most active fault traces and either locating
structures elsewhere, or allowing for fault movement in the
design. This is a significant hazard only in a few localities.

Strong Ground Motion (Shaking)

Damage from strong ground motion (shaking) is caused by the
transmission of earthquake vibrations from the ground into
the structure~ Figure A-4 shows damage to the Mijagual apart
ment building in Caracas, Venezuela from the 1967 earthquake.
The main variable factors that determine the extent of vibra
tional damage are: type of ground, earthquake-resistant design,
quality of materials and construction, and intensity and dura
tion of shaking.

FIGURE A-4. Mijagual high-rise apartment building
in Caracas, Venezuela, showing total
pancake collapse.
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Different kinds of ground respond differently to seismic load
ing, The relation between soil and basement rock conditions
and earthquake shaking is not clearly known. Estimates can
be calculated if soil and basement rock properties are known
but should be used with caution for risk estimation until more
testing under actual earthquake conditions is done. The ground
motion associated with a great earthquake (similar to the 1906
California shock) has never been recorded instrumentally.

Many urban areas are presently located along and near active
faults, For example, along the San Andreas fault, throughout
its length from Northern to Southern California, along the
Calaveras fault near Pleasanton, along the Hayward fault in
the East Bay Cities, along the San Jacinto and Inglewood faults
in Lo~ ~ngeles and southern California, and the Wasatch fault
neal Salt Lake City, Utah. Continuing urban growth is bringing
about a constant increase in the use of land near active faults
that will most likely be associated with substantial earthquakes.
Outside the city areas, industrial and utilities development is
frequently considered for sites close to active faults. A case
which gave rise to strong public controversy is the Bodega Head
site north of San Francisco considered a few years ago for a
nuclear power reactor.

In these circumstances the following question is becoming in
creasingly frequent; "In what ways, if any, does the strong
ground motion differ near the fault from the ground motion some
distance away?" No strong motion records were obtained of the
large 1960 Chilean earthquake nor in Alaska from the 1964 shock.
A widely used strong-motion record in engineering design is the
El Centro record. It, however, was obtained about 6 miles from
the Imperial Valley fault along which displacements were ob
served in the 1940 earthquake, magnitude 6.9. In 1966, an array
of strong-motion instruments was operational across the San
Andreas fault near Cholame. These instruments recorded the
earth movements at the time of the June 27, 1966 Parkfield earth
quakes, A record of ground acceleration was obtained within the
fault zone about 200 feet from a fault trace that contained a
slippage crack that appeared across Highway 46 where it inter
sects the San Andreas fault zone. These records are the
closest to an earthquake source (active fault) yet obtained.
(The records showed that the vertical and horizontal motions
of the ground differed considerably in their frequency content
and structure,) There was a large ground motion (which amounted
to a displacement of 10 inches) perpendicular to the fault
traceo The maximum horizontal ground acceleration was one-2alf
the acceleration of gravity (O.Sgj, ioe., about 16 feet/sec.
The duration of the strong ground motion was extremely short,
lasting only about 1 second.
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Although the record gives valuable information it is unclear
whether the effects mentioned above could be scaled upwards
for a large earthquake. The Parkfield main shock had a magni
tude of 5.6 and the length of fault rupture observed was some
what less than 20 miles. Very little damage was reported
along the fault zone even though the short duration peak
acceleration was surprisingly quite high. It is not clear
whether a much larger magnitude earthquake might produce
significantly greater accelerations nAar the fault; a longer
interval of ground shaking (duration) is, however, quite likely.

FIGURE A-5. Earthquake damage resulting from ground
failure. Turnagain Heights landslide,
Anchorage, Alaska, March 27, 1964.
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Because we lack direct observations, forecasts of ground motion
must be largely based on extrapolation from experiments in the
laboratory, from visual observations of past earthquakes, and
upon suggestions from theoretical models. Certain likely proper
ties of the ground motion near a fault can be stated for risk
estimation, subject to the necessary caution implied by the
above statement of our lack of current observational information.

Damage from Ground Failure

Damage from ground failure may occur in several different forms;
landsliding, liquefaction, and settlement. Figures A-S and A-6
illustrate damage from landsliding and liquefaction.

FIGURE A-6. Earthquake damage resulting from ground
failure: Liquefaction. Niigata, Japan,
1964.
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If the proper geological conditions exist on the ocean floor,
subaqueous landslides or turbidity currents may be generated
of sufficient force to affect offshore and onshore structures.
In 1929, an earthquake in the North Atlantic triggered a high
velocity, high-density turbidity current that is believed to
have led to the shearing of 11 Trans-Atlantic communication
cables. The sea floor over which this flow occurred had no
more than a 2% to 5% slope. Numerous subaqueous landslides
occurred during the 1964 Alaska earthquake causing extensive
damage to nearby areas especially from large water waves that
were generated by the lands1iding. Saturated granular layers
located at shallow depth below the surface may be susceptible
to liquefaction during an earthquake. This phenomenon has
frequently been observed in the past. notably in Niigata,
Japan, in 1964 and Chile in 1960 as shown in the photograph,
Figure A-6. In general, the greater the depth and the rela
tive density of a submerged sand layer, the less is the danger
of liquefaction. Shallow loose saturated sands appear to be
most liquefiable, deep dense sands least liquefiable.

TSUNAMIS (SEISMIC SEA WAVES)

Tsunami (Seismic Sea Waves) - - Water waves may be generated in
the ocean by large submarine earthquakes. The mechanism is
probably rapid vertical displacement of part of the ocean floor
through faulting or, sometimes, by submarine landslides. Such
waves are called tsunamis or seismic sea waves.

In the open ocean, tsunamis are characterized by long wave
length (on order of hundreds of miles), long periods of oscil
lation (about an hour), high velocities (more than 600 miles
per hour), and low wave heights (no more than a few feet).
Shoaling begins as the ocean becomes shallower than one-half
the wave length of the acting wave. Tsunamis, therefore, begin
to react as they approach the shore by decreasing velocity and
increasing wave height. Their approach is typically indicated
by water withdrawal followed by a series of wave surges. Some
surges have attained heights of 75-100 feet. Recorded surge
heights of 50 feet are not uncommon along the Hawaiian shores.
An earthquake in the Aleutian trench on April 1, 1946 generated
a tsunami which impinged on the California coast and forced
water to 11 feet at Half Moon Bay and 12 feet at Santa Cruz.
The 1964 Alaskan earthquake generated a tsunami which resulted
in damage in a number of places in the Pacific. The tsunami
was disastrous at Crescent City, California, where it reached
a height of 20.7 feet above mean sea level killing 11, injur
ing 35, and causing about $8,500,000 in property damage.

MendocinoeCounty reported damage to fishing boats in Noyo
Harbor, with 10 sunk. In Marin County, $1,000,000 damage
occurred to small boats and berthing facilities. There was
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damage to docking facilities in Los Angeles County and Long
Beach Harbor. California had a longer time to prepare for
the onslaught of the sea wave than other Pacific states. How
ever, there was 1ack.of sensible response among the public.
Newspapers estimate 10,000 curious people waited on the San
Francisco beaches to watch the tsunami arrive.

EARTHQUAKE RISK ESTIMATION AND DAMAGE CONTROL

There is no way known to predict-exactly where, or when, the
next sudden fault displacement will occur, or how strong the
resulting earthquake will be. However, provided sufficient
geological and seismological information i~ available, the
prediction of the general level of earthquake activity for a
given region may be attempted. This is the starting point for
the estimation of the seismic risk (SR) or relative seismic
risk (RSR) throughout the region4 In seismic regions such as
the'San Francisco ~ay Area, minor perceptible earthquakes of
Richter magnitude less than 5.0 may be expected yearly. A
large percentage of the earthquakes will fall within this harm
less level, and will seldom result in substantial ground break
age along an active fault, or in damage to adequately designed
structures. Every so often an earthquake of greater magnitude
(from 5.0 to 6.0) may occur, causing some damage in localized
areas, especially_to structures not designed to resist shaking
(or to structures located on poor ground), but wi~l not adversely
affect properly designed structures. Earthquakes having a
Richter magnitude above 6.5 usually occur many years apart,
and are usually associated with significant surface ground
ruptures along the fault, and damage to structures astride
the displaced fault trace. It is largely a task for the future
to prepare detailed SR and RSR maps of California, based on
seismicity as well as geologic and soil conditions.

Although exact time and location of the next earthquake in a
seismic region cannot now be predicted from past experience and
recently acquired knowledge, the general effeats can be reason
ably predicted provided there is knowledge and understanding of
the main variable factors that influence earthquake effects and
damage. These factors include: (1) size (Richter magnitude),
and depth of the earthquake, (2) epicentral distance or distance
to the ruptured fault, (3) duration and frequency content of
strong ground motion, and (4) underlying geological and soil
conditions. A further factor is the extent to which precautions
have been taken by industry, governmental agencies, school boards,
planning commissions, and private individuals to reduce the damag
ing effects through proper planning, design, and construction.
The last may be the most important because it is the one factor
man can hope to control.
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In conclusion, it is important to recognize the interdisciplinary
nature of solving problems associated with earthquake hazards.
The solution to many of these problems will be dependent upon
the ability of the seismologist, geophysicist, geologist, and
earthquake engineer to evaluate and delineate the basic causes
and effects of earthquakes and communicate this information in
practical terms. The result of such work can only be translated
into effective action by the cooperation of planners, engineers,
public officials and contractors, to reduce life loss and property
damage in the next major earthquake. Broad public and govern
mental support must also exist.
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APPENDIX' B

RECENT CALIFORNIA LEGISLATION PERTAINING

TO ACTIVE FAULTS AND GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

Since publication of our first report entitled, "Wasatch Fault,

Northern Portion, A Guide to Land-Use Planning," new legisla

tion pertaining to earthquake hazards has been proposed and
is being considered by the California Legislature. This

appendix contains examples of this new legislation. The follow
ing examples have been selected in order to show how California

is facing the problems of development in seismic areas. Utah

should select appropriate legislative acts and modify where
necessary and apply them to problems which may be unique to

Utah.
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SENATE BILL 1041
Establishment of Cal"ifornia Seismic Safety Commission

Estab~ishes the Ca~ifornia Seismic Safety Commission for the purpose of

studying seismic hazards and deve~oping p~ans to avert insofar as is possible

the ensuing disaster which may follow an earthquake. Appropriates $100~000

from the General Fund for creation and operation.

(a) The urban areas of the State of California contain serious types of

earthquake-related hazards and hazard-increasing circumstances whiah are

potentially extremely dangerous to the health and welfare of its citizens.

(1) They are traversed by major active faults.

(2) They have filled land and water-saturated subsoils.

(3) They contain hillsides and slopes that can be built upon~ but that

are also susceptible to slides.

(4) They possess many water-storage dams and reservoirs.

(5) They continue to experience rapid urban growth.

(6) They contain both old and new structures of many types of design and

construction~ i~cluding high-rise buildings.

(b) California has the human resources needed to make important new

contributions to the solution of the earthquake hazard problem.

8860. 2. The Legislature further finds and declares that in order to

protect the public interest:

(a) A statewide study of earthquake-related hazards is necessary.

(b) A statewide study can best be accomplished by the California

Seismic Safety Commission created by this chapter comprised of representatives

of the state govePnment~ the cities and counties concerned with the problem

of earthquake hazard8~ the genera~ public~ and the chairmen of the techniaal

advisory groups created to assist the commission with its duties.

(c) The study should begin with a detailed analysis of existing seismic

hazards~ and the effect of such hazards on future decisions on planning

and urban development~ on housing~ and industria~ ~ocation~ on construction

design~ on specifications for dams and reservoirs~ on fault-zone p~anning and

zoning~ on regulation of building on fil~ed land or hillsides susceptib~e

to sZides~ and on the need for removal or modification of parapets.

(d) The commission shall also consider the problem of planning for.
appropriate and effective postearthquake responses to disaster~ including
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effective ~esponses to the p~oblems of immediate ~escue and ~ehabilitation,

and ~econst~ction and ~elocation ove~ a longe~ pe~iod of time.

(e) The commission shall be assisted by the adviso~y g~oups set forth

in Article 4 (commencing with Section 8863) of this chapte~. These g~oups

shall provide such technical and factual info~ation as the commission

determines will be necessa~y in o~de~ that it may effectively ca~~y out

its duties.

8860.4·The Legislatu~e furthe~ finds and decla~es that the Califo~ia

Seismic Safety Commission, afte~ conducting studies and fo~lating policies

unde~ Article 1 of this chapter, shall ~ecommend to the Legislature the

app~opriate means of c~~ying out the policies and plans it develops.

A~ticle 2. C~eation and Membe~ship

8861. The~e is in the state govePnment a Califo~ia Seismic Safety

Commission. The commission shall include:

(aJ One ~ep~esentative f~om each of the counties, classes 1 th~ouqh 6.

as determined by the 1960 fede~al cenSUl, appointed by the bo~d of supe~

visors of each county.

(bJ Fou~ ~ep~esentatives of cities having a population exceeding 740,000

as determined by the 1960 federal census appointed by the League of Califo~ia

Cities.

(c) Five citizens of Califo~ia appointed by the Gove~o~ and subject

to Senate confirmation.

(dJ One ~epresentative of the San F~ancisco Bay Conse~vation and

Development Commission appointed by its di~ector.

(e) The State Planning Office~.

(f) The chairmen of the adviso~y g~oups set fo~th in A~ticle 4

(commencing with Section 8863).

(g) The chairmen of adviso~y g~oup£ created by the commission subsequent

to the effective date of this act.

(h) One Membe~ of the Senate, appointed by the Senate Rules Committee,

and one Membe~ of the Assembly appointed by the Speake~ of the Assembly, who

shall serve on the commission to the extent that such se~vice is not incompatible
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with their duties as Members of the Legislature. For the purposes of this

ohapter, suoh Members of the Legislature shall oonstitute a joint interim

investigating committee on the subjeot of this ohapter, and as suoh shall

have the powers and duties imposed upon suoh oommittee by the Joint Rules

of the Senate and Assembly.

8861.2. The members of the commission shall serve at the pleasure

of their respeotive appointing powers. The members shall serve without

compensation, but eaoh of the members shall be reimbursed for his necessary

expenses inourred in the performance of his duties. A member may authorize

no more than one proxy for attendance at meetings or for voting, which

proxy may be designated, in writing, at the time the member is appointed

to the commission. The name of the proxy shall be filed with the commission.

8861.4. The commission shall eleot, from among publio representatives

on the oommission a ohairman and a vioe ohairman.

8861.6. The time and place of the first meeting of the oommission shall

be presoribed by the Governor, but in no event, shall it be soheduled for

a date later than 10 days after the effeotive date of this chapter. The

Governor shall appoint an interim ohairman to serve until the commission eleots

a chairman.

8861.8. The headquarters of the commission shall be in the City and

County of San Franoisoo.

Artiole 3. Powers and Duties of the Commission

8862. The oommission shall make a detailed study of all the matters

referred to in Artiole 1, and shall, upon the basis of such study, prepare

oomprehensive plans to minimize the effeot of seismic hazards on the people

and resources of the state.

(aJ The oommission shall submit a plan to the Legislature suggesting

methods for revising the recommendations contained in the study as greater

knowledge is obtained about earthquakes in general, the specific earthquake

hazards in the state, the responses to earthquake shooks of various kinds

of soils and structures, and other relevant matters.

(bJ The commission shall also submit a plan recommending those measures

that might be taken to reduce the likelihood of personal injury or death,
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o~ structural failure~ in futupe eapthquakes.

(c) The commission shall submit a plan fop posteapthquake ~esponses to

a disastep.

In making its study~ the commission shall coopepate to the fullest

extent possible with existing pegional agencies; and in ppepaping its com

p~ehensive plan~ the commission shall~ to the fullest extent possible~

coo~dinate its pZanning with local agencies. In opdep to avoid duplication

of wo~k~ the commission shaU make maximum use of data and infomation

available fpom the planning ppogpams of the State Office of Planning~ Bay

A~ea Tpanspoptation Study Commission~ the Association of Bay Apea Governments~

the cities and counties~ and othep public and ppivate planning agencies.

8862.2. The commission may:

(a) Accept gpants~ contpibutions~ and apppoppiations fpom any public

agency~ ppivate foundation~ op individual.

(b) Appoint committees fpom its membepship and appoint advisopy gpoups

fpom othep intepested pubZic and ppivate gpoups, The commission shall

detemine the composition and the membepship of each additional advisopy gpoup.

(c) Contpact fop o~ employ any ppofessional sepvices pequiped by

the commission op fop the pe~fomance of wopk and sepvices which in its

opinion cannot satisfactopily be pepfopmed by its officeps and employees~

its advisoPy groups~ op by othep fedepal~ state~ op local governmental agencies.

(d) Do any and all other things necessary to carpy out the purposes

of this chaptep,

8862.4. The commission shall~ in addition to any funds which the

Legislatupe may apppoppiate fop planning activities of the commission~

take whatevep steps aPe necessaPy to attempt to obtain money available

fop such planning activities fpom any fedepal~ state~ op local soupces.

8862,6. The commission shall appoint an executive dipectop who shall

have chaPge of the conduct of the study and plan fOPmUlation~ subject to the

dipection and policies of the commission. The executive dipectop shall~

subject to apppoval of the commission~ appoint such employees as may be

necessapy in opdep to CaPpy out the functions of the commission.

8862.8. Within a peasonable time~ but not tc exceed one yeap fpom the

date of the fipst meeting of the commission~ the chaiman of the commission~
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in oollaboration with and with the oonourrenoe of the oommission3 shall

appoint a oitizens' advisory oommittee to assist and advise the oommission

in oarrying out its funotions. The advisory oommittee shall oonsist of

not more than 20 members.

Article 4. Advisory Groups to the California
Seismio Safety Commission

8863. The oommission shall be advised by an Advisory Group on

Engineering Considerations and Earthquake Soienoes.

This group shall review available soientifio and engineering knowledge

relative to the reduotion of the risks of damage due to earthquake and

related geologio hazards. It shall make recommendations to the oommission

based upon its findings. Its judgment in the fields of engineering and

earthquake soienoes shall guide all other advisory groups. It shall review

the progress reports of all other advisory groups and may reoommend suoh

ohanges3 elaborations3 or new direotions as may appear desirable. It

shall provide3 insofar as feasible 3 teohnioal information and opinions on

submitted questions to other advisory groups.

8863.1. The oomposition of the Advisory Group on Engineering Consider

ations and Earthquake Soienoes shall inolude:

(aJ One representative of the Division of Mines and Geology appointed

by the Seoretary of the Resouroes Agenoy.

(bJ One representative of the Division of Safety of Dams appointed

by the Seoretary of the Resouroes Agenoy.

(oj One representative of the Offioe of Arohitecture and Construotion

appointed by the State Arohiteot.

(dJ Seven persons with experienoe and aoknowledged reputations in the

relevant professional fields shall be appointed by the oommission as follows:

(1) One representative after oonsultation with the offioers of the

California Seotions of the Amerioan Sooiety of Civil Engineers.

(2) One representative after oonsultation with the 9ffioers of the

Structural Engineers Assooiation of California.

(3) One representative after oonsultation with the offioers of the

California Chapter3 Assooiation of Engineering Geologists.
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(4) One reprssentative after consultation with the officers of the

California Council of the American Institute of Architects.

(5) Three representatives after consultation with the officers of the

Earthquake Engineering Researoh Institute,

(e) Two persons representing appropriate academic disciplines appointed

by the commission after consultation with the Chancellors of the University

of California~ Berkeley~ University of California~ Los Angeles~ and University

of Southern California~ and the President of Stanford University.

(f) Two members appointed from the public at Zarge at the discretion of

the commissir no

8864, The commission shall be advised by an Advisory Group on

Disaster Preparedness,

This group shall be responsible for reviewing and evaluating the

adequacy of existing disaster plans insofar as they relate to the probable

consequences of disastrous earthquakes. The group should give special

emphasis to the development of plans to marshal human~ physical~ and economic

resources necessary to minimize human and material losses flowing from

earthquake disaster~ and to facilitate restoration of the no~al life of

the region as expeditiously as possible, The group should r6commend

preearthquake measures that will heZp to minimize human and material losses

flowing from earthquake disaster.

8864010 The composition of the Advisory Group on Disaster Preparedness

shaH incZude:

(a) One representative of the VaSa Office of Emergency Preparedness

appointed by the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness.

rb) One representative appointed by the Director of the Disaster Office

of the Governor's Council.

(cJ Seven persons appointed by the commission with knowledge in fields

relevant to disaster preparedness~ including not Zess than one physician~

one representative of a public utiZity~ one civil engineer~ one architect~

and one representative of the American Red Cross.

rdJ Five representatives of local government~ appointed by the commission,

Two of these representatives shaZl be building inspectors of cities and

each buiZding inspecto~ shall hold a valid California civil engineer's

Ucenseo
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(e) Thpee membeps appointed fpom the public at laPge op fpom ppivate

opganizations at the discpetion of the commission.

8865. The commission shall be advised by an Advisory Group on

Postearthquake Recovery and Redevelopment.

This gpoup shall be responsible for recommending a series of general

contingency plans to guide the long-term work of recovepY~ reconstruction~

relocation where desirable~ and redevelopment. The plans shall include

variable courses of action based upon the several parameteps of eaPthquake

location~ duration~ intensity and damage.

8865.1. The composition of the Advisopy Gpoup on PosteaPthquake Recovery

and Redevelopment shall include:

(a) Four pepsons appointed by the commission from the fields of insur

ance~ banking and finance~ law~ and urban renewal.

(b) Four persons with experience and acknowledged reputations in

relevant professional fields appointed by the commission as follows:

(1) One reppesentative aftep consultation with the officers of the

CalifoPnia Chapter of the American Institute of Planners.

(2) One representative aftep consultation with the officers of the

California Council of the American Institute of Apchitects.

(3) One reppesentative after consultation with the officers of the

California Sections of the Amepican Society of Civil Engineers.

(c) Three representatives of local government after consultation

with the League of CalifoPnia Cities and the County Supervisors' Association.

(d) One representative of the Department of Housing and Community

Development appointed by the director.

(e) Two representatives of the public at laPge appointed at the

discretion of the commission.

8866. The commission shall be advised by an Advisory Gpoup on

Land Use Planning.

This gpoup shall detepmine the limitations that should be placed

upon the use of land subject tc seismic hazaPd for appropriate inclusion

in the land use plans of state~ pegional~ and local governments.

8866.1. The composition of the Advisory Group on Land Use Planning

shall include:

(a) Thpee representatives of local government~ appointed by the com

mission after consultation with the League of California cities and the
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CalifoPnia Supervisors Association.

(b) Five persons with experience and acknowledged reputations in

relevant professional fields appointed by the commission as follows:

(1) Two representatives after consultation with the officers of the

California Chapter of the American Institute of Planners.

(2) One representative of the California Sections of the American

Society of Civil Engineers.

(0) One representative of the California Council of the American

Institute of Architects.

(4) One representative of the California Chapter of the Association

of Engineering Geologists.

\c) One representative of the State Office of Planning appointed by

the State Planning Officer.

(d) Two representatives of the academic community appointed by the

commission after consultation with the Chancellors of the University of

California~ Berkeley~ University of California~ Los Angeles~ and

University of Southern California~ and the President of Stanford University.

(e) Two representatives of the public at large appointed at the

discretion of the commission.

886? The commission shall be advised by an Advisory Group on

Governmental Organization and Performance.

This group shall study local government organization so as to determine

how the plans formulated by the other advisory groups to reduce the risk of

loss due to earthquake disaster may best be carried into effect. It shall

recommend modifications in existing government organization so that local

government jurisdiction is sufficient to enable it to exercise the requisite

authority to make the emergency measures effective. It shall recommend

new governmental institutions should they appear essential.

8867.1. The composition of the Advisory Group on Governmental Organ

ization and Performance shall include:

(a) Two representatives of local government appointed by the commission

after consultation with the League of CalifoPnia Cities and the California

Supervisors Association.

(b) Five persons appointed by the commission after consultation with

the city councils of the Cities of Los Angeles~ San Francisco~ Oakland~
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San Diego, and San Jose.

(cJ Three persons appointed by the commission who have been active in

California state or local governmental studies.

(dJ Three representatives of the public appointed by the commission.

(eJ Two representatives of the academic community appointed by the

commission after consultation with the Chancellors of the University of

California, Berkeley, University of California, Los Angeles, and University

of Southern California, and the President of Stanford University.

(fJ Two representatives from the public at large appointed at the

discretion of the commission.

8868. Each advisory group shall elect its chairman and vice chairman

from among its members. The chairman shall be a voting member of the

commission.

8869. The commission shall make sure that the plans developed under

this chapter to minimize the risk of loss following earthquake disaster

are coordinated with similar plans developed by federal, state, regional,

and local government, and the private sector.

Article 5. Final Report and Termination of

Existence of the Commission

88?O. The commission shall file a progress report with the Governor

and the Legislature not later than the fifth legislative day of the 19?2

Regular Session of the Legislature, and shall file a final report with

the Governor and the Legislature not later than the fifth legislative

day of the 19?4 Regular Session of the Legislature. The final report shall

contain all of the following:

(aJ The results of the detailed study made by the commission.

(bJ A plan for the continuous revision of the study as new information

is obtained.

(cJ A plan for immediate actions which will minimize earthquake hazard

to life and the resources of the state.

(dJ The comprehensive plan adopted by the commission for the appropriate

and effective response to an earthquake disaster after it happens.
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(e) Such othe~ info~ation and ~ecommendations as the commission

deems desi~able and will f~the~ the public inte~est in seismic safety.

8871. The existence of the commission and the p~ovisions of this

chapte~ (commencing with Section 8860) shall ~emain in effect until the

90th day afte~ the final adJou~ent of the 1974 Regul~ Session of the

Legislatu~e, and shall have no fo~ce o~ effect afte~ that date.

SEC. 2. If any p~ovision of this act o~ the application the~eof

to any pe~son o~ ci~cumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall

not effect othe~ p~ovisions o~ applications of the act which can be

given effect without the invalid p~ovision o~ application, and to this

end the p~ovisions of this act a~e seve~able.

SEC. 3. The sum of one hund~ed thousand-doll~s ($100,000) is

app~op~iated f~om the Gene~al Fund fo~ the c~eation and ope~ation of the

Califo~nia Seismic Safety Commission fo~ the 1969-1970 fiscal ye~.

SENATE RESOLUTION - No. 128
Establishment of a Joint Committee on Seismic Safety

WHEREAS, The State of California has a positive inte~e8t in

minimizing the disast~ous effects of majo~ e~thquakes pa~ticul~ly in

the heavily populated ~eas of the state such as the San F~ancisco Bay

and the Los Angeles met~opolitan a~eas; and

WHEREAS, An ea~thquake of the magnitude of the 1906 San F~ancisco

catast~ophe should it occ~ today could ~esult in untold loss of life

and inestimable p~ope~ty damage due to the ~apid g~owth of u~ban a~eas i~

the past 60 ye~s: and

WHEREAS, The Legislatu~e finds that a conside~able ~eduction in

catast~ophic damage due to ea~thquake could possibly be achieved if a

detailed study is unde~taken to dete~ine the natu~e of California

seismic and ~elated haza~ds, the effect of seismic ~uptu~e upon existing

met~opolitan st~u(tu~es, utility se~vices, t~anspo~tation, communications,

and the gene~al welfa~e, and in what manne~ p~ecautions can be taken to

minimize the damage, loss of life, and dis~uption to the economy should

a majo~ e~thquake occu~; and

WHEREAS, The San F~ancisco Bay a~ea is a most logical place fo~ such
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a study to begin since the area contains almost all the types of

earthquake-related hazards and hazard-increasing circumstances to be

found in the state: It is traversed by two major active faults; it has

filled land and water-saturated subsoils; its topography includes

inhabited hillsides and slopes susceptible to slides; it has many water

storage dams and reservoirs; it is heavily populated with attendant urban

problems; it has both oZd and new structures of widely varying design;

and it is a nine-county area large enough to pe~it a thorough and

comprehensive study~ the findings of which will be of practical value

througho~t the state; now~ therefore~ be it

Resolved by the Senate of the State of California~ the Assembly

thereof conc1J.rring. As fo l lows:

1. The Joint Committee on Seismic Safety is created and authorized

to study with particuZarity the earthquake related problems confronting

the San Francisco Bay area and so much other of the state as it should

appear advisable; the committee is further directed to develop seismic

safety plans and policies and recommend to the Legislature any needed

legislation to minimize the catastrophic effects upon the people, prop

erty~ and the operation of our economy should a major earthquake strike

any portion of the State of California.

2. The Joint Committee on Seismic Safety shall consist of four mem

bers of the Senate appointed by the Committee on Rules which shall

also appoint the chai~an, plus four members of the Assembly appointed by

the Speaker of the Assembly who shalZ also appoint the vice chai~an.

J. There shall be an advisory commission to the joint committee.

The advisory commission shall consist of:

(aJ One representative from each of the nine bay area counties

appointed by the board of supervisors of each county.

(bJ Four representatives of bay area cities appointed by the

Association of Bay Area Governments.

(cJ Five representatives of the public appointed by the Governor

and subject to Senate confi~ation. These members shall be residents of

the San Francisco Bay Area.

(dJ One representative of the San Francisco Bay Conservation and

Development Commission appointed by its director.

(eJ The State Planning Officer.
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(f) The chairmen of technical advisoT'y gT'OUpS cT'eated by the

commission subsequent to the effective date of this act.

(g) The chaiT'men of technical advisoT'y gT'OUpS set fOT'th below:

(1) AdvisoT'y GT'O~P on EngineeT'ing ConsideT'ations and Ear>thquake

Saiences.

This gT'OUp shalZ T'eview available scientific and engineeT'ing know

ledge T'elative to the T'eduction of the T'isks of damage due to eaT'thquake

and T'elated geologic hazaT'ds. It shall make T'ecommendation8 to the

commission based' upon its findings. Its judgment in the field of

engineeT'ing and eaT'thquake sciences shall guide all otheT' advisoT'y gT'OUps.

It shall T'eview the pT'ogT'ess T'epOT'ts of all otheT' advisoT'y gT'OUpS and may

T'ecommend such changes~ elaboT'ations~ OT' new diT'ections as may appeaT'

desiT'able. It shall pT'ovide~ insofaT' as feasible, technical information

and opinions on submitted questions to otheT' advisoT'y gT'OUps.

(2) AdvisoT'y GT'OUp on DisasteT' PT'epar>edness

This gT'OUp shall be T'esponsible foT' T'eviewing and evaluating the

adequacy of existing disasteT' plans insofar> as they T'elate to the pT'obable

consequences of disastT'ous ear>thquakes. The gT'OUp should give special

emphasis to the development of plans to maT'shal human, physical~ and

economic T'eSOUT'ces necessaT'Y to minimize human and mateT'ial losses flowing

fT'om eaT'thquake disasteT', and to facilitate T'estoT'ation of the normal

life of the T'egion as expeditiously as possible. The gT'OUp should

T'ecommend pT'eear>thquake meaSUT'es that will help to minimize human and

mateT'ial losses flowing fT'om eaT'thquake disasteT'.

(3) AdvisoT'y GT'OUp on Postear>thquake RecoveT'y and Redevelopment

This gT'OUp shall be T'esponsible foT' T'ecommending a seT'ies of gen

eT'al contingency plans to guide the long-term WOT'k of T'ecoveT'Y~ T'econ

stT'Uction, T'elocation wheT'e desiT'able, and T'edevelopment. The plans

shall include vaT'iable COUT'ses of action based upon the seveT'al par>ameteT'S

of eaT'thquake location~ dUT'ation~ intensity, and damage.

(4) AdvisoT'y GT'OUp on Land Use Planning

This gT'OUp shall determine the limitations that should be placed

upon the use of land subject to seismic hazaT'd foT' appT'opT'iate inclusion

in the land use plans of state~ T'egional~ and local gover>nments.

(5) AdvisoT'y GT'OUp on Gover>nmental OT'ganization and PeT'formance

This gT'OUp shall study local gover>nment oT'ganization so as to
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determine how the plans formulated by the other advisory groups to

reduce the risk of lOSB due toea~thquake disaster may best be carried

into effect. It shall recommend modifications in existing government

organization so that local government jurisdiction is sufficient to

enable it to exercise the requisite authority to make the emergency

measures effective. It shall recommend new governmental institutions

should they appear essential.

4. The Joint Committee on Seismic Safety and its members shall

have and exercise all of the rights, duties and powers conferred upon

investigating committees and their members by the provisions of the

Joint Rules of the Senate and the Assembly as they are adopted and

amended from time to time, which provisions are incorporated herein

a~d made applicable to this committee and its members.

D. The joint committee shall have the following additional powers:

(a) To meet at such times and places as it may deem proper.

(b) To employ such professional, secretarial and clerical

staff, together with such special assistants and consultants as

may be necessary.

(c) To contract with such other agencies, public or private, as

it deems necessary, for the rendition of such services, facilities,

studies, and reports to the joint committee as will best assist it

to carry out its duties and responsibilities.

(d) To cooperate with and to secure the cooperation of county,

city, city and count~. regionaZ, multicounty and other local agencies

in investigating any matter within the scope of its duties and respon

sibilities.

(e) To cooperate with any federal, state or local agency, public

and private, which is engaged in making studies of earthquake hazard.

(f) To accept funds from federal, state, and local agencies, and

to receive contributions from private sources.

(g) To do any and all other things necessary or convenient

to enable it fully and adequately to perform its duties and to exercise

the powers expressly granted it.

6. The committee shall file a report with the Legislature not later

than the fifth legislative day of the 1972 Regular Session of the
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Legislature. The report shall contain:

(a) The results of the detailed study made by the committee.

(b) A plan for continuous revision of the study as new infor

mation is obtained.

(c) A plan to minimize the probable loss to life, property, and

minimize the disruption of the local economy should an earthquake

disaster occur.

(d) A plan for appropriate and effective response to the immed

iate problems arising after an earthquake disaster.

(e) Such other information and recommendations as the commission

deems desirable.

7. The sum of ninety-nine thousand one hundred three dollars

($99,103) or so much thereof as may be necessary is hereby made avail

able from the Contingent Funds of the Assembly and Senate for the expenses

of the committee and its members and for any charges, expenses or claims

it may incur under this resolution, to be paid from the said fund and

disbursed, after certification by the chairman of the committee, upon

warrants drawn by the State Controller upon the State Treasurer.

SENATE BILL 691
An Act to Amend Section 65302 of the Government Code,
Relating to Planning

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 65302 of the Government Code is amended to read:

65302. The general plan shall consist of a statement of development

policies and shall include a diagram or diagrams and text setting forth

objectives, principles, standards, and plan proposals. The plan shall

include the foZlowing elements:

(a) A land use element which designates the proposed general dis

tribution and general location and extent of the uses of the land for

housing, business, industry, open space, including agriculture, natural

resources, recreation, and enjoyment of scenic beauty, education, public

buildings and grounds, solid and liquid waste disposal facilities, and
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other categories of public and private uses of land. The land use

element shaU include a statement of the standards of population dens1.·.ty

and building intensity recommended for the various districts and other

territory covered by the plan. The land use element shall also identify

areas covered by the plan which are subject to flooding and shall be

reviewed annually with respect to such areas.

(b) A circulation element consisting of the general location and

extent of existing and proposed major thoroughfares, transportation

routes, terminals, and other local public utilities and facilities,

all correlated with the land use element of the plan.

(c) A housing element consisting of standards and plans for the

improvement of housing and for provision of adequate sites for housing.

This element of the plan shall endeavor to make adequate provision for

the housing needs of all economic segments of the community.

(d) A conservation element for the conservation, development, and

utilization of natural resources including water and its hydraulic

force, forests, soils, rivers and other waters, harbors, fisheries,

wildlife, minerals, and other natural resources. That portion of the

conservation element including waters shall be developed in coordination

with any countywide water agency and with all district and city agencies

which have developed, served, controlled, or conserved water for any

purpose for the county or city for which the plan is prepared. The

conservation element may also cover:

(1) The reclamation of land and waters.

(2) Flood control.

(~) Prevention and control of the pollution of streams and other waters.

(4) Regulation of the use of land in stream channels and other areas

required for the accomplishment of the conservation plan.

(5) Prevention, control, and correction of the erosion of soils,

beaches, and shores.

(6) Protection of watersheds.

(7) The location, quantity and quality of the rock, sand and gravel

resources.

(e) An open-space element as provided in Article 10.5 (commencing
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with Section 65560) of this chapter.

(f) A seismic safety eLement consisting of an identification and

appraisaL of seismic hazards such as susceptibiLity to surface ruptures

from fauLting~ to ground shaking~ to ground faiLures~ or to effects of

seismicaLLy induced waves such as tsunamis and seiches.

(g) A noise eLement in quantitative~ numericaL terms~ showing contours

of present and projected noise LeveLs associated with aLL existing and

proposed major transportation eLements. These incLude but are not Limited

to the foLLowing:

(1) Highways and freeways~

(2) Ground rapid transit systems~

(3) Ground faciLities associated with aLL airports operating under

a permit from the State Department of Aeronautics.

These noise contours may be expressed in any standard acousticaL

scaLe which incLudes both the magnitude of noise and frequency of its

occurrence. The recommended scaLe is sound LeveL A~ as measured with

A-weighting network of a standard sound LeveL meter~ with corrections

added for the time duration per event and the totaL number of events per

24-hour period.

Noise contours shaLL be shown in minimum increments of five decibeLs

and shaLL be continued down to 65 db(A). For regions invoLving hospitaLs~

rest homes~ Long-term medical or mentaL care~ or outdoor recreational

a!'eas~ the contours shaU be continued down to 45 db (A).

Conclusions regarding appropriate site or route selection alternatives

or noise impact upon compatible Land uses shaLL be included in the general

pLan.

The state~ tocaL~ or private agency responsible for the construction

or maintenance of such transportation facilities shaLL provide to the

Local agency producing the generaL plan~ a statement of the present and

projected noise leveLs of the faciLity~ and any information which was

used in the deveLopment of such Levels.

SENATE BILL 520
Earthquake Protection Passed December 1, 1972

BE 520~ as amended~ Alquist. Earthquake protection.
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Increases the membership of the State Mining and Geology Board

from 9 to 11 persons and declares that persons with specified occupations

should be selected for membership on the board. Designates the board

as a policy and appeals board for the purposes of provisions re earthquake

hazard zones.

Requires the State Geologist to delineate~ by December 31~ 1973~

special studies zones encompassing certain areas of earthquake hazard.

Requires State Geologist to compile maps delineating the special studies

zones and to submit such maps to affected cities~ counties~ and state

agencies for review and comment. Requires the State Geologist to continu

ally review new geologic and seismic data and revise special studies zones

and submit such revisions to affected cities~ counties~ and state agencies

for review and comment. Appropriates $100~000 for such purposes. Requires

cities~ counties~ and state agencies to submit their comments to board.

Requires cities and counties to exercise specified approval authority

with respect to rbal estate developments or structures for human occupancy

within such delineated zones. Requires applicants for a building pe~it

within such zone to be charged a fee according to a fee schedule established

by the board. Limits maximum amount of such fee. Provides for retention

of 1/2 of the proceeds of any such fee by the city or county having juris

diction and tranfer of 1/2 to the state.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 660 of the Public Resources Code is amended to

read:

660. There is in the department a State Mining and Geology Board~

consisting of 11 members appointed by the Governor~ subject to confi~ation

by the Senate~ for te~s of four years and until their successors are

appointed and qualified~ The State Mining and Geology Board shall also

serve as a policy and appeals board for the purposes of Chapter 7.5

(commencing with Section 2621) of Division 2.

SEC. 2. Section 661 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read:

661. Members of the board shall be selected from citizens of this

state associated with or having broad knowledge of the mineral industries

of this state~ of its geologic resources~ or of related technical and
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scientific fields, to the end that the functions of the board as

specified in Section 667 are conducted in the best interests of the

state. Among the 11 members, two should be mining geologists, mining

enginters, or mineral economists, one should be a structural engineer,

one should be a geophysicist, one should be an urban or pegional planner,

one should be a soils engineer, two should be geologists, one should be

a representative of county government, and at least two shall be members

of the public having interest in and knowledge of the environment.

SEC. 5. Section 662 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read:

662. The terms of the members of the board in office when this article

takes effect in 1965 shall expire as follows: one member January 15, 1966;

two members January 15, 1967; and two members January 15, 1968. The

terms shaH expire in the same .t>elative order as to each member as the

term for which he holdp office before this article takes effect. The

terms of the two additional members first appointed pursuant to the

amendment of this section at the 1968 Regular Session of the Legislature

shall commence on January 15, 1969. The terms of the two additional mem

bers first appointed pursuant to the amendment of Section 660 at the 1970

Regular Session of the Legislature shall commence on Jan~al~ 15, 1971,

but the term of one of such additional members, who shall be designated

by the Governor, shall expire on January 15, 1974. The terms of the two

additional members first appointed pursuant to the amendment of Section 660

at the 1972 Regular Session of the Legislature shall commence on January

15, 1975, but the te~ of one of such additional members, who shall be

designated by the Governor, shall expire on January 15, 1976.

SEC. 4. Chapter 7.5 (commencing with Section 2621) is added to

Division 2 of the Public Resources Code, to read:

CHAPTER 7.5. HAZARD ZONES

2621. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Alquist

~iolo Geologic Hazard Zones Act.

2621.5. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide for the adoption

and administration of zoning laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations

by cities and counties, as well as to implement such general plan as may be
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in effect in any city or county. The Legislature declares ~hat the

provisions of this chapter are intended tc provide ~olicies and criteria

to assist cities, counties, and state agencies in the exercise of their

responsibility to provide for the public safety in hazardous fault zones.

2622. In order to assist cities and counties in their planning,

zoning, and building-regulation functions, the State Geologist shall

delineate, by December 31, 1973, appropriately wide special studies zones

to encompass all potentially and recently active traces of the San Andreas,

Calaveras, Hayward, and San Jacinto Faults, and such other faults, or

segments thereof, as he deems sufficiently active and well-defined as to

constitute a potential hazard to structures from surface faulting or

fault creep. Such special studies zones shall ordinarily be one-quarter

mile or less in width, except in circumstances which may require the

State Geologist to designate a wider zone.

Pursuant to this section, the State Geologist shall compile maps

delineating the special studies zones and shall submit such maps to all

affected cities, counties, and state agencies, not later than December 31,

1973, for review and comment. Concerned jurisdictions and agencies

shall submit all such comments to the State Mining and Geology Board for

review and consideration within 90 days. Within 90 days of such review,

the State Geologist shall provide copies of the official maps to concerned

state agencies and to each city or county having jurisdiction over lands

lying within any such zone.

The State Geologist shall continually review new geologic and seismic

data and shalZ revise the special studies zones or delineate additional

special studies zones when warranted by new information. The State Geologist

shall submit all such revisions to all affected cities, counties, and

state agencies for their review and comment. Concerned jurisdictions and

agencies shall submit all such comments to the State Mining and Geology

Board for !~view and consideration within 30 days. Within 30 days of

such review, the State Geologist shall provide copies of the revised offi

cial maps to concerned state agencies and to each city or county having

jurisdiction over lands lying within any such zone.

2623. Within the special studies zones delineated pursuant to Section

2622, the site of every proposed new occupancy shall be approved by the

city or county having jurisdiction over such lands in accordance with
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policies and c~ite~ia established by the State Mining and Geology Board

and the findings of the State Geologist. Such policies and c~ite~ia

shall be established by the State Mining and Geology Boa~d not later than

December 31~ 19?3. In the development of such policies and criteria~ the

State Mining and Geology Board shall seek the comment and advice of affected

cities~ counties~ and state agencies. Cities and counties shall not approve

the location of such a development o~ structu~e within a delineated special

studies zone if an undue haza~d would be c~eated~ and approval may be

withheld pending geologic and engineering studies to mo~e adequately define

the zone o~ haza~d. If the city or county finds that no undue haza~d

exists~ geoZogic and engineering studies may be waived~ with app~oval of

the State Geologist~ and the location of the proposed development or st~uc

ture may be app~oved.

2624. Nothing in this chapter is intended to prevent cities and

counties from establishing policies and c~ite~ia which are stricter than

those established by the State Mining and Geology Boa~d~ no~ f~om imposing

and collecting fees in addition to those required under this chapte~.

2625. Each applicant fo~ a building pe~mit within a delineated

special studies zone shall be cha~ged a reasonable fee acco~ding to a

fee schedule established by the State Mining and Geology Boa~d. Such fees

shall be set in an amount sufficient to ,neet~ but not to exceed~ the costs

to state and local government of administe~ing and complying with the

provisions of this chapter. Such fee shall not exceed one-tenth of 1

percent of the total valuation of the proposed building construction fo~

which the building permit is issued~ as determined by the local building

official. One-half of the proceeds of such fees shall be retained by the

city or county having jurisdiction ove~ the proposed development or struc

ture for the pu~pose of implementing this chapte~~ and the remaining Fund.

SEC. 5. The~e is hereby app~opriated f~om the General Fund in the

State Treasury to the Depa~tment of Conservation the sum of one hundred

thousand dolla~s ($100~000) for the purposes of Section 2622 of the Public

Resources Code.
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SENATE BILL 520 EARTHQUAKE PROTECTION

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 520~ as introduoed~ Alquist. Earthquake proteotion.

Inoreases the membership of the State Mining and Geology Board from

9 to 11 persons and declares that persons with specified oocupations

should be selected for membership on the board.

Requires the State Geologist to delineate~ by Deoember 31~ 19?3~

special studies zones encompassing oertain areas of earthquake hazard.

Appropriates $100~OOO for such purpose.

Requires cities and counties to exercise specified approval authority

with respeot to real estate developments or struotures for human ooou

pancy within such delineated zones. Requires applicants for a development

or building site within suoh zone to be oharged a fee acoording to a fee

schedule established by the board. Provides for allooating one-half

of the proceeds of any such fee to the oity or oounty having jurisdiotion

and one-half to the state. Creates the Fault-Zone Acoount in the

General Fund for the deposit of the states' share of fee prooeeds.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Seotion 660 of the Publio Resources Code is amended

to read:

660. There is in the department a State Mining and Geology Board~

consisting of li members appointed by the Governor~ subjeot to
oonfirmation by the Senate~ for terms of four years and until their

sucoessors are appointed and qualified.

SEC. 2. Section 661 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read:

661. Members of the board shall be seleoted from citizens of this

state assooiated with or having broad knowlege of the mineral industries

of this state~ of its geologic resouroes~ or of related teohnioal and

scientifio fields~ to the end that the funotions of the board as spe

cified in Section 66? are conduoted in the best interests of the state.

Among the 11 membeFs~ at least one should be a mining geologist:

mining engineer~ or mineral economist~ at least one should be a
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struotural engineer~ at least one should be a seismologist~

at least one should be an arohiteot~ at least one should be a soils

engineer~ at least one should be a geologist with knowledge of the be

havior of soils~ and at least two shall be members of the publio having

an interest in and knowledge of the environment.

SEC. 3. Seotion 662 of the Publio Resouroes Code is amended to read:

662. The terms of the members of the board in offioe when this artiole

takes effeot in 1965 shall expire as follows: one member January 15~ 1966;

two members January 15~ 1967; and two members January 15~ 1968. The terms

shall expire in the same relative order as to eaoh member as the term

for whioh he holds offioe before this artiole takes effeot. The terms

of the two additional members first appointed pursuant to the amendment

of this seotion at the 1968 Regular Session of the LegisLature shall

oommence on January 15~ 1969. The terms of the two additional members

first appointed pursuant to the amendment of Section 660 at the 1970 Reg

ular Session of the Legislature shall oommence on January 15~ 1971~ but

the term of one of suoh additional members~ who shall be designated by

the Governor~ shalL expire on January 15~ 1974. The terms of the two

additional members first appointed pursuant to the amendment of Seotion 660

at the 1972 Regular Session of the Legislature shall oommenoe on January 15~

1976.

SEC. 4. Chapter 7.5 (commenoing with Section 2621) is added to Division 2

of the Publio Resouroes Code~ to read:

CHAPTER 7.5. HAZARD ZONES

2621. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide for the adoption

and administration of zoning laws~ ordinances~ rules~ and regulations

by oities and oounties~ as well as to implement such general plan as may

be in effeot in any oity or oounty. The Legislature hereby deoLares that

it is its intention by these provisions to estabLish oriteria and stan

dards to guide oities or counties in the exeroise of their ~esponsibility

to provide an adequate degree of pubLio safety in hazardous fauLt zones.

2622. In order to assist cities and oounties in their pLanning~ zoning~

and building-regulation funotions~ the State GeoLogist shalL deLineate~
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by December 31, 1973, appropriately wide special studies zones to encompass

all potentially and recently active traces of the San Andreas, Calaveras,

Hayward, and San Jacinto Faults, and such other faults, or segments thereof,

as he deems sufficiently active and well-defined as to constitute a poten

tial hazard to structUI'es from surface faulting or fault creep. Such

special studies zones shall ordinarily be one-quarter mile or less in

width, except in unusual circumstances which may require the State Geologist

to designate a wider zone.

2623. Within the special studies zones delineated pursuant to

Section 2622, the site of every proposed new real estate development or

structUI'e for human occupancy shall be approved by the city or county

having jUI'isdiction over such lands in accordance with policies and

criteria established by the State Mining and Geology Board pursuant to

the findings of the State Geologist. Cities and counties shall not approve

the location of such a development or structUI'e within a delineated

special studies zone if an undue hazard would be created, or approval

may be withheld pending geologic and engineering studies to more adequately

define the zone of hazard. If the city or county then finds that no

undue hazard exists, the location of the proposed development or struc

tUI'e may be approved.

2624. Each applicant for a development or building site within a

delineated special studies zone shall be charged a reasonable fee according

to a fee schedule established by the State Mining and Geology Board. ,

Such fees shall be set in an amount sufficient to meet the costs to state

and local government of administering and complying with the provisions

of this chapter. One-half of the proceeds of such fees shall be retained

by the city Or county having jurisdiction over the proposed development

or structure for the pUI'pose of implementing this chapter, and the remaining

one-half of the proceeds shall be deposited in the Fault-Zone Account in

the General Fund in the State TreasUI'yj which account is hereby created,

to be used exclusively for the purposes of this chapter.

SEC. 5. There is hereby appropriated from the General Fund in the

State Treasury to the Department of Conservation the sum of one hundred

thousand dollars ($100,000) for the purposes of Section 2622 of the

Public Resources Code.
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ASSEMBLY BILL 407 GEOLOGIC HAZARDS

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 40?~ as introduced~ Priolo (P. &L.U.). Land~ geological hazards.

Requires the Division of Mines and Geology of the Department of

Conservation to designate areas of state lying along specified faultlines

as fault movement hazard zones and formulate and transmit to cities and

counties criteria for local land use within such areas.

Requires each city and county having jurisdiction over any land

within such zones to adopt a local fault movement hazard lands plan~

as part of the seismic safety element of its general plan~ consistent

with division's criteria and requires each such city and county to adopt

a fault movement hazard lands zoning ordinance consistent with such plan.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 65302 of the Government Code as amended by

Section 1.5 of Chapter 1803 of the Statutes of 19?1~ is amended to

read:

'65302. The general plan shall consist of a statement of develop

ment policies and shall include a diagram or diagrams and text setting

forth objectives~ principles~ standards~ and plan proposals. The

plan shall include the following elements:

(a) A land-use element which designates the proposed general distribu

tion and general location and extent of the uses of the land for housing,

business~ industry~ open space~ including agriculture~ natural resources,

recreation~ and enjoyment of scenic beauty~ education~ public buildings

and grounds~ solid and liquid waste disposal facilities~ and other

categories of public and private uses of land. The land-use element

shall include a statement of the standards of population density and

building intensity recommended for the various districts and other

territory covered by the plan. The land-use element shall also identify

areas covered by the plan which are subject to flooding and shall be

reviewed annually with respect to such areas.
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(b) A circulation element consisting of the general location and

extent of existing and proposed major thoroughfares~ transportation

routes~ ter.minals~ and other local public utilities and facilities~ all

correlated with the land-use element of the plan.

(c) A housing element~ to be developed pursuant to regulations

established under Section 37041 of the Health and Safety Code~ consisting

of standards and plans for the improvement of housing and for provision

of adequate sites for housing. This element of the plan shall make

adequate provision for the housing needs of all economic segments of

the corronunity.

(d) A conservation element for the conservation~ development~

and utilization of natural resources including water and its hydraulic

force~ forests~ soils~ rivers and other waters~ harbors~ fisheries~

wildlife~ minerals~ and other natural resources. That portion of the

conservation element including waters shall be developed in coordina

tion with any countywide water agency and with all district and city

agencies which have developed~ served~ controlled or conserved water

for any purpose for the county or city for which the plan is prepared.

The conservation element may also cover:

(1) The reclamation of land and water.

(2) Flood control.

(3) Prevention and control of the pollution of streams and other

waters.

(4) Regulation of the use of land in stream channels and other

areas required for the accomplishment of the conservation plan.

(5) Prevention~ control~ and correction of the erosion of soils~

beaches~ and shores.

(6) Protection of watersheds.

(7) The location~ quantity and quality of the rock~ sand and

gravel resources.

(e) An open-space element as provided in Article 10.5 (corronencing

with Section 65560) of this chapter.

(f) A seismic safety element consisting of a fault movement hazard

plan as provided in Article 10.7 (corronencing with Section 65580) of

this chapter and an identification and appraisal of seismic hazards

including~ but not limited to~ susceptibility to surface
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ruptures from faulting~ ground shaking~ ground failures~ or
effects of seismically induced waves such as tsunamis and seiches.

(g) A noise element in quantitative, numerical terms, showing

contours of present and projected noise levels associated with all

existing and proposed major transportation elements. These include

but are not limited to the following:

(1) Highways and freeways,

(2) Ground rapid transit systems,

(3) Ground facilities associated with all airports operating

under a pe~it from the State Department of Aeronauticso

These noise contours may be expressed in any standard acoustical

scale which includes both the magnitude of noise and frequency of its

occurrence. The recommended scale is sound level A, as measured with

A-weighting network of a standard sound level meter, with corrections

added for the time duration per event and the total number of eV9nts

per 24-hour period.

Noise contours shall be shown in minimum increments of five

decibels and shall be continued down to 65 db(A). For regions involving

hospitals, rest homes, long-term medical or mental care, or outdoor

recreational areas, the contours shall be continued down to 45 db(A).

Conclusions regarding appropriate site or route selection alternatives

or noise impact upon compatible land uses shall be included in the general

plano

The state, local, or private agency responsible for the construc

tion or maintenance of such transportation facilities shall provide to

the local agency producing the general plan, a statement of the present

and projected noise levels of the facility, and any info~ation which

was used in the development of such levels.

(h) A scenic highway element for the development, establishment,

and protection of scenic highways pursuant to the provisions of Article 2.5

(commencing with Section 260) of Chapter 2 of Division 2 of the Streets

and Highways Code.

The requirements of this section shall apply to charter cities.

SEC. 2. Section 65553 of the Governeent Code is amended to read:

65553. No street shall be improved, no sewers or
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aonneations or other improvements shall be laid or publia building

or works inaluding sahool buildings aonstruated within any territory

for whiah the legislative body has adopted a speaifia plan regulating

the use of open-spaae land or the use of land within a fault movement

hazard zone until the matter has been referred to the planning agenay

for a report as to aonformity with suah speaifia plan, a aopy of the

report has been filed with the legislative body, and a finding made

by the legislative body that the proposed improvement, aonneation or

aonstruation is in aonformity with the speaifia plan. Suah report

shall be submitted to the legislative body within +40; days after

the matter was referred to the planning agenay. The requirements of

this seation shall not apply in the aase of a street whiah was aaaepted,

opened, or had otherwise reaeived the legal status of a publia street

prior to the adoption of the speaifia plan.

SEC. 3. Artiale 10.7 (aommenaing with Seation 65580) is added to

Chapter 3 of Title 7 of the Government Code, to read:

Artiale 10. 7. Fau l t Movement Hazard Lands

65580. The Legislature finds and dealares as follows:

(a) There are areas within the state where, due to fault move-

ment aonditions, the risk of injury to persons and property is neaessarily

involved in land use and the value of the lands for open-spaae use, as

defined in subdivision (e) of Seation 65560 is suah that suah areas

should either remain in an essentially undeveloped state or development

should be severely restriated.

(b) The regulation of land uses within areas of signifiaant fault

movement hazard is neaessary for the promotion of the health, safety,

and welfare of the people of this state.

65581. Every aity and aounty having jurisdiation oVer any area,

or portion thereof, designated as a fault movement hazard zone by the

Division of Mines and Geology of the Department of Conservation pursuant

to Chapter 8 (aommenaing with Seation 2650) of Division 2 of the Publia

Resources Code shall, by June 30, 1974, prepare and adopt a loaal fault

movement hazard lands plan for the regulation of land use in suah area.
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The p~an sha~~ be consistent with the ~and-use criteria formu~ated by

the Division of Mines and Geo~ogy for the area and sha~~ constitute

the fau~t movement hazard p~an of the seismic safety e~ement of the

general p~an required by subdivision (f) of Section 65302.

65582. Every local fault movement hazard lands plan shall contain

an action program consisting of specific programs which the legislative

body intends to pursue in implementing such plan.

65583. Any action by a city or county by which land designated a

fault movement hazard area by the Division of Mines and Geology or any

interest therein is acquired or disposed of or its use restricted or

regulated~ whether or not pursuant to this title~ shall be consistent

with its fau~t movement hazard lands plan.

65584. No building permit may be issued~ no subdivision map

approved~ and no fault movement hazard lands zoning ordinance adopted~

unless the proposed constru~tion~ subdivision~ or ordinance is con

sistent with the ~ocal fault movement hazard lands plan.

65585. If any provision of this article or the application thereof

to any person is held invalid~ the remainder of the article and the

application of such provision to other persons shall not be affected

thereby.

SEC. 4. Section 65800 of the Government Code is amended to read:

65800. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide for the adop

tion and administration of zoning laws~ ordinances~ rules and regulations

by counties and cities~ as well as to implement such general p~an as

may be in effect in any such county or city. Except as provided in

Artic~e 4 (commencing with Section 65910) and Artic~e 4.2 (commencing

with Section 65930) of this chapter~ the Legislature declares that

in enaating this chapter it is its intention to provide only a minimum

of limitation in order that counties and cities may exercise the

maximum degree of contro~ over ~oca~ zoning matters.

SEC. 5. Section 65860 of the Governement Code~ as amended by

Chapter 1446 of the Statutes of 19?1, is amended to read:

65860. (aJ Except as otherwise provided in Seation 65930
with respect to fau~t movement hazard ~ands zoning~ county or city

zoning ordinances sha~l be consistent with the general plan of the
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county op city by Januapy 1~ 1973.

(b) Any pesident op ppopepty ownep within a city op a county~ as

the case may be~ may bping an action in the supepiop coupt to enfopce

compliance with the ppovisions of subdivision (a). Any such action op

ppoceedings shall be govePned by Chaptep 2 (commencing with Section

1084) of Title 2 of Papt 3 of the Code of Civil ppocedupe. Any

action op ppoceedings taken pupsuant to the ppovisions of this

subdivision shall be taken within six months of JanuaPy 1~ 19?3~

op within 90 days of the enactment of any new zoning opdinance op the

amendment of any existing zoning opdinance as to such amendment

op amendments.

SEC. 6. Apticle 4.2 (commencing with Section 65930) is added to

Chaptep 4 of Title ? of the GovePnment Code~ to pead:

Apticle 4.2 Fault Movement Hazapd Lands Zoning

65930. Evepy city op county having jupisdiction ovep any apea~

op poption thepeof~ designated as a fault movement hazapd zone by the

Division of Mines and Geology of the Depaptment of Consepvation pursuant

to Chaptep 8 (commencing with Section 2650) of Division 2 of the

Public Resources Code shall~ by Decembep 31~ 19?4~ adopt a fault move

ment hazapd lands zoning opdinance consistent with the local fault

movement hazapd lands plan adopted pupsuant to Apticle 10.? (commencing

with Section 65580) of Chaptep 3 of this title.

65931. Vapiances fPom the tePms of the fault movement hazapd

lands zoning opdinance shall be gpanted only when~ because of special

cipcumstances applicable to the ppopepty~ the stpict application of

the zoning opdinance deppives such ppopepty of ppivileges enjoyed by

othep ppopepty in the vicinity and undep identical zoning classification.

Any vapiance gpanted shall be subject to such conditions as will

assupe that the adjustment thepeby authopized shall not constitute a

gpant of special ppivileges inconsistent with the limitations upon othep

ppopepties in the vicinity and zone in which such ppopepty is situated.

SEC. 7. Chaptep 8 (commencing with Section 2650) is added to

Division 2 of the Public Resources Code~ to pead:
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CHAPTER 8, FAULT MOVEMENT HAZARD LANDS

2650, As used in this chapter~ "fault movement" means the breaking

or shearing of the earth's crust due to slippage along a faultline.

2651, The division shall designate areas of the state which lie

along the San Andreas~ San Jacinto~ Hayward~ Calaveras~ and White

Wolf faultlines and constitute areas of significant fault movement

hazard as fault mov~ment hazard zones.

In designating fault movement hazard zones~ the division shall

specify the distance from the faultline within which~ in its dete~ina

tion~ there exists a significant risk of death or injury to persons or

damage to property directly caused by fault movement.

2652, The division shall fo~ulate criteria for local land use

within a designated fault movement hazard zone and shall transmit such

criteria to each city and county having jurisdiction over lands lying

within any such zone on or before December 31~ 1973. Such criteria

shall provide local government with land use safety standards and land

use regulation guidelines in the fo~ulation of a local fault movement

hazard lands plan.

SEC. 8. Section 3 of Chapter 1657 of the Statutes of 1967 is

amended to read:

Sec. 3. Except as provided in Article 10.5 (commencing with

Section 65560) and Article 10.7 (commencing with Section 65580) of

Chapter 3 and Article 4 (commencing with Section 65910) and Article 4.2

(commencing with Section 65930) of Chapter 4 of Title 7 of the Govern

ment Code~ the Legislature does not intend by the enactment of this

act to interfere~ either directly or indirectly~ with local control

zoning,

SENATE BILL 1314

Construction in Active Fault Zones

PREAMBLE: Potential for life and property damage from earthquakes in

California mounts with increased urbanization. Losses result from a

mismatch of land use and specific siting and design with local ground
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behavior~ principally due to (1: inadequate scientific knowledge of

earthQuake processes; (2) public unawareness of hazards; and (3)

government inaction in reducing known risks. The proposed legisla

tion would initiate government action to reduce earthquake damage and

would foster a growing public awareness of earthquake hazards.

Earthquake losses most often are caused by damage of structures

due to (1) ground displacement along a fault rupture; (2) vibrational

weakening produced by strong ground shaking; (3) ground failure such

as landslides~ lateral spreading~ cracking~ etc.; (4) tectonic land

and sea level changes; and (5) inundation by seismic sea waves. Of

these hazards~ the first is currently the most easily predicted and

corrected by intelligent land use regulation. While it does not

appear economically feasible at the present time to design most

structures to withstand significant ground displacement~ it is pos

sible and prudent to control the location of structures in zones of

active faults where human life and major public investments may be

endangered during earthquakes.

Por this purpose~ the proposed legislation requires that all

proposals for new construction for human occupancy and for public

service facilities in the vicinity of active faults shall meet

specified standards to qualify for approval by city and county plan

ning commissions. Commissions will consider specific applications~

following approval by newly created local Technical Review Boards

based on geological and engineering reports submitted by applicants

that demonstrate an undue hazard would not be created. Authorizes

$100~OOO for the California Division of Mines and Geology to delineate

active fault traces and fault zones. Establishes a State Policy and

Appeals Board under the State Office of Planning and Research and

specifies its composition and duties.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

A. Definitions: Por the purposes of this Section~ the following

definitions will pertain:
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1. Active fault trace is the surface location of an earth fracture

plane~ along which there has been tectonic displacement of the two sides

relative to one another and parallel to the fracture~ and along which

there is a reasonable likelihood that displacement of the ground surface

could reoccur within 200 years.

2. Active fault zone is the linear area enclosed within the outer

most of a group of clearly related faults that mark a zone of crustal

weakness. Such a zone generally is one-quarter mile or less in width

centered approximately over one ~~ more active fault traces; in unusual

circumstances~ a wider zone may be designated where known active traces~

related to the same fault~ occur more than one-quarter mile apart.

3. Known active fault traces shall include~ but not be limited to~

the San Andreas~ San Jacinto~ Hayward~ Calaveras~ White Wolf~ and San

Fernando faults.

4. Known active fault zones shall include~ but not be limited to~

the San Andreas~ San Jacinto~ Hayward~ Calaveras~ and Newport-Inglewood

fault zones.

B. It is the intent of this Section to prohibit the construction of

structures for human occupancy and for public service facilities

(highways~ bridges~ dams~ utilities~ etc.) on an active fault trace or

where an undue hazard would be created~ except where it shall be deemed

essential to do so for the public welfare. For this purpose~ all

actions to zone or subdivide land~ all applications for buildings of

greater occupancy than detached single family residences~ and of

public service facilities anywhere within an active fault zone shall

be reviewed and require approval as specified herein. Otherwise~

exempted single family residences shall also be reviewed as specified

herein if they are to be located within 200 feet of an active fault

trace shown by the California Division of Mines and Geology.

C. Preparation of Official Maps of Active Fault Traces and Active Fault

Zones.

1. The California Division of Mines and Geology shall compile

maps~ at the largest practicable scale~ showing the location of all

known active fault traces and active fault zones to the degree of

accuracy permitted by the state of knowledge. The maps shall be
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compiled from all available federal 3 state3 local3 and private data3
which will be filed and maintained by the Division and will be acces

sible for public inspection.

2. The maps shall be submitted to the Mining and Geology BOaPd

by September 303 1973 for review. If approved and endorsed by the

Mining and Geology Board3 the CalifoPnia Division of Mines and Geology

will transmit the maps to each city and county having jupisdiction over

lands lying within any such zone on or before December 31 3 1973.

3. The sum of $1003000 is hereby appropriated from __

to enable the CalifoPnia Division of Mines and Geology to comply with

this section.

4. The CalifoPnia Division of Mines and Geology shall continually

review new geologic and seismic data and shall prepare and transmit

revisions to the official maps of active fault traces and zones as soon

as it is warranted by new information and as they aPe endorsed by the

Mining and Geology Board.

D. Applications or proposals for new construction3 as specified in

Section B~ shall be submitted to the appropriate local planning com

mission or council for review and approval. Such bodY3 on the advice

of a Technical Review Board shall grant approval for zoning3 subdivision3
or constpuction only when all of the following conditions are met:

(1) upon an affiPmative recommendation of the Technical Review BOaPd~

based on a review of geological and engineering reports submitted by

the applicant and directed to the problem of sUPface faulting; (2) in

their opinion3 an undue hazard would not result from the zoning3 sub

division of lands~ or construction; and (3) the proposal is consistent

with Seismic Safety Element provisions of the General Plan and its

implementing zoning ordinances~ or with Active Fault Zone policies and

guidelines established by the State Policy and Appeals BOaPd if they

aPe more restrictive. FurthePmore: .

1. All repairs or reconstruction of existing stpuctures and

facilities as defined in Section B that~ within any one year~ exceeds

26% of the maPket value of the stpuctupe or facilitY3 similarly must

be submitted for approval.

2. The Technical Review Board shall consist of a aity planner~

an aPchitect~ a geologist3 a soil engineer~ and a structural engineer--
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all qualified professionals and all staff members or officials of the

city or county. In the event a city does not directly employ staff

qualified in all the disciplines specified for the Board~ members may

be appointed on contract with the county if they are staff members or

officials of the county. Should the county lack the full range of

expertise specified~ or the city choose not to contract for the needed

disciplines with the county government~ the city will contract with

the State Technical Advisory Commission to perform the required review

function. Similarly~ should a county lack the expertise specified,

the county shall contract with the State Technical Advisory Commission

for review.

D. Any applicant or aggrieved party may appeal to the city or

county governing body the decisions of a lesser body or staff member

administering the provisions of this law.

E. A State Policy and Appeals Board will be established under the State

Office of Planning and Research. The Board shall consist of ten profes

sional members--three geologists, three planners~ two structural

engineers~ one soil engineer, one architect--and one public member.

The geologists shall be appointed as follows; one member shall be

selected from the State Mining and Geology Board, one member nominated

by the California Academy of Sciences~ and one member nominated by the

Association of Engineering Geologists; the planning members shall

consist of the State Planning Officer as Chairman of the Board, one

member nominated by the American Institute of Planners~ and one member

by the American Society of Planning Officials; one structural engineer

and one soil engineer shall be appointed from the staff of the State

Office of General Services, and one structural engineer will be

nominated by the Structural Engineers Association of California; and

one member will be appointed by the Governor from the public at large.

The duties of the State Policy and Appeals Board shall be as follows:

1. Appoint a technically select~ six-member Technical Advisory

Commission with one member from each of the disciplines of urban planning~

geology~ seismology, architecture, soil engineering, and structural

engineering respectively. The Commission's responsibilities will be

to technically review all geologic and engineering reports submitted

in support of applications for zoning, subdivision, or construction
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as they relate to active fault zones and fault traces as requested by

city or county planning commissions~ by the Policy and Appeals Board~

or by appropriate local~ State~ or Federal agencies for technical

recommendations.

2. Recommend broad~ state-wide guidelines and policies for land

use within active fault zones and on active fault traces.

3. Serve as an Appeals Board for any applicant or concerned party

of the decisions by cities or counties on questions of compliance with

State Policy and Appeals Board standards and guidelines. Where an

appeal is sustained~ the Board may require local government to conform.

4. Review land use plans and zoning regulations devised by cities

and counties in active fault zones and work with local jurisdictions

toward establishing state-wide equity and conformance of land use in

active fault zones. Where local government plans and zoning are less

restrictive than recommended State policy~ the State Policy and Appeals

Board may require local conformity with State policy.

5. Establish a standard fee schedule to be levied on applicants

to reimburse the cost of technical review and appeals at the State

level. Other expenses incurred by the State Policy and Appeals Board

shall be appropriated annually by the Legislature. Local agencies

may establish appropriate fees on applications to cover the cost of

local review.

F. All proposed construction by State and local governments anywhere

within active fault zones must comply with the provisions of this legisla

tion. Construction may proceed only after approval by the State Policy

and Appeals Board and after review of geologic and engineering reports

by the State Technical Advisory Commission. The Federal government

also will be urged to submit their proposed construction plans for

review by the State Commission and Board.
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SENATE BILL 1206
Earthquake Protection

SB 1206, as introduced, Alquist (G.O.;. Earthquake protection.

Adds Sec. 682, P.R.C.

Creates in Department of Conservation a Policy and Appeals Board

and specifies membership. Directs State Geologist to delineate a zone

as specified centered on San Andreas Fault and along other faults

deemed sufficiently well defined and active to constitute a potential

hazard to structures from surface faulting.

Requires every proposed new real estate development or structure

for human occupancy in the zone to be approved by the State Geologist

on the basis of geological and engineering reports directed to the prob

lem of surface faulting and in accordance with policies and criteria

established by the Policy and Appeals Board. Prohibits approval if

undue hazard would be created by the proposed development. Requires

each applicant to pay fee established by the board, and declares legis

lative intent that costs of program shall be reimbursed by such fees.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 682 is added to the Public Resources Code,

to read:

6820 There is in the department a Policy and Appeals Board which

consists of six members appointed by the Governor and serving at his

p~easure, who shall be recognized authorities in the fields of geology,

seismology, engineering, and planning.

The State Geologist shall delineate a zone one-quarter mile wide

centered approximately on the most recently active traces of the San

Andreas Fault, from Point Arena to the southern boundary of San

Bernardino County, and along any other faults or segments thereof, that

he deems sufficiently well defined and active to constitute a potential

hazard to structure from surface faulting.

Within the delineated zone, every proposed new real estate develop

ment or structure for human occupancy shall be approved by the State
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Geologist on the basis of geological and engineering reports directed

to the problem of surface faulting and in accordance with policies

and criteria established by the Policy and Appeals Board. The State

Geologist shall not approve such a development or structure if an

undue hazard would be created by the proposed development~ giving

consideration to the earthquake forces and movements identified in

and justified by the geological and engineering reports. Each appli

cant shaH be charged a fee according to a fee schedule established

by the Policy and Appeals Board. It is the intent of the Legislature

that the cost of the program established pursuant to this section

shall be reimbursed by such fees.

SENATE BILL 895
Earthquake Safety

SE 895~ as introduced~ Alquist. Earthquake safety.

Requires counties and cities to collect a fee under the Strong

Motion Instrumentation Program from all applicants for building pe~its

equal either to O.OO? percent of the valuation of the building as

dete~ined by the local building official or 50¢~ whichever amount is

higher~ rather than requiring collection of such fee from all applicants

for construction permits equal to O.OO? percent of the estimated

construction cost of the structure.' Defines the te~ '~uilding" for

purposes of the program.

To take effect immediately~ urgency statute.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 2?05 of the Public Resources Code is amended to

read:

2?05. All counties and cities shall collect a fee from all

applicants for building pe~its. Eaoh such fee shall be equal to

D.OO? percent of the valuation of the building as determined by

the local building official or fifty cents ($O.50)~ whichever amount

is the higher.
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"Bui lding," for the purpose of this chapter, is any structure buiU

for the support, shelter, or enclosure of persons, animals, chattels,

or property of any kind.

SEC. 2. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate

preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within the meaning

of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect.

The facts constituting such necessity are:

This act is urgently needed for the protection of persons and

property from earthquakes in that it effects changes in the funding of

the Strong-Motion Instrumentation Program which is essential to the

implementation of that program.

SENATE BILL 897
Property Taxation as Related to Geologic Hazards

SB 897, as introduced, Alquist. Property Taxation.

Establishes various procedures for reassessing property for purposes

of property taxation found to be geologically defective or to have

defects in the soil.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 155.2 is added to the Revenue and Taxation Code

to read:

155.2 In consequence of any reassessment pursuant to Section 402.3,

such reassessment shall be forthwith equalized and entered upon the

assessment roll for the taxable year in question, the tax roll adjusted

accordingly, and the amount of any reduction in taxes for such year upon

the affected parcel shall be refunded or canceled.

SEC. 2. Section 402.2 is added-to the Revenue and Taxation Code,

to read:

402.2 In the assessment of property, the assessor shall consider

the effect upon value of any geologic or soils defect or hazard in

the land of which he may be aware. The report of a competent geologist,

civil engineer, or soils engineer that the land may not be safely used

for certain purposes otherwise allowed by law shall create a rebuttable
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presumption, to be applicable in any administrative or judicial proceeding,

to determine the accuracy of the assessment, that the use of the land

is so restricted. If, in consequence of an application therefor by

the owner pursuant to this section, the assessed value of land is

reduced, the owner shaH not thereafter develop the land for those

uses which are determined to be unsafe in accordance with this section,

unless the owner shall have first caused the unsafe conditions to be

removed or overcome.

SEC. 3. Section 402.3 is added to the Revenue and Taxation Code,

to read:

402.3. If it appears that the reduction in full cash value of

property which has been damaged by earth or soil failure, incZuding

earthquakes, exceeds on thousand dollars ($1,000) as a result of such

failures, the assessor shall, upon application of the owner, promptly

reassess the property according to its full cash value immediately after

the damage. In determining such full cash value, the assessor shalZ

deduct from the value immediately preceding the failure the probable

cost of :t'epairing the Zand and structures damaged by the failure. In

no instance shalZ the reduction in value due to such damages be g:t'eate:t'

than the value of the Zand and st:t'uctures p:t'ior to the failure.

LEGISLATION PERTAINING TO HOUSING
AND SUBDIVISIONS

ASSEMBLY BILL 2805
Subdivided Lands

An act to amend Section 11018.2 of the Business and
Professions Code, relating to subdivided lands.

AB 2805, as introduced, McAlister (P. &L.U.). Subdivided lands.

Amends Sec. 11018.2, B. &P.C.

Requi:t'es that geological :t'eports, relating to lots or parcels in a

subdivision, be given subsequent bona fide purchasers. Requires that
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copy of report be attached to property deed. Requires report to be

separate document from Real Estate Commissioner's public report.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 11018.2 of the Business and Professions Code

is amended to read:

11018.2. No person shall sell or lease~ or offer for sale or

lease in this state any lots or parcels in q subdivision without first

obtaining a public report from the commissioner~ except that the com

missioner shall waive the provisions of this section~ in writing~ for

expressly zoned industrial subdivisions which are limited in use to

industrial purposes and commercial leases of parcels in a shopping

center.

As used in this section~ '~hopping center" means a group of com

mercial establishments~ planned~ developed~ owned~ or managed as a

unit~ with offstreet parking provided on the property of the shopping

center.

A geological report shall be given each subsequent bona fide

purchaser of the lot or parcel. A copy of the geological report shall

be attached to the deed of the property. The geological report shall

be a separate document from the public report .

. ASSEMBLY BILL 1176

Geologic Safety of Subdivisions

AB 1176~ as amended~ Ketchum (P. & L.U.). Subdivisions: geo

logic safety.

Amends various secs.~ B. &P.C.~ H. &S.C.

Revises provisions relating to subdivisions to require geological

report in addition to soil reports. Requires Commission of Housing

and Community Development to adopt specified rules and regulations

relating to soil and geological reports.

Makes related changes.
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The people of the State of Califopnia do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. It is the intent and puppose of the Legislatupe to

extend in the intepest of public safety the ppesent pequipement fop

soil investigations of ppoposed subdivision sites fop the possible

ppesence of expansive soils~ to include investigation of all geologic

conditions fop the possible ppesence of othep geologic hazaPds such

as active OP potentially active faults~ mudflows~ landslides~ sub

sidence and papid eposion. Opdinances with simi lap intent aPe cup

pently in effect in sevepal political subdivisions of the state~ and

whepe adequately conceived and enfopced~ have been notably successful

in the ppevention of loss of life and ppopepty fpom hazaPdous geologia

conditions and ppocesses. This act is intended to affoPd similaP

ppotection to all apeas of the state.

SEC. 2. Section 11010 of the Business and ppofessions Code is

amended to pead:

11010. ppiop to the time when subdivided lands aPe to be offeped

fop sale OP lease~ the ownep~ his agent OP subdividep shall notify the

commissionep in wPiting of his intention to sell OP lease such offeping.

The notice of intention shall contain the following infoPmation:

(a) The name and address of the ownep.

(b) The name and address of the subdividep.

(c) The legal descpiption and apea of lands.

(d) A tpue statement of the condition of the title to the land~

paPticulaply including all encumbpances thepeon.

(e) A tpue statement of the tePms and conditions on whiah it is

intended to dispose of the land~ togethep with aopies of any aontpaats

intended to be used.

(f) A tpue statement of the ppovisions~ if any~ that have been made

fop public utilities in the ppoposed'subdivision~ inaluding watep~

eleatpiaity~ gas~ telephone~ and sewepage facilities.

(g) A tpue statement of the use OP uses fop which the ppoposed

subdivision will be offeped.

(h) A tpue statement of the ppovisions~ if any~ limiting the use

OP occupanay of the papaels in the subdivision.
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(i) A true statement of the maximum depth of fill used, or proposed

to be used on each lot, and a true statement on the soil conditions

in the subdivision supported by soil engineering reports showing the

soil has been, or will be, prepared in accordance with the recommenda

tions of a registered civil engineer.

(j) A geologic report prepared or approved by a registered geologist

certified in engineering geology, if such report is prepared pursuant

to Section 17953 of the Health and Safety Code.

(k) A true statement of the amount of indebtedness which is a lien

upon the subdivision or any part thereof, and which was incurred to pay

for the construction of any onsite or offsite improvement, or any com

munity or recreational facility.

(l) A true statement or reasonable estimate, if applicable, of

the amount of any indebtedness which has been or is proposed to be

incurred by an existing or proposed special district, entity, taxing

area or assessment district, within the boundaries of which, the sub

division, or any part thereof, is located, and which is to pay for the

construction or installation of any improvement or to furnish community

or recreational facilities to such subdivision, and which amounts are

to be obtained by ad valorem tax or assessment, or by a special assess

ment or tax upon the subdivision, or any part thereof.

(m) Such other information as the owner, his agent, or subdivider,

may desire to present.

SEC. 3. Section 11018.4 of the Business and Professions Code is

amended to read:

11018.4. In addition to the grounds for the denial of a public report

as set forth in Section 11018, the commissioner shall deny the issuance

of a public report if the subdivider fails to demonstrate that:

(a) The soil within the subdivision has been, or will be, prepared

in accordance with the recommendations of a registered civil engineer

in such a manner that structural damage is not likely to result,

(b) Unstable or hazardous geologic conditions have been, or will

be, adequately considered in the preparation of building sites in

accordance with the recommendations of a registered civil engineer as

based on the report of the registered geologist so as to avoid, prevent,

or minimize potential structural damage.
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SEC. 4. Section 11568 of the Business and Professions Code is

amended to read:

11568. When a soil report or a soil and geologic report has been

prepared~ this fact shall be noted on the final map~ together with the

date of the report and the name of the engineer or the engineer and

geologist making the report.

SEC. 5. Section 17953 of the Health and Safety Code is amended

to read:

17953. The rules and regulations adopted by the commission

pursuant to this part shall require~ and each city~ county~ and city

and county shall by ordinance require, a preliminary soil report

prepared by a civil engineer who is registered by the state~ and a

preliminary geologic report prepared or approved by a geologist who is

registered by the state and certified in engineering geology, based

upon adequate test borings: or excavations, and other investigations,

of every subdivision~ as defined in Sections 11535 and 11535.1 of the

Business and Professions Code.

Either or both of these preliminary reports may be waived if the

building department of the oity, county, or oity and county, or other

enforcement agency charged with the administration and enforcement of

the provisions of this part~ shall dete~ine that, due to the knowledge

such department has as to the qualities of the soil and geologic

conditions of the subdivision or lot, no preliminary analysis is

necessary.

SEC. 6. Section 17954 of the Health and Safety Code is amended

to read:

17954. If the preliminary soil or geologic report indioates the

presence of critically expansive soils or other soil or geologic

problems which, if not corrected or adequately planned for in design

would lead to structural defects~ the rules and regulations and the

ordinance described in Section 17953 shall require a soil or geologic

investigation of each lot in the subdivision.

The soil investigation shall be prepared by a civil engineer who

is registered in this state. The geologic investigation shall be

prepared or approved by a geologist registered in this state and

certified in engineering geology. The civil engineer shall recommend
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corrective action which is likely to prevent structural damage to

each dwelling proposed to be constructed on the expansive soiZ or

otherwise unstable or geologically hazardous site.

SEC. 7. Section 17955 of the Health and Safety Code is amended

to read:

17955. The building department of each city, county, or city and

county, or other enforcement agency charged with the administration

and enforcement of the provisions of this part, shall approve the

soil and geologic investigations if it dete~ines that the recommended

action is likely to prevent structuraZ damage to each dwelling to be

constructed. As a condition to the building pe~it, the rules and

regulations and the ordinance described in Section 17953 shall require

that the approved recommended action be incorporated in the construc

tion of each dwelling. Appeal from such dete~ination shall be

to the local appeals board. The rules and regulations and the

ordinance described in this section shall impose the

same requirements and regulations as adopted by the commission and

prescribed in Chapter 70 of the Unifo~ Building Code, 1970 edition,

as adopted by the International Conference of Building Officials, unless

the governing body of a city or county dete~ines that more restrictive

requirements or regulations are required because of local conditions.

Before making any changes or modifications to impose more restrictive

requirements or regulations, the governing body shall comply with the

requirements of Section 17958.7.

SEC. 8. Section 17958.7 of the Health and Safety Code is amended

to read:

17958.7. The governing body of a city or county before making

any modifications or changes pursuant to Sections 17955 or 17958.5 shall

make an express finding that such modifications or changes are needed.

Such a finding shall be available as.a public record and a copy,

together with the modification or change, filed with the department.

Nothing contained in this part shall be construed to require the

governing body of any city or county to alter in any way building

regulations enacted on or before the effective date of this section,

except that a city, county, and city and county which adopts or enforces

any local building regulations on or after November 23, 1971, shall
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comply with the requirements of Sections 1?953J 19?54 and 1?955.

The following recommendations for legislation pertalriing to

subdivisions was written under the auspices of the Advisory Group on

Land Use Planning of the California Seismic Safety Committee.

I. Subdivions Regulations

The process by which local govePnment allows land to be divid~d

and sold in sepaPate pieces under the supervision of the state is one

of the most critical steps in the urban development process. Experience

has indicated that once land has been dividedJ the resulting paPcelsJ
whether or not appropriate for development in ter,ms of natural features

including seismic problemsJ will come under great pressure for develop

ment. It is therefore very important to carefully analyze undivided

acreages at the earliest possible stage with respect to seismic hazards
"

to deter,mine the suitability of land for subdivision. Mistakes during

the subdivision process are virtually impossible to correct through

other than the redevelopment processJ an expensive method of correcting

past errors. All cities and counties including chaPter cities and

counties are required to adopt subdivision regulations.

fiTwo separate laws found in the Business and Professions

Code of California govern the subdivision and sale of land-

the Subdivision Map Act administered by the local jurisdic

tion in which the land is locatedJ and the Subdivided Lands

Law ~dministered by the State Real Estate ~ommissioner.

Phe Subdivision Map Act is concerned basically with procedures

and requirements for recording subdivision mapsJ Zot designJ

and physical improvements associated with creation of lots.

The Subdivided Lands Law establishes procedures and require

ments for offering lands and new subdivisions for sale or

lease. Its primary purpose is to protect purchasers of land

in new subdivisions from fraudJ misrepresentationJ or deceit."

During the 19?1 Legislative Session two companion bills were

intrQducedJ SB 29S and AB 11?6J which would have accomplished the fol

lowing:
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1. Amend the Subdivision Lands Law to require a preZiminary

geoZogic report to be prepared by a registered geoZogist certified in

engineering geoZogy.

2. Require the ReaZ Estate Commissioner to deny issuance of a

pubZic report for a subdivision if the subdivision faiZs to take into

account hazardous geoZogic conditions. (State Zaw prohibits the sale

of subdivided Zands unZess a pubZic report is furnished by the ReaZ

Estate Commissioner.)

3. Add to the Health and Safety Code the requirement that each

city and county adopt an ordinance requiring preZiminary geoZogic

reports on aZZ subdivisions pursuant to ruZes to be estabZished by

the Commission of Housing and Community DeveZopment.

4.

5. Restrict Zocal building departments from issuing building per

mits where geoZogic probZems are present unZess they conform to the

requirements of the HeaZth and Safety Code. AZso require adherence to

Chapter ?O of the Uniform BuiZding Code.

6. Pe~it more extensive geoZogic investigations to be required

at the ZocaZ level than are required by state Zaw.

AZthough neither biZZ passed~ these types of ZegisZation appear

necessary in order to insure that ZocaZ cities and counties foZZow

good practices in geoZogic investiations. The amendments shouZd make

more specific reference to seismic probZems. As has been found with a

previous amendment to the HeaZth and Safety Code reZating to soiZs

reports~ this type of requirement can be effective in seeing that the

pubZic interest is protected by ZocaZ jurisdictions.

Also during the 19?1 LegisZative Session~ AssembZy BilZ 2805

was introduced and referred to committee. This biU provided for

amendments to the Subdivision Lands Law and specificaZZy required that

a geoZogic report be given to each purchaser of a Zot or parceZ and
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that a copy of the report be attached to the deed of the property.

This bitt woutd ensure that prospective purchasers of new tots receive

more detaited information than is now inctuded in the reat estate

report furnished by the Reat Estate Commissioner. Atso, by attaching

such a report to the deed to the property, it might (the

shoutd be made ctearJ become a recorded document and thereby be avait

abte to purchasers of resates.

What is needed is a device whereby at teast att information

inctuded in the originat Reat Estate Commissioner's report at the

time a tot is first sotd is atso made known to subsequent purchasers

of that tot. It might be appropriate for a summary of the most impor

tant information from the reat estate report to be recorded with the

deed thereby ftagging this information to att prospective purchasers.

It might atso be possibte to extend the provisions of the

residentiat property report provided for by the Government Code. A

residentiat property report inctudes information of tocat record

pertaining to authorized use, occupancy and zoning ctassification. The

intent of the taw is to protect the unwary buyer of residentiat property

against undisctosed restrictions on the use of the property. PreBentty,

the residentiat property report is onty required when a tot with a hou8e

i8 being sotd. The provisions shoutd be extended to require a resi

dentiat property report on the transfer of vacant tots from one owner

to another, and the sate or residentiat or non-residentiat parcet8.

Furthermore, the residentiat property requirement in state taw is en

abting in nature onty and shoutd be made mandatory in order to ensure

protection to prospective purchasers. The scope of the report shoutd

be expanded to inctude seismic and other geotogic information avaitable

at the tocat tevel.

1. Definition of Subdivision

(aJ Recommendation -- The Subdivision Map Act shoutd be amended

to inctude att divisions of tand into two or more parcets.

(bJ Imptementation -- Such an amendment would extend att soits

and geotogic requirements of the Map Act to att divisions. In some

instances serious mistakes can be made even in dividing one parcet

into two parcets. For instance, it is entirety possibte for one of

the parcets to be virtuatty usetess because of geotogic hazards.
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Appropriate amendments should be made to Chapter 2 of the Business

and Professions Code.

ABSTRACT

The Geologic Haza~d Zones Act now requires local agencies to

withhold approval of a development or structure within a delineated

special studies zone if an undue hazard due to active faulting should

be created, pending receipt of geologic/soils reports. Supplemental

support of such action should be taken by amending the Real Estate

~actices Act, the Subdivision Map Act and the Health and Safety

Code. For example, soils and geologic-seismic investigations should

be made mandatory under Subdivision Regulations. Recommendations

made under Fault Hazard Control of this report are accordingly

emphasized under Subdivision Regulations.

2. Soils and Geologic Investigations

Recommendation -- The Real Estate ~actices Act, the Subdivision

Map Act, and the Health and Safety Code should be amended to require

geologic-seismic and soils reports on all subdivisions unless waived

by a registered soils engineer and a registered geologist certified

in engineering geology acting on behalf of the local jurisdiction,

The content of such reports should conform to minimal requirements

set forth by the State Division of Mines and Geology, or appropriate

State commission or agency. The reports should be prepared by (1) re

gistered civil engineers and (2) registered geologists certified in

engineering geology. Each report should be reviewed and approved by

an engineer or geologist acting on behalf of the local jurisdiction.

The cost of review could be borne by the subdivision applicant. The

local jurisdiction should have the option of employing its own geological

expertise, whether it be by staff, contract of private geological ser

vices, or with other governmental agencies for review services approving

development of local subdivisions.

This recommendation should receive the highest priority. Amend

ment of the Map Act, Health Code, and Real Estate Practices Act should

accordingly supplement the requirements set forth under the Geologic

Hazards Zone Act.
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Justification and Implementation -- Urbanization is highly

dependent upon strict economic considerations which have often pro

hibited proper geologic-seismic safeguards~ even in communities which

have taken the leadership in administering minimal geologic-seismic

considerations for land development in geologically and seismically

hazardous areas.

Legislation resulting from this recommendation must not be

enabling in nature only~ but be mandatory. The administration of local

requirements for geologic-seismic reports must remain with the local

government as part of this recommended legislation. Implementation by

legislative action should proceed in the immediate and future legisla

tive sessions.

3. Approval of Subdivisions

Recommendations

(a) The Real Estate Practices Act should be amended to:

(1) Permi~ the Real Estate Commissioner~ upon the advice of

the Division of Mines and Geology~ or the local governing agency to

deny issuance of a Real Estate report where reasonable doubt exists

as to the safety of a subdivision with respect to geologic-seismic

hazards.

(2) Require that the local agency advise the Real Estate

Commissioner regarding the development of ungraded site lots and the

need for further geologic investigation of such lots after preliminary

grading for access roads of an approved subdivision has been completed.

This action is currently permissive in nature only. It would be more

protective to an individual lot purchaser if this procedure were not

permissive but made mandatory on a statewide basis.

(b) The Subdivision Map Act should be amended to (1) require that

cities and counties deny subdivision when reasonable doubt exists as to

the geologic-seismic safety of individual lots or subdivisions~ whether

graded or ungraded; (2) geologic-seismic reports approving proposed

developments be required by local ordinance for local government review

and approval. These reports should be attached to the recorded deed to

the property.

(3) Guidelines to define reasonable doubt with respect to

geologic-seismic safety be included as part of any proposed legislation
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amending the Subdivision Map Act. Such guidelines may well be pat

tepned aftep those pecommended by ppofessional opganizations such as the

Association of Engineeping Geologists. The guidelines must be com

patible with guidelines fop geologic-seismic factops controlling

zoning in compliance with adopted Genepal Plans and with policies and

cpitepia cited by the Geologic Hazard Zones Act.

Justification -- Above proposed legislation is upgently needed

today. Each yeap passing by witnesses continued development of

geologically hazardous land. Fop example, construction of new sub

divisions or single-family residences with minimum geologic-seismic

control continues within the San Andpeas Fault Zone, Homes ape allowed

to be pebuilt dipectly ovep the active Sylmap Fault segment of the

active San Fernando Fault Zone. Some local agencies ppactice the

policy of initially approving the development of new subdivisions

with only minimal demonstration of the feasibility fop development

and with only one final contpol, and that is the apppoval fop recorda

tion of the final map aftep gpading may alpeady have been accomplishedo

Thus, feasibility of development with pegapd to geologic-seismic

hazards need not be thopoughly established befope the local planning

agency gives apppoval fop development.

Implementation -- Geologic-seismic controls must still be

implemented at the local level which is emphasized by the Geologic

Hazapd Zones Act, but with guidelines and minimum standapds enumepated

in the Subdivision Map Act and the Real Estate Practices Act, as well

as the minimal standards pequiped by the Geologic Hazapd Zones Act,

Legislation on these matteps is need,

4. Certification of Final Maps

Abstpact

The Subdivision Map Act should pequipe the local planning agency

to disapprove a final map, OP that poption of a final map affected by

geologic-seismic hazards, and make mandatopy that ppotective improve

ments be constructed as a condition of apppoval. As an alternative,

any geologic hazapd so disclosed could be noted on the final map and
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erection of permanent structures be restricted to the approval of the

local Building and Safety Department of each city or county as a condi

tion of approval of the final map.

A review agency is needed for certification of final maps. Local

agencies are encouraged to refer to their own staffs or back to their

consultants rather than to the Division of Mines and Geology. However,

where local agency planning departments do not have this capacity,

legislation should be submitted in 1973 to permit the Real Estate Com

missioner to use the Division of Mines and Geology staff for the review

of consultant geologic-seismic reports relative to final map certifica

tion. Funding of this service could be accomplished by a fee charged

to the developer remunerated to the Real Estate Commissioner through

the offices of the local agency.

Recommendations

Amend the Subdivision Map Act to read:

(1) Where any soils and geologic investigations have been made

with respect to a subdivision, they are to be noted on the face of

the final subdivision or parcel map and the geologist, soils engineer,

and supervising civil engineer preparing the investigation and final

map are to certify that they have been prepared in conformance with

good professional practice and guidelines set forth by the State

Division of Mines and Geology, a State Seismic Safety Commission, or

other State governmental agency.

The reviewing engineer and geologist for a city or county must

also certify that they have reviewed the investigations and found that

they comply with minimal state guidelines, policies and criteria.

(2) Amend the Subdivision Map Act to require that consultant

geologists and soils engineers certify final maps where geologically

hazardous areas still exist uncorrected by grading, even though a

designed subdivision has been approved and graded. These areas are to

be noted on the recorded map as "Geologically Hazardous Areas." The

right to restrict the erection of permanent structures must be granted

to the City/County. The local Building and Safety office will sub

sequently be notified and building permits in such areas will be

denied until such time as the hazard is removed.
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(3) Amend the Subdivided Lands Law and the Real Estate Practices

Act to pe~it the Real Estate Commissioner to use the Division of Mines

and Geology staff for the review of consultant geologic-seismic reports

relative to final map certification in the event the local agency elects

not to acquire a review staff of its own. Funding of this service

could be accomplished through a fee structure paid by the developer

to the local planning agency sufficient to allow defrayment of review

costs for the Division's Geologic staff review and planning agency

processing.

Justification

Some areas of a proposed subdivision may not be capable of being

developed economically. Provisions should be made to allow development

of the remainder of a proposed subdivision and still maintain at least

minimal safeguards against undue geologic-seismic hazards.

II. Building and Grading Regulations

A. Introduction

Uniform Building Codes

Cities adopt building codes as they desire except for certain

minimum standards required by state law such as the Housing Code, the

Riley Act, the Field Act, and other provisions of the Health and Safety

Code. Those codes generally adopted are modifications of the Unifo~

Building Code authored by the InternationaZ Conference of Building

Officials.

Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code provides for the require

ment of soils and geologic reports. These provisions have been

operating for some time, and similar provisions are becoming more or

less convention for those cities and.counties doing an adequate job

of geologic review. However, though the U.B.C. is a very large step

forward regarding the control of geoZogic hazards, it does have its

limitations in that geologic and soil reports are required only for

grading pe~its. (Chapter 29 of the U.B,C. does, however, allow for

the requirement of foundation reports for the construction of

structures.)
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An improved version of the U.B.C. for general adoption by aities

and aounties throughout the State would inalude a provision allowing

the building offiaial to require geologiaally seismia reports for

building permits where the site appears to be subjeat to a geologia

seismia hazard. Suah a Seation of the Code would prohibit the issuanae

of a building or grading permit if the City/County Engineer found that

suah aation would have an adverse impaat on property outside the site~

as well as on site. The same Seation should prohibit the issuanae

of a building or grading permit if the site is loaated in an area

subjeat to hazard from landslide~ settlement~ or fault displaaement~

as determined by the City/County Engineer. Certain exaeptions to

these situations aould be permitted where it aan be demonstrated that

problems aan be solved~ or that reports submitted by the appliaant

demonstrate that a site appears to be safe for the intended use~

although the site is subjeat to a hazard of a geologia nature. Further~

aertain minor alterations or additions may be permitted. Where any

aonstruation is allowed in an area deemed hazardous~ the appliaant

aould reaord an agreement stating he relieves the City/County of

liability.

Another improvement of the U.B.C. would be one that would permit

the aonstruation of a building or struature near or within an aative

earthquake fault~ with aertain limitations~ two of whiah are that no

building or struature shall be aonstruated over~ or upon~ the traae

of an aative earthquake fault shown on maps maintained by the City/County~

and that all struatures so plaaed are designed for potential seismia

shaking.

B. Recommendations

1. Fault Hazard Control

The subjeat of Fault Hazard Control and appliaable reaommendations

are aovered more extensively in an earlier disaussion on the subjeat.

General Plan Implementation

The Uniform Building Code aould serve as an implementing deviae for

a aity or aounty's general plan of development. The General Plan whiah

aalls for loaal zoning ordinanaes aontrolling development in geologiaally
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hazardous areas~ including seismicity, Though the planning function

at the early stage of zoning will take into consideration adverse

geologic hazards~ the grading stage inevitably will have the greater

impact on the sound development of the land by incorporating design

parameters sufficient to eliminate the inherent geologic hazard~ whether

they be active fault traces~ seismic shaking and ground failure~ or

ordinary geologic hazards such as landsliding~ subsidence~ avalanches~

etc.

2. Grading Regulations

State legislation should be enacted requiring (1) local govern

ments to adopt the Uniform Building Code~ incorporating grading regula

tions~ Chapter ?O~ revised to include (a) seismic design standards

based upon new knowledge gained before and after the San Fernando

Earthquake of February 9~ 19?1~ and (b) the requirement of geologic

seismic reports for building permits not requiring grading of the land,

and (2) local governments to create grading ordinances prohibiting

construction over active faults.

Justification

Particular ramifications involving zoning and grading regulations

become evident upon reflection on their relationships. While grading

regulations certainly entail geologic-soils parameters not necessarily

encountered at the early stage of land development and use~ a case can

be made for the interplay of geology and soils between both the zoning

stage and the grading phase. For example~ the potential for unsolvable

geologic-seismic and soils problems should be resolved during the land

use planning or zoning stage~ whereas the grading regulation involving

all three earth science disciplines (geology; seismology; and BoiZs)

can readily produce a useful land development which otherwise might

lie fallow for years to come. Therefore~ some division of fault

line restrictions between zoning and'building regulations should be

made, with building codes covering certain specifications for earth

science analysis and zoning ordinances governing pe~itted uses and

occupancies in areas not subject to correction~ such as the location

of active fault zones and specific fault traces. State support

regulating grading and construction with respect to active fault

zones, seismicity~ and other geologic hazards as well~ is needed.
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3. Review Capabilities

The implementation of local ordinances governing geologic-seismic

control over grading operations is urgently needed now, and should

be accomplished under the aegis of state standards and requirements.

Only limited state review is warranted, however, for the sake of

efficiency of time spent processing permits for construction and/or

grading.

Sufficient latitude must be allowed the local government to

create geological departments independent from other professional group

pressures. The department could even consist of one man advising

the City Manager, the City Council, or the County Board of Super

visors through a Chief Administrative Office. In this capacity,

private consultant firms could also act as advisors, as well as the

Division of Mines and Geology under a service contract.

Building or grading permit fees could be charged the developer

sufficient in amount to defray the cost of review borne by the local

agency, or by the Division of Mines on behalf of the agency.

The reader is referred to Section VI, Geotechnical Assistance for

Local Governments, of this report for a detailed analysis of review

capabiU ties.

Recommendation

Introduce State Legislation requ~r~ng jurisdictions to adopt a

regulation that all building and grading permits be reviewed by an

independent, competent geological staff to determine if a geologic

or soils report is needed and, if so, if he determines it is adequate.

Justification for Above Recommendations

Local governments reviewing the potential for apparent active

faults could more effectively prohibit construction over faults by

creating geological departments answerable to a City Councilor a

Board of Supervisors, and not to another professional group as a

Department of Engineering. Zoning and grading regulations could

then be more effectively free from coercive antagonisms brought

about by placing professional geologists under an engineering

department having supervisorial powers. Proper zoning decisions
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fop the planning agency would then be fpee fpom Building and Safety

DepaPtment influence except whepe its involvement would be apppoppiate.

Thus~ the ppopep stpess fop geological input by geologists would be

met.

III. Land-Use Planning Fault Hazapd Contpol

A. State Contpol along Active Faults

Intpoduction

On Januapy 3~ 1973 GovePnop Reagan signed into law the Alquist

Priolo Geologic Hazapd Zones Act (Senate Bill 520). It was of the

utmost upgenay that the Legislatupe mandate land-use pegulations

thpoughout the State in aPeas of appapent active faulting in such

detail as to insupe equitable application of contpols.

The intent of the Act is to pequipe cities and counties to

exepcise specified apppoval authopity with pespect to peal estate

developments OP stpuctupes fop human occupancy within delineated

special studies zones encompassing apeas of eaPthquake hazapd. These

eapthquake hazapds consist of potentially and pecently active tpaces

of specifically known fault zones~ OP such othep faults as the State

Geologist deems sufficiently active and well-defined as to constitute

a potential hazapd to stpuctupes fpom supface faulting OP fault cpeepo

If an undue hazaPd wepe to be cpeated, apppoval may be withheld

pending geologic and engineeping studies to mope adequately define the

zone of hazapd. No studies can be waived without the apppoval of the

State Geologist.

Though the Act is a step in the pight dipection~ it does not

appeaP to include othep geologic hazapds pesulting fPom the effects

of seismic shaking within special studies zones~ such as soil liquefac

tion potential~ peactivation of existing landslides and the potential

cpeation of new landslides~ gpound puptupe~ settlement~ etc.

Legislation to fUPthep implement the goals of the Joint Committee

on Seismic Safety should contain the following amendments to SoB. 520:

10 Definition of (a) active fault tpace, and (b) active fault

zone as in A.B. 407 intpoduced in the 1972 Legislatupe.
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2. Specific prohibition of structure for public service facilities

(highways~ dams~ bridges~ utilities~ etc.) on an active fault trace

or where an undue hazard would be created except where it shall be

deemed essential to do so for the public welfare. S.B. 520 only

designates "Special Studies Zones."

5. Require that all actions to zone land for single-family resi

dences or public service facilities anywhere within an active fault

zone be reviewed and approved by appropriate agencies of local or

regional governments~ pending the submittal of geologic-seismic

reports evaluating the potential for active fault traces or major

geologic hazards.

4. Require that approval of building permits for subdivisions or

lot revision for single-family residences within the Special Studies

Zones~ by the local Planning Commission~ City Council~ or County

Board of Supervisors be contingent upon:

(a) The submittal of geologic and engineering reports. (In

accordance with S.B. 520~ approval of development may be withheld

pending submittal of geologic/engineering reports for review.)

(b) The review of geologic and engineering reports by a qual

ified geologic and engineering staff. These reports must be directed

to the problem of surface faulting and other geologic hazards caused

by seismic shaking.

(c) The determination that an undue geologic hazard would not

result from the zoning~ subdivision of lands~ or construction~ and

(d) The determination that the proposal is consistent with the

Seismic Safety Element and other provisions of the General Plan and

its implementing zoning ordinances~ if any~ as well as statements con

tained in any Environmental Impact Reports.

5. Require approval for aU repairs or reconstruction of existing

structures and facilities~ as defined in (8) and (9) that~ in anyone

year~ exceeds 20% of the market value of the structure or facility.

6. Provide for State geologic and planning guidance and technical

assistance to local governments through a State Seismic Safety Commis

sion having regional components~ or if a Commission is not established~

through the Office of Planning and Research. The intent of this
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p~oposed amendment is to supe~sede the State Mining and GeoLogy Boa~d's

function and p~ovide a b~oade~ base fo~ ~esea~ch and consultation.

? Requi~e that aLL capitaL imp~ovement p~ojects p~oposed by state

and LocaL governments be subject to the same ~eview and app~ovaL p~o

cedu~es ~equi~ed of p~ivate deveLope~s.

AnaLysis and ImpLementation

An uLtimate goaL of S.B. 520 was to p~ovide minimaL poLicies and

crite~ia to assist cities~ counties and state agencies in the exe~cise

of thei~ ~esponsibiLity to p~ovide fo~ pubLic safety in haza~dous

fauLt zones.

Loss of Life and p~ope~ty f~om ea~thquakes ~esuLts when man's

activities occ~ in a~eas affected by ea~thquake p~ocesses--fauLting~

shaking~ g~ound faiLu~e~ wate~ waves~ and Land LeveL changes. The

most easiLy identifiabLe of these p~ocesses is the Location~ scope~ and

type of su~face ~upt~e f~om active fauLting; the~efo~e~ Life and

p~ope~ty Losses f~om this p~ocess a~e ~eLativeLy cont~oLLabLe with

adequate thought and action by society. Thus f~~ howeve~~ onLy one

j~isdiction in CaLifo~nia has adopted a minimaL type o~dinance ~es

t~icting deveLopment on active fauLt t~aces~ aLthough seve~aL ju~is

dictions have such action pending. ShouLd the GeoLogic Haz~d Zones

Act be amended to incLude the above ~ecommendations~ LocaL agencies

wouLd be gaining needed state suppo~t fo~ impLementing p~ope~ cont~oL

Ling o~dinances cove~ing aLl geoLogic haza~ds within designated

fauLt zones.

B. Fede~aL Projects and Const~uction

Int~oduction

Recommendations made unde~ State Cont~oL of Active FauLts may have

LittLe di~ect effect on fede~aL instalLations within the "SpeciaL Studies

Zones" of the GeoLogic Haza~d Zones Act. The Fede~aL Government shouLd

be made cognizant of the State's and the LocaL agencies' ~equi~ement8

at the ea~liest stage possibLe. P~efe~abLy~ this wouLd be at the

zoning phase of p~oposed land use deveLopment.
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(a) Recommendation -- Petition the u.s. Congress to require that

aU Federal projects within active fault zones ("Special Studies Zones")

be submitted for review and approval by the local agencies during the

initial planning phase to determine:

1. Does the project conform with the local planning agencies'

zoning ordinances required by State Law in its General Plan?

2. Does the project conform to the Environmental Impact Statement

requirement?

(b) Analysis and Implementation -- Under existing law and practice~

local governments could define an area and buildings within hazardous

areas~ could make findings~ and could restrict construction~ and remove

and/or reconstruct buildings in the area. It would be necessary~ under

present procedure~ to make a finding under the "Workable Program Feature"

that designated areas are hazardous. The local government (city-county)

would zone the areas as restricted and as areas calling for redevelopment

in its plan and program. In case of disaster~ the community could then

use Federal removal and redevelopment programs to rationalize land uses.

There is no question about the use of this program for clearance and

other uses in seismic areas.

(c) Adoption of Ordinances by Local Governments

Recommendation

State legislation should be introduced requiring local governmental

agencies to enact an ordinance prohibiting construction over an apparent

active fault.

Implementation and Justification

Though the purpose of the Geologic Hazard Zones Act is to provide

for the adoption and administration of zoning lalJ)s~ ordinances~ rules~

and regulations by cities and counties~ as well as to implement such

general plan as may be in effect in any city or county~ the new lalJ) does

not appear to make mandatory, the adoption of such ordinances and lalJ)s.

An example of such an ordinance may be patterned after Los Angeles

County's former "Earthquake Fault Ordinance-Section 510~ July 1?~ 19?O~"
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a modified version of whiah is suggested below:

Suggested Earthquake Fault Ordinanae

EarthqUake Faults. If a building site is within an apparent aative

fault zone~ and the (City-County) Engineer so finds~ geologiaal or

engineering reports submitted in aonneation with the evaluation of

suah a site shall aontain information pertaining to the safety of

suah building site with respeat to the probability of surfaae

fraatures oaaurring during an earthquake within the fault zone. Suah

reports shall also aontain a reaommendation as to the magnitude of

ground shaking to be assumed in determining the aseismia design of

the building.

The (City-County) Engineer shall maintain maps showing the loaa

tion of apparent aative fault traaes within aative fault zones when

suah faults have been aaaurately loaated by geologia investigation~ and

suah information has been filed with the (City-County) Engineer.

Buildings shall not be aonstruated over these potentially aative

faults.

Exaeption: Light-frame buildings not over one story or twelve

feet in height~ having an area of not more than one thousand square

feet and not used for human oaaupanay~ may be aonstruated over suah

a fault.

Buildings within a potentially aative fault zone shall be

designed to resist the earthquake foraes presaribed by this aode, or

those reaommended in the geologiaal or engineering reports, whiahever

is greater.

Ordinanae No. 10037 of Los Angeles County is appended under the

Building and Grading Regulations seation of this report.
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Opdinance No. 10,03?

An opdinance adding Section 310 to Opdinance No.2225, the Building

Code, pelating to building sites within potentially active eapthquake

fault zones.

The Board of Supervisops of the County of Los Angeles do ordain as

foUows:

Section 1. Section 310 is added to Opdinance No. 225 entitled,

"Building Code, /I adopted Mapch 20, 1933, to read:

SEC. 310. EARTHQUAKE FAULTS.

If a building site is within a potentially active fault

zone, and the County Engineep so finds, geological OP engineering

recopds submitted in connection with the evacuation of

such site shall contain information peptaining to the safety

of such building site with pespect to the ppobabilty of

suPface fpactupes occUPPing duping an eapthquake on the

fault zone. Such reports also shall contain a recommenda

tion as to the magnitude of gpound shaking to be assumed

in determining the aseismic design of the building.

Fop the pupposes of this section, potentially active

earthquake faults shall be those within the San AndPeas

Fault zone which enteps the county at a point southeasterly

fPom Big Pines and extends acposs the county in a nopth

westeply direction leaving the county near the intepsection

of the boundaries of the Counties of Kern, Los Angeles, and

Ventupa; and the Newport-Inglewood Fault zone which extends

in a genepally northwesteply dipection thpough the cities

of Long Beach and Signal HiU, and traversing the Baldwin

Hills to the nopth.

The County Engineep shall maintain maps showing the

location of faults within potentially active fault zones

when such faults have been accupately located by geologic

investigation, and such information has been filed with

the County Engineer.

Buildings shall not be constpucted over a potentially

active fault.
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Exception:

Light-frame buildings not over one (1) story or twelve

(12) feet in height, having an area of not more than one

thousand (1000) square feet and not used for human occupancy,

may be constructed over such a fault when an agreement has

been recorded in the office of the County Recorder re

lieving the county, its officers and employees of liability

for damage or loss which may result from the construction

or use of such building. The agreement shall be binding

on successors of interest in such property.

Buildings within a potentially active fault zone shall

be designed to resist the earthquake forces prescribed by

this code or those recommended in the geological or engineer

ing reports, whichever is greater.

Section 2. This ordinance shall be published in the Journal of

Commerce and Independent Review, a newspaper printed and published

in the County of Los Angeles.

(Seal) ERNEST E. DEBS,
ATTEST: Chairman.

JAMES S. MIZE,

Executive Officer - Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the County

of Los Angeles.

I hereby certify that at its meeting of June 16, 1970, the

foregoing ordinance was adopted by the Board of Supervisors of said

County of Los Angeles by the following vote, to wit:

Ayes: Supervisors Frank G. Bonelli, Kenneth Hahn and Burton

W. Chace.

Noes: None.

(SeaZ';

Executive Officer -

Effective Date July

(88174) June 26

JAMES S. MIZE,

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

of L08 Angeles.

17, 1970.

of the County
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LEGISLATION PERTAINING TO SCHOOLS

SENATE BILL 689
School Building Sites

An Act to amend Section 15002.1 of the Education Code,

relating to school sites.

SE 689~ Alquist. School building sites.

Makes clapifying changes in ppovision pequiping geological and

engineeping investigations of school sites.

Revises causes of possible eaPthquake damage to which specified

engineeping studies must be dipected.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 15002.1 of the Education Code is amended to

pead:

15002.1. The governing bOaPd of a school distpict~ ppiop to

acqu~~ng any site on which it ppoposes to constpuct any school

building as defined in Section 15452 shall have the site~ op sites~

undep considepation investigated by competent pepsonnel to ensupe

that the final site selection is detePmined by an evaluation of all

factops affecting the public intepest and is not limited to selection

on the basis of Paw land cost only. The investigation shall include

such geologicl and soil engineeping studies by competent pepsonnel

as ape needed to ppovide an assessment of the natupe of the site and

potential fop eapthquake damage.

The geological and soil engineeping studies of the site shall be

of such a natupe as will ppeclude siting of a school in any location

whepe the geological chaPactepistics ape such that the constpuction

effopt pequiped to make the site safe fop occupancy is economically

unfeasible. The evaluation shall also include location of the site

with pespect to population~ tpanspoptation~ watep supply~ waste

disposal facilities~ utilities~ tpaffic hazapds~ supface dpainage

conditions~ and othep factops affecting the opepating costs~ as well

as the initial costs~ of the total ppoject.
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No sahool building shall be aonstruated or situated on the traae

of an aative geologiaal fault. For purposes of this seation3 an aative

geologiaal fault is defined as one along whiah supfaae rupture aan

be reasonably expeated to oaaur within the life of the building.

Similar geologiaal and soil engineering investigations shall be

made as deemed neaessapY by the Department of General Serviaes for

the aonstruation of any sahool building as defined in Seation 15452 or3

if the estimated aost exaeeds ten thousand dollaPs ($103000)3 the

reaonstruation or alteration of or addition to any suah sahool

building for work whiah alters struatural elements. No suah study

need be made if the site or sites under aonsideration have been the

subjeat of adequate prior study.

A aopy of the report of eaah investigation aonduated pupsuant

to this seation shall be submitted to the Department of General

Sepviaes and the DepaPtment of Eduaation pursuant to Artiale 4

(aommenaing with Seation 15451) of Chapter 2 of this division. The

aost of geologiaal and soil engineering studies and investigations

aonduated pursuant to this seation may be treated as a aapital

expendituPe.

LEGISLATION PERTAINING TO HOSPITALS

SENATE BILL 519
Hospital Construction - Signed by Governor, December 1972

An act to add Division 12.5 (commencing with Section 15000)
to the Health and Safety Code, relating to hospitals, and

making an appropriation therefor.

Legislative Counsel's Digest

SE 5193 as amended3 Alquist. Hospital aonstruation.

Requires the State DepaPtment of Publia Health3 through a aontraat

with the Department of General Serviaes3 to (1) observe the aonstruation

of or addition to any hospital building or3 if the work alters struatural

elements3 the reaonstruation or alteration of any hospital building3 as
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it deems necessary for the protection of life and property; and (2)

pass upon and approve or rejeot all plans for the construction or the

alteration of any hospital building~ independently reviewing the

design and geological data to assure complianoe with the require

ments of the act. Requires that geological data be reviewed by an

engineering geologist and struotural design data be reviewed by a

structural engineer.

Requires the governing board of each hospital or other hospital

governing authority~ before adopting any plans for suoh hospital

building~ to submit the plans to the State Department of Publio Health

for approval and to pay prescribed fees~ speoifies what must aooompany

the applioation for approval~ and prescribes requirements for plans

and specifioations.

Creates a Hospital Building Account in the Architecture Publio

Building Fund~ requires that all fees collected pursuant to the act

be credited to such account~ and continuously appropriate money in

suoh account~ without regard to fiscal years~ for the use of the

State Department of Public HeaZth~ subject to approval of the Depart

ment of Finance~ in oarrying out the provisions of the act.

Declares that no oontract for the construction or alteration of

any hospital building made or executed on or after the effective

date of the act is valid~ and prohibits payment of any money for work

done under such a contract~ or for any labor or materials furnished in

constructing or altering any suoh building~ unless prescribed require

ments are satisfied.

~esoribes requirements re administration of the work of construc

tion~ inspeotion of hospital buildings and of the work of construotion

or alteration~ and reports concerning the work of construction or altera

tion.

Authorizes the State Department of Public Health to call upon the

Department of General Services to make a periodic review of hospital

operations to assure that the hospital is adequately prepared to

resist damage caused by earthquake tremor and presoribes requirements

re such review.

Authorizes the State Department of Public Health to make regulations

to carry out the act.
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Requires the Director of PubLic HeaLth to appoint a Building

Safety Board to advise and act as a board of appeals in all matters

affecting seismic safety in the administration and enforcement of the

act.

Exempts an architect or structural engineer from personal liability

for personal injury or property damage resulting from structural in

adequacy or failure of hospital building~ if such person exercised nor

mal professional diLigence in carrying out his functions under the

act.

Declares intent of the Legislature to preempt from local juris

dictions the enforcement of building regulations adopted pursuant to

this act~ including plan checking~ and intent of the Legislature

that where Local jurisdictions have more restrictive standards for

enforcement of building regulations and construction supervision~ such

standards shaU be enforced by the state.

Prescribes penalty for violations.

Defines "hospital building~" "construction or aZteration~"

"architeat~" "structural engineer~" and "engineer geologist. "

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares as follows:

(a) California is situated on the rim of the great Circum-Pacific

seismic belt and it is inevitabLe that strong seismic disturbances

along this belt wilL cause extensive property damage and endanger the

lives of all people who enter or are near buildings which may coLlapse

or be seriously damaged by such seismic disturbances.

(b) It is reasonable to expect that any building located anywhere

within California will be subjected to the forces generated by a strong

earthquake at least once during its life.

(c) Following the 1933 Long Beach earthquake~ the Legislature

enaated the so-aaUed "Field Act" (Sections 15451 to 15466~ inclusive~

Education Code) as an urgency measure~ which established reasonable

minimum standards and procedures for the design and construction of

new public schooL buiLdings. The durabiLity during subsequent earth

quakes of school buildings designed and constructed under the provisions
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of those statutes, when compaped with the dupability duping the same

eapthquakes of othep buildings not designed and constpucted pupsuant

to the "Field Act," has pepeatedly iUustpated the ppudence of such

legislation.

(dJ The San FePnando Valley eaPthquake of Febpuapy 9, 1971,

although modepate in tePms of total enepgy pelease, pesulted in such

total collapse OP damage as made many hospital buildings inopepable.

Some of these damaged OP destpoyed hospital buildings wepe pelatively

new stpuctupes, designed and constpucted to meet the standapds as

ppescpibed by most local jupisdictions thPoughout the State of

CalifoPniao

SEC. 2. It is the intent of the Legislatupe that hospitals, which

house patients having less than the capacity of nOPmally healthy

pepsons to ppotect themselves, and which must be completely func

tional to pePfoPm all necessaPy sepvices to the public aftep a

disastep, shall be designed and constpucted to pesist, insofap as

ppacticable, the fopces genepated by eaPthquakes, gpavity, and winds.

In ordep to accomplish this puppose the Legislatupe intends to

establish ppopep building standapds fop eaPthquake pesistance based

upon cuppent knowledge, and intends that ppocedupes fop the design

and aonstpuction of hospitals be subjected to independent peview.

It is fUPthep the intent of the Legislatupe that Division 12.5

(commencing with Section 15000J of the Health and Safety Code shall

be administered by the State Depaptment of Public Health,

which shall contpact fop enfopcement of such ppovisions with the

Depaptment of Genepal Services which now successfully enfopces the

ppovisions of the "Field Act. "

SEC. 3. Division 12.5 (commencing with Section 15000) is added

to the Health and Safety Code, to pead:
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DIVISION 12.5. BUILDINGS USED BY THE PUBLIC

CHAPTER 1. Hospitals

15000. It is the intent of the Legislature that the Depaptment

of Genepal Sepvices shall analyze the stpuctural systems and details~

as set fopth in the wOPking dPawings and specifications~ and inspect

the constpuction of hospital ppojects and pepopt the findings of such

analysis to the state depaptment. It is fupthep the intent of the

Legislature to ppeempt fPom local jUPisdictions the enfopcement of

building pegulations adopted pupsuant to this chaptep including the

plan checking. It is furthep the intent of the Legislatupe that

whepe local jupisdictions have mope pestpictive standards fop the

enfopcement of building pegulations and constpuction supepvision~ such

standards shall be enfopced by the state.

15001. "Hospital building~" as used in this chaptep~ means and

includes any building used~ OP designed to be used~ fop a hospital and

shall include all of the following:

(a) All hospitals of a type pequiped to be licensed pupsuant to

Chaptep 2 (commencing with Section 1400) of Division 2 and facilities

of a type pequiped to be licensed pursuant to Chaptep 1 (commencing

with Section 7000) of Division 7 of the WelfaPe and Institutions Code.

(b) Institutions conducted~ maintained, OP opepated by this

state OP any state depaptment, authopity, distpict~ bupeau, commission~

OP officep op by the Regents of the Univepsity of CalifoPnia, OP by a

bOaPd of supepvisops of a county undep the ppovisions of Chaptep 2.5

(commencing with Section 1440) of Division 2, which, except fop the

exemption ppovided by Section 1415, would be encompassed by the ter,ms

of subdivision (a).

15002. "Constpuction OP aZtepation, II as used in this chaptep,

includes any constpuction, peconstpuction, OP altepation of, OP

addition to, any hospital building.

15003. I~pchitect," as used in this chaptep, means a pepson

who is ceptified and holds a valid license undep Chaptep 3 (commencing

with Section 5500) of Division 3 of the Business and ppofessions Code.

15004. I~tpuctupal' engineep," as used in this chaptep, means a
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pepson who is validly ceptified to use the title stpuctupal engineep

undep Chaptep 7 (commencing with Section 6700) of Division 3 of the

Business and ppofessions Code.

15005. "Engineeping geologist~" as used in this chaptep~ means a

pepson who is validly ceptified undep Chaptep 12.5 (commencing with

Section 7800) of Division 3 of the Business and ppofessions Code.

15006. The state depaPtment~ thpough its contpact with the

DepaPtment of Genepal Sepvices~ shall obsepve the constpuction of~ op

addition to~ any hospital building op~ if the wopk alteps stpuctupal

elements~ the peconstpuction op altepation of any hospital building~

as it deems necessapy to comply with the ppovisions of this chaptep

fop the ppotection of life and ppopepty.

15007. The state depaPtment~ thpough its contpact with the

Depaptment of Genepal Sepvices~ shall pass upon and apppove op peject

all plans fop the constpuction op the altepation of any hospital

building~ independently peviewing the design and geological data to

assupe compliance with pequipements of this chaptep. Geological

data shall be peviewed by an engineeping geologist and stpuctupal

design data shall be peviewed by a stpuctupal engineep. The govePn

ing boapd of each hospital op othep hospital govepning authopity~

befope adopting any plans fop such hospital building~ shall submit

the plans to the state depaptment fop apppoval and shall pay the fees

ppescpibed in this chaptep.

15008. In each case~ the application fop apppoval of the plans

shall be accompanied by the plans and full~ complete~ and accupate

specifications~ and stpuctupal design computations~ and the specified

fee~ which shall comply with pequipements ppescpibed by the state

depaptment.

15009. Plans submitted pupsuant to this chaptep fop wopk which

affects stpuctupal elements shall contain an assessment of the natupe

of the site and potential fop eapthquake damage~ based upon geologic

and engineePing investigations by competent pepsonnel of the causes

of eaPthquake damage. One-stopy Type V constpuction of 4~000

squape feet OP less shall be exempt fPom the ppovisions of this

seetion.

15010. The engineeping investigation shall be coppelated with
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the geologic evaluation made pursuant to Section 15009.

15011. The application shall be accompanied by a filing fee in

an amount which the state department determines will cover the costs

of administering this chapter. Such fee shall be based on a uniform

percentage of the estimated construction cost~ and shall not exceed

O.? percent of the estimated construction cost.

The minimum fee in any case shall be one hundred dollars ($100).

If the actual construction cost exceeds the estimated construction

cost by more than 5 percent~ a further fee shall be paid to the state

department~ based on the above schedule and computed on the amount by

which the actual cost exceeds the amount of the estimated cost.

15012. All fees shall be paid into the State Treasury and credited

to the Hospital Building Account~ which is hereby created in the

Architecture Public Building Fund~ and are continuously appropriated

without regard to fiscal years for the use of the state department~

subject to approval of the department of Finance~ in carrying out

the provisions of this chapter. Adjustments in the amounts of the fees~

as determined by the state department and approved by the Department

of Finance~ shall be made within the limits set in Section 15011 in

order to maintain a reasonable working balance in the account.

15013. All plans and specifications shall be prepared by an

architect. A structural engineer shall prepare the structural

design for such plans and specifications. Administration of the

work of construction shall be under the responsible charge of such

architect and structural engineer~ except that where plans and

specifications for alterations or repairs do not affect architectural

or structural conditions~ such plans and specifications may be prepared

and work of construction may be administered by a professional engi

neer duly qualified to perform such services and holding a valid

certificate under Chapter? (commencing with Section 6?00) of

Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code for perfoPmance of

services in that branch of engineering in which said plans~ specifica

tions~ and estimates and work of construction are applicable.

15014. Before letting any contract for any construction or

alteration of any hospital building~ the written approval of the plans

as to safety of design and construction~ by the state department~
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through its contraot with the Department of General Services~ shall

be first had and obtained.

15015. No oontract for the construction or alteration of any

hospital building~ made or exeouted on or after the effeotive date

of this chapter by the governing board or authority of any hospital

or other similar public board~ body~ or offioer otherwise vested

with authority to make or execute suoh a oontraot~ is valid~ and no

money shall be paid for any work done under such a contract or for

any labor or materials furnished in constructing or altering any

suoh building~ (1) unless the plans and speoifioations comply with

the provisions of this ohapter and the requirements presoribed by

the state department~ and (2) the approval thereof in writing has

first been had and obtained from the state department~ through its

contract with the Department of General Services~ and (3) the

hospital building is to be accessible to~ and usable by~ the

physically handicapped~ and (4) the plans and speoifications

comply with the first and panic safety requirements of the State

Fire Marshal.

15016. The state department~ through its oontraot with the

Department of General Services~ shall make such inspection of the

hospital buildings and of the work of construction or alteration as

in its judgment is neoessary or proper for the enforcement of this

chapter and the protection of the safety of the public. The hospitaZ

governing board or authority shall provide for and require oompetent~

adequate, and continuous inspection during construction or alteration

by an inspeotor satisfactory to the arohiteot, structural engineer,

and the state department. The inspector shall aot under the direction

of the architect and structural engineer~ and be responsible to the

board or authority. Notwithstanding any other provision of this

section, where alterations or repairs are to be conducted under the

supervision of a professionaZ engineer pursuant to Section 15013~ the

inspector need only be satisfaotory to the state department and to

the professional engineer, and the inspeotor shalZ act under the

direotion of the professionaZ engineer. In approving any inspeotor,

the state department shall consult with the Department of General
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Se!'viaes.

150170 F!'om time to time, as the wO!'k of aonst!'uation o!' alte!'a

tion p!'og!'esses and wheneve!' the Depa!'tment of Gene!'al Se!'viaes

!'equi!'es, the aPahiteat and st!'Uatu!'al enginee!' in ahaPge of aonst!'Ua

tion o!' !'egiste!'ed enginee!' in aha!'ge of othe!' wo!'k, the inspecto!'

on the wo!'k, and the aont!'aato!' shall each make to the Depa!'tment of

Gene!'al Se1'Viaes a !'epo!'t, duly ve!'ified by him, upon a fo!'m p!'esa!'ibed

by the state depa!'tment, in consultation with the DepaPtment of Gene!'al

Se1'Viaes, showing, of his own pe!'sonal knowledge, that the wO!'k duping

the pe!'iod aove!'ed by the !'epo!'t has been pe!'fo!'med and mate!'ials

used and installed aPe in acao!'dance with the app!'oved plans and

specifiaations, setting fo!'th suah detailed statements of faat as aPe

!'equi!'ed by the Depa!'tment of Gene!'al Se1'viaes.

The te!'m 'pe!'sonal knowledge," as used in this seation and as

applied to the a!'chiteat and !'egiste!'ed enginee!', means pe!'sonal

knowledge whiah is the !'esult of suah gene!'al administ!'ation of

const!'Uation as is pequi!'ed and aacepted of, and fo!', such pe!'sons

in the const!'Uction of buildings. Such pe!'sons shall, howeve!', use

!'easonable diligence to obtain the info!'mation !'equi1'ed.

The tePm 'pe!'sonal knowledge," as applied to the inspecto!', means

the aatual pe!'sonal knowledge of the inspeato!' obtained by his pe!'

sonal, aontinuous obse1'Vation of the wO!'k of const!'uation at the

aonst!'Uction site in all stages of p!'og!'ess.

15018. Upon w!'itten !'equest to the state depa!'tment by the

gove!'ning boa!'d o!' autho!'ity of any hospital, the state depa!'tment

th!'ough aont!'act with the DepaPtment of Gene!'al Se1'Vices shall make,

01' cause to be made, an examination and !'eport on the st!'uctu!'al

condition of any hospital building subject to the payment by the

gove!'ning boa!'d o!' autho!'ity of the actual expenses inau!'!'ea by the

state depa!'tmento

150190 The state depa!'tment may call upon the Depa!'tment of

Gene!'al Services to make a pe1'iodic !'eview of hospital ope!'ation to

assU!'e that the hospital is adequately p!'epa!'ed to !'esist damage

aaused by ea!'thquake t!'emo!'. The !'eview shall inalude, but not be

limited to, evaluations of the st!'Uctu!'al safety of elevato!'s,
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standby equipment and emergency procedures~ and procedures and

facilities for storage of dangerous gases~ liquids~ and solids. The

governing board or authority of the hospital shall reimburse the

state department for actual expenses incurred in making such review.

The state department shall contract with the Department of General

Services for such services.

15020. The state department~ with the advice of the Department

of General Services~ shall from time to time make such rules and

regulations as it deems necessary~ proper~ or suitable to effectually

carry out the provisions of this chapter.

15021. There is in the state department a Building Safety Board

which shall advise and act as a board of appeals with regard to seismic

structural safety of hospitals. The Director of Public Health~ with

the advise of the Department of General Services J shall appoint the

members of the Building Safety BoardJ which shall advise and act as a

board of appeals in all matters affecting seismic structural safety

in the administration and enforcement of this chapter. The board shall

consist of 11 members appointed by the Director of Public Health and

six ex officio members who are: the Director of Public HealthJ the

State Architect~ the State Fire MarshalJ the State GeologistJ the

Chief of the Bureau of Health Facilities Planning and Construction in

the state department and the Chief Structural Engineer of the School

house Section of the Office of Architecture and Construction in the

Department of General Services. Of the appointive membersJ two shall

be structural engineers~ two shall be architects~ one shall be an

engineering geologist~ one shall be a soils engineer~ one shall be a

seismologist~ one shall be a mechanical engineer~ one shall be an

electrical engineer~ and one shall be a hospital administrator. The

appointive members shall serve at the pleasure of the director. He

may also appoint as many other ex officio members as he may desire.

Ex officio members are not entitled to vote. Board members~ qualified

by close connection with hospital design and construction and highly

knowledgeable in their respective fields with particular reference to

seismic safetYJ shall be appointed from nominees recommended by the

governing bodies of the Structural Engineers Association of California;

the California CouncilJ American Institute of Architects; the
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the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute; the Association of

Engineering Geologists; the Consulting Engineers Association of

California; the California Hospital Association. Board members shall

be residents of California.

15022. The Building Safety Board shall convene upon request of

the chairman thereof. He may convene a meeting of the board whenever

it may be necessary, in his judgment, for the board to meet. The

board shall adopt such rules of procedure as are necessary to enable

it to perform its duties. The chairman of the board shall, in his

discretion, or upon instructions from the board, designate subcom

mittees to study and report back to the board upon any technical sub

ject or matter for which an independent review or further study is

desired. Members of the board shall be reimbursed from the Hospital

Building Account in the Architecture Public Building Fund for their

reasonable actual expenses in attending meetings conducted to carry

out the provisions of this chapter, but shall receive no compensation

for their services.

15023. No licensed architect or licensed structural engineer,

employed by the governing board or authority of a hospital to prepare

plans for any hospital-building construction or alteration or employed

to examine any hospital building pursuant to this chapter, shall be

held personally liable for injury to persons or damage to property

resulting from structural inadequacy or failure of the hospital

building, provided such architect or engineer has exercised normal

professional diligence in carrying out his functions under this

chapter.

15024. Any person who violates any provision of this chapter is

guilty of a misdemeanor.
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LEGISLATION PERTAINING TO DAMS AND HIGHWAYS

SENATE BILL 896
Seismic Safety of Dams

An act to add Section 8589.5 to the Government Code,
relating to seismic safety.

SE 896~ as intpoduced~ Alquist. Seismic safety.

Requipes Office of Emepgency Sepvices to encoupage emepgency

ppocedupes fop evacuation and contpol of populated aPeas below

dams. Requires office to make specified dete~inations. Requipes

designated local agencies to develop evacuation plans. Requipes

inundation maps. Requipes repopt to Legislature.

The people of the State of CalifoPnia do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. The Legislature intends~ by this act~ to encourage

procedures for the emergency evacuation and contpol of populated

apeas below dams. The value of such a ppogpam has been demonstrated

by that of the Los Angeles Department of Watep and Power~ administered

by the Los Angeles Police Department~ which has been very successful.

SEC. 2. Section 8589.5 is added to the Government Code~ to read:

8589.5. (aJ The Office of Emergency Services shaU encourage

local governmental organizations~ utilities~ and owners of dams to

adopt emepgency procedures for the evacuation and control of populated

areas below dams. The office shall dete~ine whethep adequate public

safety measures exist for the evacuation and control of populated

areas below dams the partial or complete failupe of which would be

likely to result in death~ injury and property damage.

(bJ Inundation maps showing the potential flood zones based on

the maximum legal capacity of the particulaP dam shall be prepared

by the ownep of each dam specified by the Office of Emergency

Sepvices. The delivery of such maps in complete fo~ to the govePning

bodies of the jurisdictions likely to be affected shall be accomplished
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within six months from the effective date of this section. Copies

of such maps shall be reviewed~ approved~ and filed with the

Department of Water Resources and the Office of Emergency Services.

(0) The appropriate governmental agency designated by the Office

of Emergency Services shall develop evacuation plans. Such plans

shall include~ at Zeast: (1) delineation of area to be evacuated;

(2) routes to be used; (3) traffic control measures; (4) shelters

to be activated for the care of the evacuees; (5) methods for the

movement of people without their own transportation; (6) identification

of particular areas of facilities in the flood zones whiah will not

require evacuation because of their location on high ground or similar

circumstances; (7) identification and development of special procedures

for the evacuation and care of people from unique institutions;

(8) proaedures for the perimeter and interi~seourity of the area~

including such things as passes~ identification requirements, and

anti looting patrols; (9) procedures for the lifting of the evacua-

tion and reentry of the area; and (10) details of which organizations

are responsible for these functions and the material and personnel re

sources required. The agency that prepares such a plan shall review

it at least every two years.

SEC. 3. The Office of Emergency Services shall revort to the

Legislature on the plans required by this act within 21 months of

its enactment.

ASSFMBLY BILL 1611

Highway Construction

An act relating to uncompleted state highway facilities damaged

by earthquake, and declaring the urgency thereof, to

take effect immediately.

AB 1611~ as introduced~ Lewis (Trans.). State highway construc

tion contracts.

New act.
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States legislative findings pe damage to state highway constpuc

tion in the vicinity of the City of San FePnando caused by the eapth

quake of Febpuapy 9~ 1971.

Requipes the DepaPtment of Public Wopks to conduct thopough in

vestigation of the geologic ahaPaatepistias of aonstpuation zone~ and

ppohibits pePmanent peaonstpuation until investigation is completed.

Authopizes the depa~tment to tePminate any constpuction contpaats

upon mutual consent of the aontpaating pa~ties~ if wo~k undep such

contpaats was substantially damaged OP destpoyed by the eapthquake.

Specifies ppinciples to be followed by the depaPtment in seeking agpee

ment to tePminate such contpacts.

To take effeat immediately~ upgency statute.

The people of the State of CalifoPnia do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. The Legislatupe finds and declapes as follows:

(aJ Extensive eaPthquake damage to state highway facilities

undep aonstpuction in the vicinity of the City of San FePnando has

cpeated a seve~e obstacle to publia tpaffic and a aontinuing dangep to

the publia welfaPe.

(bJ The sudden eapthquake aation in a zone hepetofope consideped

to be inactive pequipes that thopough geologic investigations be

made to detePmine the feasibility of peaonstpucting the damaged wopk~

and to detePmine the ppopep placement and constpuction of the highway

facilities.

(aJ Due to the gpeat magnitude of obsepvable damage~ the indetep

minate magnitude of concealed and subsuPfaae damage~ and the length

of time which will be pequiped fop the completion of necessaPy investiga

tions~ the public intepest and public safety would be advepsely affeated

by an immediate attempt to pesume aonstpuction.

SEC. 2. The DepaPtment of Public Wopks shall pepfoPm a thopough

investigation of the geologia chapaatepistias of the aonstpuction

zone to asceptain the ppobable influence which the ppoximity of the

eapthquake fault will have upon the aonstpuction of highway facilities.

PePmanent peaonstpuction shall not be pesumed befope such investigation
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is compZeted.

SEC. 3, In order to prevent the performance of further construc

tion before the compZetion of the necessary investigations into the

sufficiency and safety of such construotion~ the Department of Public

Works is authorized to terminate any contract for state highway construc

tion in the vicinity of the City of San Fernando~ if the work of such

contract was substantially damaged or destroyed by earthquake; pro

vided~ that such termination shall be by the mutual consent of the

contracting parties. Such termination shall be deemed to constitute

completion of the work.

SEC. 4. The terms and oonditions under which such contracts may

be terminated shall be agreed upon by the contraoting parties. However~

it is the intent of the Legislature that the Department of Public Works

be guided by the following principles in seeking to reach agreement

respecting termination:

(a) The compensation received by a contractor for all work per

formed prior to the earthquake shall be the reasonabZe cost of the

performance of such work as it can be reasonably ascertained without

the inclusion of a profit; provided~ that such cost shall not be in

excess of the contract price of such work. The determination of the

contract price of partially completed items of work shall be determined

by apportioning such contract prices.

(b) Such termination shall not preclude payment to the contractor

for work performed after the earthquake for which he would have been

entitled to payment but for such termination.

(c) That the agreement of termination shall operate as a complete

and final resolution of the rights of the respective parties~ and as

a bar to any further claims or demands between them; provided~ that

this shall not affect the rights of third parties who are subrogated

to the rights of the contractor.

SEC. 5. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the im

mediate preservation of the public peace~ health or safety within

the meaning of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into

immediate effect. The facts constituting such necessity are:
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Various highway facilities were destroyed~ or rendered unsafe

and unusable~ by the earthquake of February 9~ 1971. Contracts are

presently in effect which call for the performance of further construc

tion in the area of greatest damage. Such contracts must either be

performed or they must be terminated. It would be contrary to the

public interest to continue to perform such contracts before the

full extent of subsurface damage has been ascertained~ or before a

full investigation has been made into the geologic instability of the

area~ the risk of further earthquakes~ and the type of construction

which may be required to resist such earthquakes. The Legislature

has determined that the public interest would be best served by an

immediate termination of such contracts~ but there is not administra

tive procedure presently in effect pursuant to which such termination

may be accomplished.

Therefore~ it is necessary that this act go into immediate effect.
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MAP

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS I II

LEG END

- Prominent or Obvious Fault

- Probable Fault or Rupture

- Probable Fault or Rupture

NOTE:

LANDSLIDE - Arrow shows direction of movement

Limits of Present Investigation

DASHED LINES are approximate.
DOTTED LINES are concealed or inferred.

All lineaments have been mapped using
special 10" sun-angle aerial photography
taken especially for this project. The
basic scale of the photographs is
1:12,000, or 1 inch represents 1,000
feet. Fault-related features have been
transferred from photographs to topo
graphic base maps using a vertical
sketchmaster and were checked by inspec
tion and scale dividers.

We are confident that the features
plotted as Class I faults are the loca
tions of the most recent surface fault
ruptures. The Class I features commonly
have significant vertical relief or
extend from surface ruptures having
significant vertical relief. For the
present study, very fresh fissures
related to earthquake shaking are also
mapped as Class I.

It is OUT belief that all the Class I
lineaments arc well defined topographic
features that mark the most recent sur
face fault ruptures. They are believed
to have been mostly produced by, or
related to, rapid fault displacements
associated with strong earthquakes.
Most Class I ruptures are undoubtedly
the result of repeated fault displace
ments that are concentrated along pre
viously established planes of weakness.
Therefore, the Class I faults are the
most likely candidates for significant
future development. Some surface fault
offset along the Wasatch fault may be
due to slow tectonic creep, as has been
documented along other active faults.
This problem should be considered in
further evaluations.

The Class II features are probable sur
face faults or obvious surface faults
showing much older activity. Most of
the Class II features show little verti
cal relief and may be secondary fault
related features associated with ground
failure or graben development.

The Class III features are possible sur
face faults. They have little or no
vertical relief. Most of them appear to
be related to the Class I and II fault
features; however, some Class III fea
tures may represent erosional fault-line
features or shoreline features; this

should be taken into consideration during
more detailed investigations. The Class
III features are shown because we feel
they are possibiyfault-related and are
important enough to be considered for
further investigation and evaluation.
Our confidence level decreases from
Class I to III.

It is important to understand that some
minor fault breaks may not have been
identified or recognized as they may be
easily confused with other topographic
features, such as shorelines. Again,
this emphasizes the need for more
detailed surface mapping and subsurface
investigations.

Landslides are common along pert ions of
the Wasatch fault. Many of them arc
outlined on the prepared maps. Some are
presently active and some appear to be
in a state of equilibrium. The land
slide debris deposits are important be
cause, even though some appear not to
be presently moving, they are potenti
ally unstable, especially if they are
altered or disturbed. Disturbances by
earthquakes, fault movements, man-made
cuts or heavy rainfall could re-activate
the slide mass. Therefore, detailed in
vestigations must'be carried out before
development is allowed near these land
slides.

ACCURACY

Fault-related features plotted on the
map generally have a lateral accuracy
of ±100 feet. In areas of high relief
or where cultural development such as
roads, fence lines, and other similar
features are lacking, the accuracy may
be not better than ±200 feet. In urba
nized areas, the fault features have
been modified and obscured by urban
development, and only the most obvious
scarps are plotted; more detailed
studies are needed to locate the less
prominent secondary faults.

PURPOSE OF MAPS

The purpose of these maps is to aid
general regional land-use planning.
The information presented is intended
to provide a framework for more detailed
investigations and evaluations.
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